
Friday 6/26/70

6:45 Bill Hickman called; said he was talking to a
reporter and they were discussing the fact that
yourname went out on the ticker.

The reporter said something to the effect that
"you should see the reaction I got out of Cotton -
he said If Whitehead's name went up, it shouldn't have.

Tried to reach you at Laurie's.

It

Called Lamar Alexander to give this message to
him; he said BeLieu had talked to Cotton and he thought
everything was 0.K. but he would talk to him tomorrow.



Friday 6/26/70

6:35 Zeidenbezgsaid "Congratulations. "



Friday 6/26/70

3:10 Mr. Whitehead asked us to call the reporters and let them
know that the announcement will be made today and we
wanted them to know since they have deadlines.



Friday 6/26/70

10:05 John Andrews will call us when he gets word from
San Clemente -- Its only 7:05 there.

They will teletype the releases to Washington and
copies will be available here.

4
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Thursday 6/25/70 6/26/70

11:10 Mr. Whitehead asked me to call Chuck Colson's
office and tell them that we expect the announcement
of his nomination to be made tomorrow and Mr. Colson
can now begin making the phone calls some time today
that they had discussed.

Mr. Colson was in a meeting and would be leaving in an
hour and not be back until tomorrow night; she chedked
with Colson and he said Bell can make the calls.

Advised Tom.

(Joan Hall)
details.

2352 - will be in touch if she needs any more



Thursday 6/25/70

4:40 At Mr. Whitehead's request, called Charlie Joyce
and asked him to doublecheck that the executive
order as finally drafted includes the authority of
the Director of OTP to get involved in the budgets
of all the agencies with telecommunications offices.

Mr. Joyce will check and call us back.



Thursday 6/25/70

11:30 Mr Plummer's office called to be sure you knew
the full budget was restored. He was so pleased.
Said it was the first time he could recall that they
got their full budget.

Pleased that NECAF was declared vital to the
national interest.
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EXECUTIVE ORDER

ASSIGNING TELECOMMUNICATIONS FUNCTIONS

/P'

By virtue of the authority vested in me by seption 301 of

title 3 of the United States Code, and as President of the United

States, and in consonance with the intention expressed in my mes-

sage to the Congress transmitting Reorganization Plan No. 1 of

1970, it is hereby ordered as follows:

SECTION 1. Amended and superseded orders. Exeoutive Orders

Nos. 10705 of April 17, 1957, 11051 of September 27, 1962, 11191 of

January 4, 1965, and 11490 of October 28, 1969, and the President's

Memorandum of August 21, 1963, headed "Establishment of the National

Communications System" (28 F.R. 9413) are amended as provided herein.

Executive Orders Nos. 10695-A of January 16, 1957, 10995 of February

16, 1962, and 11084 of February 15, 1963, to the extent not hereto-

fore made inapplicable, are hereby revoked.

SEC. 2. General functions. Subject to the authority and

control of the President, the Director of the Office of Telecommu-

nications Policy (hereinafter referred to as the Director) shall:

(a) Serve as the President's principal adviser on telecommu-

nications.
4 ,-

(b) Develop telecommunications plans, policies, and programs
zi

r , e ; i Hit?" /: 117 /
under. which the full advantage of technological development will
r-L( /,
accrue -to the Nation and the users of telecommunications,,-and which

will serve the national security, sustain and contribute to the
)4 V

full development of4world trade)and commerce, strengthen the posi-

tion and serve the best interests of the United States in negotia-

i . 
tions with foreign nations, and permit the maximum use and most

•7 .:' .1 ! 
effective management of communications .resources.

• .1 I -



(c) Conduct economic, technical, and systems analyses of
• I

telecommunications policies, activities, and opportunities in sup-

port of national policy formulation and United States participation

in international telecommunications activities.

au
on/1telecommunications policy issues, including non-Government use

of the spectrum; and assure that they are presented effectively

to the Congress and the Federal Communications Commission.

(e) Develop, in cooperation with the Federal Communications

Commission, a comprehensive long-range plan for improved manage-

ment of the total spectrum resource.

(f) Coordinate the telecommunications activities of the

executive branch and fOrmulate policies and standards therefor,

including but not limited to considerations of interoperability,

privacy, security, spectrum use and emergency readiness. Agencies

shall consult with the Director to insure that their conduct of

telecommunications activities is consistent with the Director's

policies and standards.

(g) Evaluate byappropriate means, including testing of the

overall communications system, the capability of existing and plan-

ned telecommunications systems to meet national security and emer-

gency preparedness requirements, and report the results and any

recommended remedial actions to the President through the National

Security Council.

(h)_ Reviel.r telecommunications research and development,

system improvement and expansion programs, and programs for the

testing, operation, and use of telecommunications systems of 4),

(d) Coordinate the development of executive branchpositions
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Federal agencies to identify competing, overlapping, duplicating

or inefficient programs, and make recommendations!to appropriate

agency officials and to the Director of the Bureau* of the Budget

concerning the scope and funding of these programs.

(i) Coordinate the development of policy, plans, programs,

and standards for the mobilization and use of telecommunications'

resources in any emergency, and prepare to administer such re-

sources if directed to do so in any emergency, under the overall

policy direction and planning assumptions of the Director of the

Office of Emergency Preparedness.

(j) Coordinate Federal assistance to State and local govern-

ments in the telecommunications area.

(k) Conduct studies and analyses to evaluate the impact of

the convergence of computer and communications technologies, and

recommend needed actions to the President and to the departments

and agencies.

(1) Contract for studies and reports related to any aspect

of his responsibilities.

SEC. 3. Frecillsncy assignments. The functions transferred

to the Director by section 1 of Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1970

include the functions of amending, modifying, and revoking fre-

quency assignments for radio stations belonging to and operated

by the United States, or to classes thereof, which have hereto-

fore been made or which may be made hereafter.

* SEC. 4. War powers. Executive Order No. 10705 of April 17,

1957, he-aded "Delegating Certain Authority of the President Re-

lating to Radio Stations and Communications", as amended, is

further amended by:

a

44
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If

(a) Substituting for subsection (a) of section 1 the fol-

lowing: "(a) Subject to the provisions of this order, the au-

thority vested in the President by subsections 606(a), (c), and.

(d) of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended (47 U.S.C.

606(a), (c)and (d)), is delegated to the Director of the Office

of Telecommunications Policy (hereinafter referred to as the

pivector). That authority shall be exercised under the overall

policy direction of the Director of the Office of Emergency Pre-

paredness."

(b) Substituting for the text; "subsections 305(a) and 606(a)"

in subsection (b) of section 1 the following: "subsection 606(a)."

SEC. 5. Foreip government radio stations. The authority

to authorize a foreign government•to construct and operate a radio

station at the seat of government vested in the President by sub-

section 305(d) of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended (47

U.S.C. 305(d)), is hereby delegated to the Director. Authoriza-

tion for the construction and operation of a radio station pur-

suant to this subsection and the assignment of a frequency for

its use shall be made only upon recommendation of the Secretary

of State and after consultation with the Attorney General and the

Chairman of the Federal Communications Commission.

SEC. 6. Office of Emergency Preparedness. (a) Executive

Order No. 11051 of September 27, 1962, as amended, is further

amended by:

(1) Deleting subsection 301(4) and renumbering subsection

301(5) as subsection 301(11).

(2) Substituting for section 306 the following:
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"Sec. 306. Emergency telecommunication. The Director shall

be responsible for providing overall policy 'guidance to the Direc-

tor of the Office of Telecommunications Policy in planning for the

mobilization of the Nation's teleeommunications resources in time

of national emergency."

(3) Deleting section 406.

SEC. 7. Iliczolcy preparedness. Executive Prder No. 11)190

of October 28, 1969, headed "Assigning emergency preparedness

functions to Federal department and agencies," as amended, is

hereby further amended (1) by substituting "Policy (35 F.R. 6421)"

for "Management (CEP)" in section 401(27), and (2) by substituting

the number of this order for "10995" in section 1802 and in section

2002(3).

SEC. 8. National Communications System. The President's

Memorandum of August 21, 1963, headed "Establishment of the

National Communications System" (28 F.R. 9413), is amended by:

(a) Substituting the following for the first paragraph

atter the heading "Executive Office Responsibilities":

Director of-the Office-of Telecommunications Policy

sh01 be responsible for policy direction of the development and

operation of the National Communications System and shall:"

CO Substituting the term "Director of the Office of Tele-

communications Policy" for the term "Special Assistant to the

President for Telecommunications" wherever it appears in said

memorandum.

SEC. 9. Communications Satellite Act of 1962. Ekecutive

Order No. 11191 of January 4, 1965, headed "Providing for the

Carrying Out of Certain Provisions of the Communications Satellite

Act of 1962," is amended by:
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(a) Substituting the following for subsection (c) of sec-

tion 1:

n/ N
(c) The term 'the Director' means the Director of the Office

of Telecommunications Policy.", and

(b) Substituting the following for the catchlinf sec-

tion 2: "Director of the Office of Telecommunications Polio."

SEC. 10. Advice to Secretary of State. The Director, in con-

sultation with the Federal Communications Commission when appropri-

ate, shall assist and give policy advice to the Secretary of State

in the discharge of his functions in the field of international

telecommunications policies, positions, and negotiations.

SEC. 11. Advisory committees. As may be permitted by law,

the Director shall establish such interagency advisory committees

and working groups composed of representatives of interested agen-

cies and consult with such departments and agencies as may be

necessary for the rnost effective performance of his functions.

To the extent he deems it necessary to continue the Interdepart-

ment Radio Advisory Committee, that Committee shall serve in an

advisory capacity to the Director. As may be permitted by law,

the Director also shall establish one or more telecommunications

advisory committees composed of experts in the telecommunications

area outside the Government.

*SEC. 12. Rules and regulations. The Director shall issue

such rules and regulations as may be necessary to carry out the

duties and responsibilities delegated to or vested in him by

this order.

SEC. 13. Agency assistance. All executive departments and

agencies of the Federal Government are authorized and directed to
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• cooperate with the Director and to furnish him such information,

support and assistance, not inconsistent with law, as he may re-

quire in the performance of his duties.

SEC. 11i. Functions of  the  Secretary of Commerce. The Secre-

tary of Commerce, in supporting the Director in the performance

of his functions, shall be a primary source of technical research

and analysis and, operating under the policy guidelines and direc-

tion of the Director, shal]:

(a) Perform analysis, engineering and administrative func-

tions, including the maintenance of necessary files and data bases,

responsive to the needs of the Director in the performance of his

responsibilities for the management of the radio spectrum.

(b) Conduct technical and economic research upon request to

provide information and alternatives required by the Office of

Telecommunications Policy to make representations or decisions

on policy issues.

(c) Conduct research and analysis on radio propagation,

radio systems characteristics, and operating techniques leading

to improved utilization of the radio spectrum in coordination with

specialized, related research and analysis performed by other Fed-

eral agencies in their areas of responsibility.

(d) Conduct research and analysis in the general field of

telecommunication sciences in support of other Government agencies

as required and in response to specific requests from the Director.

(e)' Provide systematic and continuing projections of techni-

cal and economic trends, future needs, and of the impact of par-

ticular developments, in the telecommunications area.
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(f) Provide advisory services to State and local agencies,

under policies established by the Director.

(g) Conduct such other activities as may be appropriate to

support the Director in the performance of his functions.
\N

SEC. 15. Retention of existing authority. (a) Nothing con-

tained in this order shall be deemed to impair any existing author-

ity or jurisdiction of the Federal Communications Commission. In

carrying out his functions under this order, the Director shall 

coordinate his activities as appropriate with the Federal Communica-

tions Commission and make appropriate recommendations to it as the

regulator of the private sector.

(b) Nothing contained in this order shall be deemed to impair

the responsibilities of the Administrator of General Services under

the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 199, as

------- amended, with respect to the- representation of agencies in nego-

--tiations with carriers and in proceedings before Federal and State

-regulatory bodies or the procurement either directly or by delegation

of authority to other agencies _of public utility communications

services: - The - AdrAinistrator shall-coordinate his activities in

these areas with the Director.

(c) Except as specifically provided herein, nothing in this

order shall be deemed to derogate from any existing assignment'

of functions to any other department or agency or officer thereof

made by statute, Executive order, or other Presidential airectives.

SEC: 16. Program content. Nothing in this order shall be

Iconstrued as authorizing the exercise of any authority with respect
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to the content of any station program or of communications trans-

mitted. by any communication facility.

1970
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WAS H I NG TO N

June 24, 1970

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Pm'

(.04. 64.-0..)

Now that Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1970 has gone into effect, the
Administration has been reviewing the FY 71 budget recommenda-
tions for the Office of Telecommunications Management and the House
aCtion on that budget. I want to be sure that the relative priorities of
this Administration in this program are available to the Congress.

The President's budget recommendations for telecommunications
policy requested $3.3 million, an increase above the 1970 budget of
$1.8 million, that anticipated both the reorganization and the greatly
expanded role foreseen for the new Office of Telecommunications
Policy. I wish to emphasize that we still consider the full funding of
$3.3 million is vitally important to the development of an effective
telecommunications policy program during the forthcoming year.

As you know, the House action contemplates no increased funding
above the 1970 level for the old Office of Telecommunications Manage-
ment. Part of this reduction ($906, 000) was attributed to concern over
the establishment of a new National Electromagnetic Compatibility
Analysis Facility without legislative authorization. The remaining
reduction would sharply curtail our plans to initiate urgently needed
studies of a broad range of telecommunications policy issues not hereto-
fore considered by the OTM.. Recent pay raises would in fact lower
the effective. resources available to the new office if the House proposals
were adopted.

The new staff and contract support needed for telecommunications
policy analyses is of the highest priority and absolutely essential to
expansion of the role and capabilities of the new Office of Telecommunications
Policy beyond that of its predecessor. The 1970 funding for studies
covered only frequency management subjects. The additional funds
requested in 1971 are needed to address a number of problems concerning
international agreements and spectrum allocations, data communications,
defense and emergency preparedness needs, the efficiency of Federal
expenditures and procurement for communications services, and other
important policy issues that have not received adequate policy attention.
The present OTM staff and funding levels allow for no such policy studies.
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With respect to the electromagnetic compatibility analysis effort,
it is not our intention to establish any new facility or organization
which would require legislative authorization. Rather, we intend
to task the Department of Commerce to develop the necessary
analytic techniques, data base, and processing capabilities to
provide the Office of Telecommunications Policy the information
necessary to more efficient use of the spectrum.

The $1.5 million reduction proposed by the House would make
iMpossible the following three categories of work that are important
to achieving the objectives of the new office: $539, 000 for 10 new
staff members and for contract studiesaf the Office of Telecommunications
to deal with broad telecommunications subjects not previously under-
taken by the old Office of Telecommunications Management.
$560, 000 for additional staff to develop the concepts, techniques, and
data bases for modernized electromagnetic compatibility analysis to
achieve more efficient use of our spectrum resources and to meet the
increasing workload of frequency assignment processing. $406, 000
for broader and more rapid application of electromagnetic compatibility
analyses.

However, should the Congress feel that some budgetary reductions
below the $3.3 million requested must be made, despite its own and
the Administration's strongly expressed interest in developing a more
effective telecommunications policy capability, some reduction in the
$406, 000 category just mentioned would be less detrimental to the
overall effort than would other reductions.

Sincerely,

Clay T. Whitehead
Special Assistant to the President

Honorable John 0. Pastore
Chairman
Subcommittee on Independent Offices
Committee on Appropriations
United States Senate
Washington, D. C.

cc: Mr. Whitehead
CTWhitehead:ed



Wednesday 6/24/70

5:20 Don Gessaman said he had just heard --- according
to the best information he can get, that the Senate restored
$1,105, 000 to the House marks for OTP --- means a cut
of $400, 000 over the President's budget.

5:35 Gessaman called again --- they restored the whole amount.
NECAF is "greatest thing since SEX."



Wednesday 6/24/70

6:25 Nick Zapple called to give you the good news
about the OTP budget.

Would appreciate a call in the morning Thursday.



Friday 6/19/70

9:05 Called Gessaman and advised that in addition to the
paper he's preparing for you, you would also like

1. Transcript of the appropriations hearings in
the Senate pertaining to DMA.

2. FCC Senate Appn. hearings

Said Morrill would be calling you.



June 18. 1970

Dear Professor Parker:

Thank you very much for the pre-publication manuscript
of "Technological Change in the Mass Media." I
regret that I have not had the time to do other than scan
through its contents. but I de hope to read it more fully.
Thank you for thinking of me.

Sincerely.

Clay T. Whitehead
Special Assistant to the President

Professor Edwin B. Parker
Department of Communication
Redwood Hall
Stanford, California 94305

cc: Mr. Whitehead
Central Files

CTWhitehead:ed



STANFORD UNIVERSITY
STANFORD, CALIFORNIA 94305

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATION

May 28, 1970

Mr. Clay T. Whitehead
Staff Specialist
Telecommunications Policy
The White House
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Whitehead:

Here is a longish, pre-publication version of a manuscript that
I thought might interest you, because of its focus on technological
change and telecommunications policy problems.

Yours sincerely,

A" HOLA.11.4_,
Edwin B. Parker
Associate Professor

EBP.wr
Enclosure

REDWOOD HALL
Telephone:

415/321-2300
Ext. 4903



Wednesday 6/17/70

10:35 Called Timmons' office, Casselman's office and the
Press Office to advise that there had been a rumor
that an announcement would be made from the White
House on the new Director of OTP -- today. Told
them that no announcement would be made -- that no
decision had been reached and to be sure that no release
went out on it.

Called Zapple's office and left word with his secretary
that no decision had been reached and that Tom would be
in touch with him as quickly as possible when and if there is.

10:40 Ken BeLieu talked with Tom and said he had also heard the
rumor that the announcement would be made. Tom told
me to call the Press Office and be sure that nothing goes
out.

Called Gerry Warren to advise that no decision has been
reached and that nothing should go out. Mr. Warren
asked what to tell people if they called in about it.

Tom said to tell them we're not sending up any name today --
no decision has been reached. If they ask if Niskanen is
being considered for it -- tell them, he has been considered
all along with several other people. At this point we don't
want to deny that his name will or will not be submitted —
do not want to say he is no longer being considered.

12:10 Zapple called to thank us for the message; said it was
Senator HoDing's administrative assistant who had called
Zapple and said. the Senator had called to inquire about the
OTP Director and had been told by someone in the Liaison
office at the White House that the name would be sent up
within 15 or 20 minutes — Dr. Niskanen. I asked Zapple
if he knew who the Senator talked with; he didn't; checked

with the White House operator and she said if a call came
in for Senate Congressional they would refer it to

Ken BeLieu; Congressman, Timmons. Checked with

BeLieu (himself) and .he checked with others and they said

they had not talked with Senator Hollings; Hollings was at

lunch when Zapple called to find out who he talked with at

the White House; if Zapple can find out, he'll let us know.



Wednesday 6/17/70

10:20 Nick Zapple called to say he had a call from
someone in another Senator's office saying that
the White House would be announcing the
appointment of Dr. Niskanen today; he said it
was his impression that it was "all off" --
would like to know about this.



June 11, 1970

To: Mr. Schlesinger

From: Torn Whitehead

Would it be possible to ask for a
supplemental appropriation for FY 71
for the Office of Telecommunications
Policy if the Senate does not restore the
money we asked for?

cc: Mr. Whitehead

CTWhitehead:ed



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

June 11, 1970

The Honorable Dean Burch
Chairman
Federal Communications Commission
Washington, D. C. 20554

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The application of the Communications Satellite Corporation for

such authority as the FCC considers necessary to launch the

INTELSAT m (F-8) satellite contemplates that the Interim
Communications Satellite Committee approve the launch of this

satellite as an in-orbit spare to be placed in synchronous orbit

at 128° east longitude at the earliest possible date.

The growing importance of the INTELSAT System as part of the

global telecommunications network places increased emphasis

on the ability of the System to furnish reliable, uninterrupted

transmission services to all users. This Office has considered

the COMSAT proposal in relation to the utilization of the System

in support of international trade and commerce, cultural exchange

and foreign affairs. We strongly concur in the proposal of COMSAT

that the INTELSAT III (F-8) be launched without delay as an in-orbit

spare. Such a course of action could substantially improve the

continuity of service performance of the System. We believe,

however, that the proposal to place the F-8 satellite at 128° east

longitude would not be the optimum location to meet the most urgent

operational contingencies.

It is recognized that the limited resources of INTELSAT III type

satellites preclude the establishment of an in-orbit spare for each

operational satellite in the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian Ocean areas.

In the absence of sufficient resources to allocate an in-orbit spare
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for each operational satellite, we believe it is essential that the

Consortium establish a priority system for the use of available

resources. From an overall Global System viewpoint, the

largest number of user circuits, which are unprotected by an in-

orbit INTELSAT III spare, are those in the Pacific Ocean area

operating through INTELSAT III (F-4).

The location of an in-orbit spare at 1280 east introduces operational
limitations in the timely use of that satellite to meet cable failure

and operational satellite failure contingencies, particularly for

circuit restoration between the contiguous 48 states and the Western

Pacific area. To assure the maximum continuity of service per-

formance for the largest number of INTELSAT user circuits

requires that an in-orbit spare for the INTELSAT III (F-4) be

located in near proximity to the F-4, approximately 170-175° east.

This location would provide visibility with INTELSAT earth stations

located at Jamesburg, California and Brewster, Washington and

would serve the national interest by improving the capability of

achieving reliable, uninterrupted service to private and Government

users of the System.

In light of the operational factors outlined above, I have recommended,

under separate cover to the Department of State, that the United States

representative to the Interim. Committee's 47th meeting be instructed

to support the launch of the F-8 satellite as soon as practical and to

encourage the Committee to authorize the placement of the F-8 satellite

as the in-orbit spare for the INTELSAT III (F-4) satellite.

W. E. Plummer
Acting

cc: Chief, Common Carrier Bureau



D T M

List No. 1

Fred W. Morris, Jr.
President, Tele-Sciences Corporation

Abbott Washburn
Washburn-Stringer Associates
Ambassador, U. S. Delegation to INTELSAT Conference

* Richard W. KixMiller
Vice President, Celanese

Dr. Allen Peterson
Professor, E. E. , Stanford

Robert Lowe

Dr. Bernard M. Oliver
Vice President, R&D, Hewlett-Packard

Dr. Malcolm R. Curry
V. P., Research, Beckman Instruments

* James H. Binger
Chairman of the Board, Honeywell

Herbert D. Bennington
DD R &E

Gerald P. Dineen

Sufficiently interesting to be approached



D T M

List No. 2

Maj. Gen. Gordon Gould
Dir., CCC, USAF

Lyle J. Moore
Pacific T&T

Capt. Everett A. Trickey
USN

Stuart M. Tuchband
Tech. Staff, BTL

Maj. Gen. Harold W. Grant (Ret.)
Director, Telecommunications Policy, DOD

Albert J. Wetzel
Director of University Development, Tulane

Allan R. Zenowitz
Massachusetts State Director of Civil Defense

Maj. Gen. Dayton Eddy
Director, Communications-Electronics, JCS

Gen. Alfred Starbird
SAFEGUARD System Mgr., OCS

Asher Ende
Assoc. Chief, Common Carrier Bureau, FCC

John H. Gayer
Program Mgr. , Communications Systems,
Space Systems Org., GE

Dr. Charles C. Mack
Sr. Scientist, Comm. & Electronics Div., Philco-Ford

Dr. Leon Podolsky

Vice Adm. Bernard F. Roeder (Ret.)



D T M

Declinations 

Dr. A. D. Wheelon
Vice President, Eng., Hughes Aircraft

Richard P. Gifford
General Manager, Comm. Products Div., GE

Walter Fackler
Associate Dean, University of Chicago Business School

Richard S. Morse
Lecturer, MIT

Dr. Gardiner Tucker
ASD (SA)

Dr. Dean Watkins
Chairman of the Board, Watkins-Johnson Co.
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Possible Candidates 

Fred W. Morris, Jr.
President, Tele-Sciences Corporation

Abbott Washburn
Washburn-Stringer Associates
Ambassador, U. S. Delegation to INTELSAT Conference

* Richard W. KixMiller
Vice President, Celanese

Dr. Allen Peterson
Professor, E. E., Stanford

Robert Lowe:

Dr. Bernard M. Oliver
Vice President, R&D, Hewlett-Packard

Dr. Malcolm R. Curry
V. P., Research, Beckman Instruments

* James H. Binger
Chairman of the Board, Honeywell

Herbert D. Bennington
DD R &E

* Sufficient3.y interesting to be approached



D M

Declinations

Dr. A. D. Wheelon
Vice President, Eng., Hughes Aircraft

Richard P. Gifford
General Manager, Comm. Products Div., GE

Walter Fackler
Associate Dean, University of Chicago Business School

Richard S. Morse
Lecturer, MIT

Dr. Gardiner Tucker
ASD (SA)

Dr. Dean Watkins
Chairman of the Board, Watkins-Johnson Co.
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Proposed But Not Considered

Maj. Gen. Gordon Gould
Dir., CCC, USAF

Lyle J. Moore
Pacific T&T

Capt. Everett A. Trickey
USN

Stuart M. Tuchban.d
Tech. Staff, BTL

Maj. Gen. Harold W. Grant (Ret.)
Director, Telecommunications Policy, DOD

Albert J. Wetzel
Director of University Development, Tulane

Allan R. Zenowitz
Massachusetts State Director of Civil Defense

Maj. Gen. Dayton Eddy
Director, Communications-Electronics, JCS

Gen. Alfred Starbird
SAFEGUARD System Mgr., OCS

Asher Ende
Assoc. Chief, Common Carrier Bureau, FCC

John H. Gayer
Program Mgr. , Communications Systems,
Space Systems Org., GE

Dr. Charles C. Mack
Sr. Scientist, Comm. & Electronics Div., Philco-Ford

Dr. Leon Podolsky

Vice Adm. Bernard F. Roeder (Ret. )



June 9, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR

General James D. Hughes
Military Assistant to the President

propose to have the President sign the memorandum
that you and I agreed to at the same time that the Executive
Order is signed. While OTP officially exists, It is not
functioning until the Executive Order is signed.

cc: Mr. W itehead
Central Files

CTWhitehead:ed

Clay T. 'Whitehead
Special Assistant to the President
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MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

8 June 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. CLAY T. WHITEHEAD

SUBJECT: Presidential Memorandum Pertaining to the Office of
Telecommunications Policy (OTP)

Reference our earlier discussions and my memorandum to you on
the subject dated 11 March 1970. I would appreciate knowing the
status of this memorandum, now that the OTP has been formally
approved.

JA UGHES
Brigadier Gene , United States Air Force

Military As stant to the President



Jane 9. 1970

MZMORANDTIM FCR GlailltRAL G.e.ORGAC LINCOLN

appreciated very mock the opportunity to beer Lt. Berkman's
briefing on telecommunications learning systems and to receive
the copy of his stair.

This is a very important area that raises some very fundamental
policy caftetions that should be resolved as 11006 an possible after
the new Cerio gate ender way. Many of the gnostical, fall in the
category requiring "overall policy guidance from the Director of
04P." As soon as the new director is on board. I would like to
suggest a meeting of the three of us and a representative of
Dr. Kissinger'. Office.

Clay?. Whitehead
Special Assistant to the Pr•siciont

cc: Mr. Whitehead
Central Files

CT.Whitehead:jin



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

June 4, 1970

. MEMORANDUM FOR THE HONORABLE CLAY T. WHITEHEAD
SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT

Attached is a copy of Lt. Berkman's study on tele-
communications warning systems. I thought you would
appreciate having it as a reference in light of the
briefing you received Tuesday. If you consider it
useful, feel free to pass a copy on to Dr. Niskanen.
I welcome any comments or suggestions on this problem
that you might have.

A.'Linscoln
Director

Attachment
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,Prepared. by: Richard Berkman

May. 6,.1970

TELECOMMUNICATIONS WARNING STUDY

I. Summary_ Conclusions

A. Civil Defense Warning

. Civil defense (i.e. attack) warning should

be disseminated as rapidly as possible to as much of

the general public as possible, in addition to selected

groups and officials with emergency responsibilities.

NAWAS is the main system presently available

to OCD to disseminate civil defense warning. WAWAS,
* 

the

EANS/EBS ** commercial television and other existing and

potentia]. physical communications system can also be used

to disseminate civil defense warning.

The systems presently available for disseminating

warning to the general public involve a combination of

Federal, State, and local warning systems which have a

relatively slow response time and limited, population coverage.

* Washington Warning System.
** Emergency Action Notification System/Emergency

Broadcast System.



AMP,

Tuesday 6/9/70

3:15 I had called J. Ray O'Connell's office yesterday to see
what the terms of hiring were; that you had someone
in mind who might be interested in employment the latter
part of the summer.

Mr. O'Connell called and asked specifically what you had
In mind. Said strictly speaking, they operate under the
Civil Services rules and regulations -- but they can hire
people as consultants and other ways, depending on what
you would like. Said the best way is for you to get in
touch with him when you have someone and tell him what
you would like and they can work it out.



Tuesday 6/9/70

10:30 At Mr. Whitehead's request, called J. Ray O'Connell's
officeto ask what the terms of hiring people might be —
Mr. Whitehead has a friend who might be interested In
employment the latter part of the summer.

They will either call or send a memo.

4



gmcurivE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT

Date: June 4, 1970

Subject: WARC

To: Dr. Whitehead

For your information.

From: W. E. Plummer
Acting



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

June 2, 1970

Honorable Maurice H. Stans
Secretary of Commerce
Washington, D. C. 20230

Dear Mr. Secretary:

As a part of the preparatory effort for U.S. participation in the
World Administrative Radio Conference on Space Matters being convened
in Geneva, Switzerland during June 1971, it became necessary to
establish a program to fill certain knowledge'voids regarding poten-
tial radio interference among satellite and terrestial radio services.
This has become known as the Radio Interference Propagation Program
and is being carried out under the purview of NASA, assisted by the
Department of Commerce, with funding instigated by this office. A
steering group of cognizant interests is monitoring the program.

In the course of exercising general radio frequency management
functions, and in particular in developing work to be done under the
aforementioned program, it appears to this office that there may be
a number of other radio wave propagation research programs underway
in various agencies of the U.S. Government. The extent of mutual
coordination of such research programs to avoid duplication is not
readily apparent and there is concern as to the extent to which
policy direction has been applied to assure that work being done is
responsive to established tasks and missions.

While knowledge of radio wave propagation is essential to effective
management of the radio spectrum resource and to efficient radio-
communications, it can also be very costly, and requires skilled
engineering talent. Accordingly, it would seem in the best interests
of the Government, if information on on-going and planned programs
dealing with radio wave propagation research were collected in one
office and made readily available to all agencies that may be con-
sidering new programs. Possible savings to the Government could
result prom such an effort in terms of both money and research time.
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In the light of the foregoing, and to assist in an overall 
appraisal

of the nature and direction of current and planned G
overnment radio

wave propagation research programs, a recapitulation
 of such programs

under the Department of Commerce auspices would be v
ery helpful. No

format is specified for this recapitulation to permi
t flexibility for

accomplishment by the simplest means.

The assistance of your Department with this effor
t would be appreciated.

A letter similar to this is being sent to the S
ecretary of Defense and

to the Administrator of the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration.

Sincerely,

W. E. Plummer
Acting

cc: Chairman, FCC
Dr. C. T. Whitehead



FROM DIRECTOR OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT

•
TO: Dr. Whitehead DATE: May 25, 1970

Another part of the East Oregon story. First
portion forwarded May 22nd.

VT. ii . ummer
Acting

Atch.

01 rq/



6/3/70

To: Bill Niekanen

From: Tom Whitehead

For Your Information



U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

May 27, 1970

Howard Schnoor
To Bureau of the Budget

Room 9013 - New Executive Off. 1dg.
Original signed by

John M. Richardson John M. Richardson
From: Acting Director

Office of Telecommunications

Attached is a condensed redraft of the
formal DoC views on the draft executive
order on telecommunications. This conden-sation was undertaken at the informal
suggestion of Charles Joyce, now on leave.
It is intended as a help to him in drafting
future versions of the E.O.

I an transmitting it to you informally and
directly, inasmuch as there are no substan-
tive legal or technical changes from the
Departments formal views dated April 17,
1970.

Attachment

cc: Mr. _hitehead (attachment)

TRANSMITTAL FORM CD•SaA 110-87/
PRESCRIBED BY DAO 214-2 USICOMM•OC 1232-P67
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REDRAFT OT: 5/26/70 a77111)

Section 12 Functions of the Secretary of Commerce. In con-
nection with his statutory authorities, the Secretary of Commerce
shall be the primary source of support for the Director for tech-
nical research and analysis and for such economic analysis as
would be appropriate and in the performance of these functions
shall:

(a) Provide centralized technical and administrative
support for coordination of Federal frequency uses and
assignments and develop a capability for national
electromagnetic compatibility analysis;

(b) Conduct technical and economic research and
analysis to provide information and alternatives re-
quired by the Office of Telecommunications Policy
to make representations and decisions on policy
issues, including studies for efficient allocation
and utilization of telecommunications resources, fore-
casts of technological developments and future
needs, and assessment of particular technical devel-
opments such as the convergence of computer and com-
munication technologies.

(c) Conduct a central Federal program of research
and services in telecommunications sciences in support
of the Office of Telecommunications Policy and other
Government agencies, including electromagnetic wave
propagation, efficient utilization of the electromagnetic
spectrum as a national and international resource, and
standards of practice and measurement of system performance
for both radio and wire systems.

(d) Provide advisory services in telecommunications to
state and local agencies;

(e) Administer grants for interdisciplinary university

programs, where authorized, to study the principles under-

lying telecommunications policy and to educate students

for careers in this field;

(f) Conduct such other activities in support of the Director,
as may be agreed from time to time between the Director and
the Secretary.



MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

May 25, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR TOM WHITEHEAD

FROM: Bruce Ladd

SUBJECT: Directorship gf Telecommunications Policy

The attached is forwarded for your consideration.
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TO : Mr. Bruce Ladd
White House

FROM : jaMcS j. Tah ash

mAlpun Mr. .Fred W. Morris, jr.
Dr. William A. Niskanen

DEPARTMENT OF
HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

DATE: May 21, 1970

In rep!), refer to:

Attached, you will find a letter of recommendation

for the position of Director Of Telecommunications

Policy and resumes on the above mentioned gentlemen.

1 have written Mr. Perkins and informed him that
was sending this to you and that you would, undoubteay,

be in touch with he or the two candidates in the near

future. )

Attachment

1/
u i

. -._........- .. ,...‘

• /

• ,./7.(7,-2-v

if
/.7ames u. Tahash, Deputy

the Special Assistant
to the Secretary for Personnel

./ /J ''' 
3 
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GE:NErAL TELEPHONE COMPANY'
or MICHIGAW

455 EAsT ROAD

130X 149

MUSKEGON, fAlc:Flic"-;AN 49443

May 1, 1970

Honorable George Romney
Secretary of Housing &
Urban Development
HUD Building
451 Seventh Street SW
Washington, D. C. 20402

Dear George:

I am sure that you can understand why the tac,com
munications

industry would like to see a professional appointed a
s

,

1)irect.or of Telocommilnications Policv.. This vital post

shoul'd be 'filled by the best qualified candidate availa
ble.

Attached are the biographies of two possible candidates.

After reading them, I'm confident that you will agre
e with

me that Frqd W. Morris, Jr. is far and away the most
 profes-

sionally qualified of the two. If you do agree and you

have an opportunity to mention his qualifications 
directly

to President Nixon, it will be greatly appreciate
d.

Incidentally, Bob Griffin, Gerry Ford and Guy VanderJ
agt

have been contacted on this matter also.

,,/ r

616 793-0411

Cordially,

---------/e,

,4 •(1/ JUDSON M. PERKINS

YDixector of Public Relati
ons

...-----

c.i JMP erh

Attachment
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NON-COMMUNICATOR IS CHOICE FOR TOP JOB IN OFFI
CE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS

POLICY; NISKANEN, AN ECONOMT, UNDERSTOOD TO BE WE
ITE HOUSE SELECTION

In the selection of a Director of Telecommunicatio
ns Policy, the

White House has apparently decided to fill the t
op post in the new of-

fice with a non-communicatgr, it was learned la
st week.

-• L*,

Dr. William A. Niskancn, an economist who has b
een serving with

the Institute of Defense Analyses as Director of 
Program Analysis since

1967, is understood to be the choice for the OT
P assignment. The an-

nouncement of his selection is expected in the near
 future.

-There was no mention last week of the selecti
on. of a Deputy Direct-

or for the new office, and indications were t
hat no choice has yet been

made. It was believed that this appointment was bein
g delayed, at least

in part, to afford the new Director a chance to 
have a voice in the se-

lection.

Dr. Niskanen, 37, has held several government 
posts earlier in his

career. • Ac joined the Bureau of Mines as Statistical 
Assistant in 1954

and two years later was named to a similar post
 with the Treasury De-

partment.

From 1957 to 1962, he - was an economist with 
the Rand Corp., and

then was brought into the Defense Department 
as Director of Special

. Studies under Secretary of Defense Robert S. 
McNamara, from 1963 to

1964. 'He moved to MA, whlch perform!3 .services for Dol) under contract,

as Director of Economics and Political Stild
ies in 1964, and then was

named to his present post in 1967. 
-



buring the period he was at Rand, he was a contemporary of Dr.

'May 'T. Whitehead, the Special Assistant to the President who has been

a chief .architect as a member of the White House staff in the creation

of the new Office of Telecommunications Policy.

Dr. Nikanen, a graduate of Harvard University, received his mas-

ter's and Oc.ctor's degrees from the University of Chicago. His doctor-

al thesis was, "The Demand for Alcoholic Beverages." He is co-author

CJ two books, "Defense Management" and "Cost Effective Analysis," and

is tr:e aurhor of an article, "The Peculiar Economics of Bureaucracy."

Mean.finile, the Office of Telecommunications Policy came_ into—hoing

Monday, 20, under the provisions of the reorganization plan s.,zb-

mitted to Congress by President Nixon in early February. The executive

order formally designating the office and its functions had nou, how-

ever, been issued by the end of lasL. week.

Under terms of the reorganization plan, the Office of TelecmTuni-

cations M;Inagement was abolished. The operations of the officewCrt

continth:d after last Monday by a provision that the Director of thv
ace of Emergency Preparedness has auLhority.to perforka necessary func-

tions for "winding up any outstanding affairs of the office."

InLerdepartment Radio Advisory ‘ Committoe, as an wat

techr!ftally non-oxisent. However, it was poinLed out,
.freciucy assignments arose, the White House could ;Let to meet such .1;1

• , •



i'BRI4F .PROFE;SSIONAL RESUME Ug
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•

FRED 1/V. OR NI JR.

Tit.tcommurocATion.1:, 1:114 GM EtniNc... ANC) MANAO tM UNT CONS llt.TANT
1(01,1v (IAN Csitini

Wr,r,itiNul'Ott, ,',Itit.C4.1

YEIATItOtilf,

(301) .46 D•6034

AGE: 48 years (Dorn February 28, 1922, Los Angeles, California)

CURRENT ACTIVITY:
President
TELE-SCIENCES CORPORATION
9315 Holly Oak, Washington, D.C. 20034 TTelephone (301) 469-6034]

(An association of telecommunications spc2cialists engaged in conduct
of technical/economic/operational & management studies as consultant:
to industry, research institutes and the Government independent of
manufacturing or operating company interests.)

Consultant -
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
Washington, D.C.

Expert Consultant
CENTRAL AMERICAN REGIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION and
CENTRAL AMERICAN BANK FOR ECONOMIC INTEGRATION

• EDUCATION:
,1940-44
1946-40
1947
1965-G6

Licensed

BS & BE - CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
Graduate Study - OCCIDENTAL COLLEGE
Graduate Study - STANFORD UNIVERSITY
Graduate Study GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

and Registered PROFESSIONAL ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
State of California [BE 01218] since 1948

PRIOR EXPERIENCE:
1967-68 Technical Consultant to THE PRESIDENT'S TASK FORCE ON

COMMUNICATIONS POLICY
The White House, Washington, D.C..

1966-69

1964-66

ALSO

•

.Vice President-Corporate Planning & Special Assistant
the President
RADIATION INCORPORATED/HARRIS INTERTYPE CORPORATION
Washington, D.C. & Melbourne, Florida

t 0

Associate Director of Telecommunications Management
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
The White House, Washington, D.C.

(Career Civil Service GS-18)

Principal Consultant to THE SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE
PRESIDENT FOR TELECOMMUNI civr IONS
The White House, Washington, D.C.

MORE .



EXPERIENCE (continued)
,
6' .L.9..)-J.A 0A--J. J.-resident and Pounder, r r 

FRED W. MORRIS, JR. & ASSOCIATES
Palo Alto, Califor.nia
(Electronic Engineering & Management Consultants to industry
research institutes, unive):sities, Yoderal & State Govorn..,L
specializing in telecommunications system tec'hno/economic
analyses, management and planning studies. During this
period Mr. Morris served as an executive and mo.mbe of the
Board of Directors of several •electronic industry corporLtir)

1950-54 . Electronic Scientist
US ARMY SIGNAL CORPS ENGINEERING LABORATORIES and
ELECTRONIC DEFENSE LABORATORY

)

Fort Monmouth, New jersey and Mountain View,. California' .

1946-50 Instructor &. Assistant Professor of Electrical: Engineering.
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Los Angeles, California

1947-50 Special Consultant - US ARMY SIGNAL CORPS

1944-46 Technical Officer - US ARMY SIGNAL CORPS
(Communications and electronic warfare research, development
and operations)

•Senior Member - Institute of Electrical & Electronic's Engineers

Associate Fellow - American Institute of Aeronautics & Astronautics
(Member of Technical Committee on Communications Systems -

- 1964-date)

Life .Member - Armed Forces Communications & Electronics Association

1viember - American Management Association
National Industrial Conference Board
National Security Industrial Association
Electronic Industries Association
Capital Hill .Caub

"RN Associates (Republican National Committee)

PROFESSIONAL RECOGNITION:
Listed among AMERICAN MEN OF SCIENCE, WHO'S WHO IN ENGINEERING

and WHO'S WHO IN COMMERCE AND 'INDUSTRY.

FAMILY DATA:
Married Nancy Renee Thompson in 1949

Formerly resided in Los Angeles, California; Red Bank, New jersey;
Menlo Park, California; Los Altos, California; McLean,
Virginia; and Westmoreland Bins, Washington, D.C.

Currently resident of Bethesda, Maryland.

Ecomolete
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May 22, 1970

To: Dr. Lyons

From: Eva Daughtrey

We are sending you papers re telecommunications for
inclusion in your files. See attached list.

A tta c ent

••••



8/2/65 

OTM - Confidential - Manual of Regulations and Procedures for
Radio Frequency Management (blue book)

October 1966

OTM - A Report on Frequency Management within the Executive Branch
of the Government

4/21/67.

Telecommunication Consultants International, Inc. (1028 Conn. Ave. ,
Washington, D. C. - (202) 6594155)
.h;,valuation of International Telecommunications Routing and Distribution
Sys toms

3/29/68

Complan Associates, Inc. (19 Mile Road, Suffern, N. Y. 10901
Final Report - A Study of Consumer Telecommunications Services
(Task I - Vols. I, IA and II); Task II - A Study of Distribution Methods
for Telecommunications.

June 1968

Kelly Scientific Corporation (4706 Wisconsin Ave. , N. W. , Wash. D. C. 2,0016)
Public Safety Radio Spectrum Requirements - Vol. 1 and II

July 1968 

Stanford Research Institute (Menlo Park, California)
Vol. 1 - Satellite-Distributed Educational Television for Developing

Countries -- Summary Report
Vol. II - Communication Satellites for Education and Development - Case

of India
Vol. III - Satellite-Distributed Educational Television for Developing

Countries -- the Case of LatinAmerica

July_26, 1968

John A. Dimling, Jr. (Spindletop Research, Iron Works Rd., Lexington, Ky. )
Report 226 - Identification and Analysis of the Alternatives for Achieving
Greater Television Program Diversity in U.S. (Appendix A)



7/30/68 

RAND Corporation (1700 Main Street, Santa Monica, California)
Telecommunications in Urban Development (Appendix B)
(H. S. Dordick, L. G. Chesler, S. I. Firs tman, R. Bretz)

Appendix to Report from the President's Task Force on Communications
Policy

July 31, 1968

Page Communications Engineers, Inc. ((subsidiary of Northrop Corporation)
3300 Whitehaven St., N. W., Washington, D. C. 20007)
Final Report,- New Communications Technologies for Less-Developed
Countries (Vol. I); Annex to the Final Report (Vol. II)

September 1968 

Draft - OTM, Office of Emergency Preparedness -- The Radio

Frequency Spectrum (black book)

November 1968

Committee on Telecommunications - National Academy of Engineering

Reports on Selected Topics in Telecommunications

December 7, 1968 

Final Report of the President's Task Force on Communications Policy

(Xerox copy)

3/6/69

Hearings before Subemte. on Communications and Power (Cmte. on

'Interstate and Foreign Cornmerce) - Major problems of the Federal

Communications Commis sion and the Communications Industry. (Vol. 1)

June 1969

CLEARINGHOUSE For Federal Scientific and Technical Information

(Springfield, Va. 22151)
Staff papers in connection with the President's Task Force on

Communications Policy (12 volumes)

Staff Paper Four - Domestic Applications of Communications

Satellite Technology



May ZZ, 1970

To: Dr. Lyons

From: Eva Daughtrey

We are sending you papers re telecommunications for
inclusion in your files. See attached list.

Attachment
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OTM. - Confidential - Manual of RegUlati.ons and Procedures for
Radio Frequency Management (blue book)

October 1966

OTM - A Report on Frequency Management within the Executive Branch
of the Government

4/21/67.

Telecommunication Consultants International, Inc. (1028 Conn. Ave.,
Washington, D. C. - (202) 659-1155)
Evaluation of International Telecommunications Routing and Distribution
Systems

3/29/68

Complan Associates, Inc. (19 Mile Road, Suffern, N. Y. 10901
Final Report - A Study of Consumer Telecommunications Services
(Task I - Vols. I, IA and II); Task II - A Study of Distribution Methods
for Telecommunications.

June 1968

Kelly Scientific Corporation (4706 Wisconsin Ave. , N. W. , Wash. D. C. 20016)
Public Safety Radio Spectrum Requirements - Vol. I and II

July 1968 

Stanford Research Institute (Menlo Park, California)
Vol. I - Satellite-Distributed Educational Television for Developing

Countries -- Summary Report
Vol. II - Communication Satellites for Education and Development - Case

of India
Vol. III - Satellite-Distributed Educational Television for Developing

Countries -- the Case of LatinAmerica

July 26, 1968

John A. Dimling, Jr. (Spindletop Research, Iron Works Rd., Lexington, Ky. )
Report 226 - Identification and Analysis of the Alternatives for Achieving
Greater Television Program Diversity in U.S. (Appendix A)
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RAND Corporation (1700 Main Street, Santa Monica, California)
Telecommunications in Urban Development (Appendix B)
(H. S. Dordick, L. G. Chesler, S. I. Firs tman, R. Bretz)

Appendix to Report from the President's Task Force on Communications

Policy

July 31, 1968

Page Communications Engineers, Inc. ((subsidiary of Northrop Corporation')
3300 Whitehaven St., N. W., Washington, D. C. 20007)
Final Report,- New Communications Technologies for Less-Developed
Countries (Vol. I); Annex to the Final Report (Vol. II)

September 1968 

Draft - OTM, Office of Emergency Preparedness -- The Radio

Frequency Spectrum (black book)

November 1968

Committee on Telecommunications - National Academy of Engineering

Reports on Selected Topics in Telecommunications

December 7,  1968

Final Report of the President's Task Force on Communications Policy

(Xerox copy)

3/6/69 

Hearings before Subcmte. on Communications and Power (Cmte. on '

'Interstate and Foreign Commerce) - Major problems of the Federal

Communications Commission and the Communications Industry. (Vol. 1)

June 1969

CLEARINGHOUSE For Federal Scientific and Technical Information

(Springfield, Va. 22151)
Staff papers in connection with the President's Task Force on

Communications Policy (12 volumes)

Staff Paper Four - Domestic Applications of Communications
Satellite Technology



THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

September 17, 1969

To: Jon Rose

From: Tom Whitehead

We are sending our only set of the
Ros tow Task Force Working Papers.

Please return.

Thanks.



Kenneth Robinson met with TW, Hinchman, Kriegsrnan
on 10/29/69 -- domestic satellites (legal issues).

Borrowed one of the staff papers printed by Clearinghouse --

Domestic Applications of Communications Satellite Technology
PB 184-416 (Rostow -- President's Task Force on
Communications Policy)



FROM DIRECTOR OF TELECOrUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT

TO Dr. Whitehead • DATE. May 22nd

For your information.

W. E. Plummer
Acting

Atch.



Th
by Waiter Karnopp

The controversial proceeding in-
volving the FCC applications of
Microwave Communications, Inc.,
for a "special service" microwave
common carrier system between
Chicago and St. Louis is commented
upon by Walter Karnopp, manager
and ULVIler of the Eastern Oregon
Telephone Co. "Walt" is a two-fisted
manager who has little fear of
taking ferocious stands against
organizations as mighty as the Bell
System or REA whenever the deci-
sions of the "establishment" make
little sense in the light of the prac-
tical industry facts he daily con-
fronts in rendering excellent
service to 1,100 subscribers in east-
ern Oregon. "Walt's" company is an
individual cost study company and
in this article, he looks at the costs
that would be stacked against the
residential and small business user
should the FCC permit the con-
struction of minimum cost special
big user systems enjoying inter-
connection whenever and wherever
desired with the telephone indus-
try network. "Walt" concludes with
the FCC hearing examiner, who al-
though. recommending a grant in
his initial decision, conceded that
such action could well be an "invi-
tation to disaster."

The actions of the Federal Com-
munications Commission (FCC) on
telephone matters generally do not
draw the close attention of residen-
tial telephone subscribers or small
businessmen. Usually, industry an-
nouncements of general interest,
such as interstate toll rate reduc-
tions, do not explain precisely how
the change of rates will affect the
different classes of subscribers by
describing the costs and benefits
each group of users is likely to
receive.
However, now pending before the

FCC for a final decision in Docket
Nos. 16509-19 (the Microwave Com-
munications, Inc. case) are several

a

applications from a company not in
the telephone business to place in
service common carrier point-to-
point long distance lines that would
connect Chicago and St. Louis. Fol-
lowing this example, other groups
are filing such applications and also
attempting to get into the long dis-
tance point-to-point communications
business. Once in the communica-
tions business, these so called mis-
cellaneous common carriers will
sell their long distance services to
many businesses in each of two dis-
tant metropolitan area locations.
The miscellaneous common carrier
will provide the long distance part of
the call expecting the telephone
companies to be responsible for the
exchange or local part at each end
of the communications. This would
seem to have little effect on the tele-
phone residential or small business
subscriber but for the fact that the
telephone system is the most techni-
cally complex industry in the world.
Its economic relationships are just
as interconnected as its vast net-
work of telephones.

The Real Effects
To examine the effect of this ap-

parently simple change in owner-
ship of telephone lines, I would like
you to examine with me certain
facts inherent in the operation of my
small telephone company.
Operating alongside the Bell Sys-

tem, there are approximately 2,000
independent telephone companies.
One of them, the Eastern Oregon
Telephone Co. (E.O.T.) at Pilot Rock,
Oregon, has made a study of the det-
rimental effects that grants of
miscellaneous common carrier ap-
plications would have on its sub-
scribers and those of the entire
telephone industry.
By looking at our E.O.T. opera-

tions, which for our purpose will
represent the telephone industry, we
can directly pinpoint the grave rate

problems FCC's actions may pose to
all telephone users. When we look at
our three classes of telephone sub-
scribers, business, urban residential
and rural residential, we find con-
siderable differences in the net in-
come received from each class of
subscriber. After all expenses are
deducted, the exchange rate for
business leaves us a loss of $5.02

Walt Karnopp's small commercial com-
pany faces the problems and realities of
the small Independent that also confront
most 1\17CA members.

monthly, urban residential a loss of
$5.92 and rural residential a loss of
$14.58 per month.

If all we do is operate at aloss, why
stay in the business? Obviously we
couldn't; but on the exchange rate,
which is what you pay monthly for
rental of the telephone, we very de-
finitely do lose the amounts shown
above. To make the profit that keeps
us in business, we depend entirely
on the toll calls our subscribers
make. With average monthly toll
revenues of $41.74 for business,
$7.80 for urban residential and $8.03
on rural residential, after subtract-
ing our expenses from exchange
revenues plus toll revenues per class
of subscriber, we have a profit of



, $36.72.on business, a profit of $1.88
'on urban residential and a loss of
$6.55'on rural residential.

The Reasons Why
The reasons for these differences

are ,that our investment goes up pro-
portionately as the telephone line
to reach the subscriber .gets longer;
thus serving rural residents makes
the telephone combany's investment
very high —for E.O.T., it is $1,545.00
per rural telephone. While the invest-
ment for the urban telephone sub-
scriber is considerably less, namely
$600.00, his relatively low usage of
toll compared to business subscribers
makes the profit of $1.88 per tele-
phone too small to pay for the losses
on the rural telephones. Business
telephones require our largest in-
vestment, $1,8'98.00 per telephone,
but they returriathe largest profit be-
cause of their heavy toll usage. The
conclusion is, obvious that business
through its toll of$41.74 per month
provides the bulk of the profits that
make lower exchange rates possible
for urban and rural residents.

Regulation IV the FCC, the various
state commissions and ther govern-
mental bodies has required the tele-
phone industry to provide large
segments of our population with
telephone service at or near a loss.
Thus, regulation has entrusted the
telephone companies with perform-
ance of a national purpose—that of
providingsubsidized telephone serv-
ice to millions in order that as many
residences as possible can have
telephones.

Some Economic Facts
It can be readily seen that: (1) my

telephone system under these regu-
latory approved rate structures is
almost totally dependent on a minor-
ity of my subscribers, the business
people, for all of my profit and that
(2) it is the toll dollars of business
establishments, not the exchange
revenues, that keep my system from
operating at a complete loss. While
toll calls increase in charge as .the
distance lengthens, the most impor-
tant factor in cutting the cost of each
toll call comes from the toll lines
being heavily ,used for as many
hours per day as is possible. These
high usage toll lines carry almost
entirely the burden of providing the
income necessary to allow the com-
panies to price exchange rates at or
near a loss so that as many people as
possible can afford telephone service.
This virtually complete depend-

ence on the high usage toll lines for
the profits that keep the telephone

industry in business grows greater
with each passing year. In addition,
toll revenues have prevented ex-
change rates from pursuing the na-
tion's spiraling inflationary pattern
and have kept exchange rate in-
creases to a minimum as indicated
in the attached graph.
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If a company had only high usage
toll lines and didn't provide any ex-
change service like the telephone
system does, it could carry these high
usage calls between large cities at
substantially less cost than the tele-
phone industry. Since this business
would have no responsibility for
serving millions of residential tele-
phones at a loss, its costs for its long
distance lines which is all it would
need would be considerably less than
the costs of the telephone industry.
It wouldn't have expensive ex-
change and switching equipment
with special reliability features and
alternate routing capabilities re-
quired of telephone company equip-
ment to assure service during
emergencies and national disasters.

Who Would Benefit
The primary users of such point-

to-point private systems would be
the largest corporations who now
provide a considerable part of the
high usage toll calls. Thus, for an
immediate short term gain to large
user corporations, it would inevitably
follow that every phone user, even
the large user, would lose as the
nation would still need the telephone
industry. However, the telephone
industry could no longer keep its ex-
change rates down if it lost a large
part of the only declining unit cost
business it has.
In coming months as the toll calls

from data and other uses increase,

more and more toll lines that are
now used infrequently will become
high usage routes and the costs per
call will continue to go down and
every telephone subscriber will re-
ceive the benefits of these cost
reductions. Cost reductions per toll
call become greater as the usage
increases and, thus, it can be readily
seen that the large users as well as
the small users would benefit far
more from telephone company oper-
ation than if this high usage toll
were split off and given to other non
telephone carriers thereby prevent-
ing many telephone company toll
lines from becoming cost saving
high usage routes.
The telephone industry and the

subscribers who depend on it will be
placed in grave jeopardy since the
companies who are now seeking per-
mission from the FCC to fragment
the nation's communications system
and siphon off the high usage toll
have no interest in and would not
consider offering exchange services.
Exchange services 'would mean
heavy losses for the miscellaneous
carriers making their cream skim-
ming operations impossible.

Summary
Thus it can be seen that the tele-

phone network is an integrated and
very complex structure which can-
not lose the only declining unit cost
business it has, the high usage toll
routes, without destroying the entire
average rate-making structures that
have enabled the industry to bring
subsidized exchange service to many
millions who would otherwise he
unable to afford a telephone.
From this brief explanation of the

economic facts and rate-making
concepts that underlie today's tele-
phone industry, it can be seen that
the average telephone subscriber
has a very big stake in what happens
in the MCI case now pending before
the FCC. We can only hope that be-
fore the FCC, average rate-making
concepts vital to the needs of the
resident subscriber and the small
businessman are not being lost sight
of in the contradictory maze of argu-
ments that deal only with the special
interests of a very few.
This short article on the telephone

industry is to alert you to a pending
problem. If you wish a more detailed
treatment of this subject, please
write Eastern Oregon Telephone Co.,
Box S, Pilot Rock, Oregon 97868 and
a more complete analysis of the na-
tion's telephone system, an analysis
prepared by the author will be mailed
to you free of charge.



May 22, 1970

To: Mr. C. Stanley Blair

From: Eva Daughtrey
Tom Whitehead's office

Sorry to be so long in getting
this material back to you, but
somewhere along the line your
request was apparently mislaid.

We haven't gone into much detail
in our replies but would suggest
that the person might contact the
new Office of Telecommunications
Policy when the new Director has
been appointed.

Attached also are copies of the
White House release on the
Telecommunications Reorganization
and the Press Conference.

If we can be of further service,
please let us know.

Attachments
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OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT

MEMORANDUM FOR

WASH I NGTON

May 6, l9'70

MR. PETER FLANIGAN

Attached are copies of two letters which the Vice President has
received from Mr. Edward E. Drake, Vice President of ',NO
Cable, Incorporated, inquiring about President Nixon's initiation
of an Office of Telecommunications Policy.

For our guidance in preparing a response for the Vice President,
we would appreciate your forwarding to usiLL1.04.1y   lar
responses which you have preipared.

Thank you for your attention in this matter.

C. Stan ry Blair
Admit. istrative Assistant
tWthe Vice President



THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

TO:

FROM: PETER FLANIGAN

ACTION: DUE DATE:

REMARKS:

Prepare reply for
Mr. Flanigan's signature

Direct reply

Comments/recommendations

Please handle

Information

File
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April 16, 1970

The Honorable Spiro T. Agnew
Vice President oF the United States
Washington, D.C. 20515

My dear Mr. Vice President:

EDWARD E. DRAKE, Ert-Altivn ViCM Prer,iclent

We have noted with interest the*initiation by President Nixon of an
"Office of Telecommunications Policy." This, coupled with bureau
status for the CATV task force and Dean Burch's objective attitude,
are all hopeful signs for the cable television industry.

However, one prime question occurs - what will be the makeup of this
new study group? Will there be a broad spectrum cross section of the
communications industry? Also, will there be a lay advisory group
called in for comment? We fear that if there is not broad representation,
the present vested interests of broadcasting and common carriers will
continue to dominate the regulatory policy of the Commission. If this
happens, there will be an artificial retardation of the development of
cable television, land-mobile uses, satellites, etc., in the midst of an
exploding technological capability. The American public will be the
ultimate loser if such an.,imbalanced development is allowed to occur.

Therefore, if there is to be an advisory group, I'd like to volunteer.
I have a background in utility and Federal Power Commission matters,
plus twelve years in the cable industry, and I believe I could make a
significant contribution.

Would you direct this to the proper agency, please? And, may I commend
you for speaking out on the slanted news issue?

Respectfully yours,

, /
Edward E. Drake
Executive Vice President

A Division of rcorporation • P.O. Box 3423 • Enterprise E3u1l
ding • Tulsa, Oklahoma 74101 • 918 / 587-1581

Member of Nation., Cable Telealmoo Assoclatice
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April 22, 1970

The Honorable Spiro T. Agnew
Vice President of the United States
Washington, D.C. 20510

My dear Mr. Vice President:

EDWARD E. DRAKE, Executive Vice President

A recent letter which I wrote to you suggested some balance of representation

on the President's new Office of Telecommunications Policy.

NBC's manipulation of political propaganda in the guise of Earth Day Week

reporting, the obvious coincidence of Earth Day and Lenin's birthday, and

the comments of Robert Wells - Federal Communications commissioner hero

in Tulsa yesterday, indicate to us a crying need for a more diverse represen-

tation.

Attached is a clipping from the local newspaper quoting Commissioner Wells

_as.being opposed to the currant FCC resolution which would break up media

concentration and control within a community. Mr. Wells' long and distin-

guished history as .a broadeaSter obviously leaves him with certain built-in

prejudice, and he readily admits that he may have prejudices. We respectfully

suggest that the Federal Communications Commission has been too long dominated

by such prejudice, and the time has come for some balance. Certainly we need

objectivity in news reporting, editorial comment, etc., and it is my opinion

that wider ownership of competitive media within a market can do much to insure

this objectivity. Certainly the present vested interests owning newspaper, radio

and television, or combinations thereof in a market should not be allowed to

participate in the impending explosive entry of cable television into the major

markets. It has been said that no man can compete with himself, and we certainly

subscribe to this view.

Therefore, we would urge you to discuss with President Nixon, any potential new

appointments.to the Federal Communications Commission, with the view that as a

total .new telecommunications policy evolves, it should have representation from

those of us who have been involved in the cable television industry over the past

A Division of v. Corporation • P. O. E3ox 3423 • Enterpri•::.:--: 9uilcling • Tu
lsa, Oklahoma 74101 • 910,' 507-1581



The Honorable Spiro T. Agnew
April 22, 1970
Page -2--

ten to fifteen years. We are presently living under the structure which has
been evolutionary since the 'Communications Act of 1934 and yet, modern
technology and public demand have radically changed the business of dis-
semination of public information. I trust you will give this suggestion your
consideration.

RespectFulfy,

EdwardE. rake
Executive Vice President

Attach.
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. i Robert Wells, a broadcaster
, and . member of the Fedora!. 
Communications Commission,
said Tuesday in Tulsa that he

• is opposed to an FCC resolution
t which would break up interlock-
ing newspaper, radio and tele-

• vision ownerships.
Wells also said he feels that

network reporting is liberal, but
1 that there is no such thing as
! objective reporting, and content

should not be . within the pur-
view of the FCC to decide.
He said the divorcing

I of joint television, radio and
newspaper ownerships lacks theI support of evidence of misuse

eafrii , ril Ty.)

of the concentration of power
and would be like "using a .
sledgehammer to swat a fly." f.
Wells admitted he is in the I

minority on the question and
that a majority of the FCC fa-
vors it at this time, but that
at least one commissioner is
thinking of leaving the board
and "if the makeup of the com-
mission changes the resolution
against joint ownership could be
dropped."
He addressed a luncheon meet-

ing of the Petroleum Industry
Electrical Supply Association at
the Tulsa Assembly Center.

.'1AR KS :



THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

TO: Tom Whitehead

FROM: Charlie Joyce

Attached is a copy of the
talk I plan to give tomorrow.
Any problems?

ehd,
Alt



IMPROVEMENTS IN THE MANAGEMENT OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS

IN THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

Address to the Washington Section of the Inst:_tute of Electrical

and Electronic Engineering

by

Charles C. Joyce Jr.

May 21, 1970



Current Organization 

The present organization for telecommunications management in the

federal government tic's evolved over many years. I am sure that you are

all familiar with the role of the Federal Communications Commission,

and with the fact that the FCC is responsible, under the Communications

Act, for assigning radio frequencies to all users other than agencies

of the United States government. The Act gave the President the

authority to assign frequencies to government users;.

In 1962, the President established the position of Director

of Telecommunications Management, or DTM, as one of the assistant

directors of the Office of Emergency Planning. Tho President's authority

to assign frequencies to government users was deleLated to the DTM

through the Director of OEP. The DTM is assisted in this responsibility

by the Interdepartmert Radio Advisory Committee, o] IRAC, which has

been in existence sirce 1922. Although the DTM stff members who

perform frequency maragement functions represent oily the tip of

the iceberg of the frequency management process, tley constitute

over half of the DTM staff at present.

The DTM has a variety of other policy and plarning responsibilities.

Perhaps the most notable is his job of providing overall policy guidance

to the National Communications System. The NCS waE established by

the President in 1963, with the goal of linking ex:sting government

communi-cations systems into a unified long haul notwork. At that

time, the DTM was also designated as Special Assisiant to the President

for Tele-communicaticns. Day to day management of the NCS was placed

in the Department of Defense, with the Secretary of Defense serving

as "Executive Agent" and the Director of DCA serving as "Manager".
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Changes Recommended 

I have describe6 the principal organizational arrangements which

were in effect in the Executive Branch at the beginning of President

Nixon's administration. President Nixon also inherited the results

of several studies wh.ch recommended significant organizational changes.

Best known among these was the Telecommunications Task Force study

requested by Presidem: Johnson in 1967. Also available was a study

of governmental organization in the communications field completed

by the Bureau of the budget in 1968, at the Presidelt's request.

The General Accountinl; Office had also been studying the National

Communications System and its findings were publisied in July, 1969.

All these studies rec(mmended changes designed to szrengthen the

management of telecomr.unications in the Executive Branch of the federal

government.

Deficiencies in Existing Management Arrangements 

To understand th( type of changes needed, it necessary to

understand the criticisms leveled at the existing s_tuation. A great

variety of weaknesses were identified in the studie.:. To summarize

these weaknesses briefly, I have grouped them into Tour broad problem areas.

1. Lack of Policy Focts

The first probler is a lack of policy focus. 1 7he Task Force summarized

this problem by saying that the government has viewed telecommunications

primarily as a mission support function rather than as a focus for public

pclicy.
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Part of the evi.lence for this situation is the fact that every

major review of tele,:ommunications policy in the last ten years has

been performed by some type of ad hoc arrangement. The Orrick

Committee study in 1962, the 1968 Task Force, and the recent

review of domestic sdtellite policy are examples oE this. Experience

has shown that the DTM office as currently constitated cannot perform

this function, in part due to limited staff and pressing responsibilities

for spectrum management and government communications planning.

2. Inadequate Spectrum Management Capabilities. 

Several studies by competent authorities have concluded that the

the nation is not achleving the best use of the electromagnetic spectrum.

The efforts of the Jmint Technical Advisory Committee of the IEEE and

the Electronic Indus _ries Association, a study by the Commerce Technical

Advisory Board, and the FCC Advisory Committee for Land

Mobile Radio Service!. are three of the most notable groups which have

reached this conclus_on.

As a result of :hese studies, we know that nev or rapidly growing

areas, such as land nobile communications and space systems, are

desperately short of spectrum space, while signifi:ant portions

of the spectrum are used sparsely or not at all.

The current sysiem of nationwide block allocation is widely

blamed for this situation. However, the block allDcation system

to
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results from the need to deal administratively with over 800,000

applications annuall) from non-government users and to process

50,000 assignment actions annually for government users. Resources

are not available to consider each application separately and see

what spectrum is available in the particular location needed. Nor

are resources availalle to develop criteria for different classes

of users which are utdque to the particular demands in a limited

geographical area.

Spectrum waste also occurs because adequate equipment and operating

standards are lacking. Inadequate sensitivity in commercial receivers

has denied to goverment users portions of the speztrum legally available

for government use. Such standards cannot be developed overnight. The

economic consequences are significant, and the economic impact generally

hurts one group of users to help another. Reduction of spectrum waste

and pollution requirts sound, supporting economic and technical studies

and effective policy development. There are almost no resources for

this task at present..

There is unanimcus agreement that the solution to these problems

is the development of a national spectrum engineering capability in

the federal governmeLt. Both the JTAC and the Cormerce Technical Advisory

Board reached this ffnding, and spelled out the concept and tasks of

such an organization, The Task Force, fearing that spectrum
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engineering might be carried to uneconomical extremas, seriously

investigated the feasibility of using market forces to allocate the

spectrum. However, they were unable to find any way to do this

which was not extremely wasteful of the spectrum.

I would like to take a moment out to try to explain, perhaps in

an oversimplified way, the problem in applying market forces to

the spectrum,because this is a fascinating problem,

of you may be able to think of ways of solving it.

If a market could be created for the spectrum,

and because some

laws of supply

and demand would tend to assure that spectrum was Ellocated automatically

to the most valuable uses, and that measures to corserve the spectrum were

not pursued beyond economically justifiable limits. However, to create

a market, spectrum ptckages would have to be creatfd which were suffi-

ciently useful to be saleable. This means that tilt packages would have

to be suitable for a variety of uses, and that a gtarantee would have

to be provided that interference would be below sone acceptable level.

It turns out thzt this is analogous to trying to sell rights for

an easy drive to worl, during rush hours. Wouldn't it be nice if you

could buy the right to drive to work within a giver time slot along

a given route, and eLcounter no red lights, no traffic jams, no stops

at all. Conceptuall3 this could be accomplished b) selling time-space

blocks along the roae, coordinated with traffic light timing, and each

car would be allowed on the road only in his reserved time-space block.

This would be quite fAmilar to the functioning of the air traffic control

system. I think you can see intuitively that while such a scheme

might create a marketable commodity, it would be extremely difficult
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to implement it withcut drastically reducing the number of cars on the

road and the number cf users of the road network. This is not to say

that someone cannot come up with a fairly complex 3cheme which might be

reasonably efficient. It is just that we don't know today how to do it.

This is about where the issue stands in deveLoping a market for

the spectrum.

Returning to the main line of discussion: Th task force

concluded that a market system was not now feasible, and recommended that

a comprehensive spectrum engineering capability be developed for

individualized planning and engineering of spectrun uses and for

continued inprovement.of equipment design and operdting standards.

There is some orinion that the division of th,! spectrum into

government and non-gcvernment portions, managed se )arately by the

DTM and the FCC, is E. source of inefficiency. The task force reached

this conclusion, and recommended unification of spretrum allocation

under a single managEr in the executive branch. However, neither

the JTAC not the Comnerce Technical Advisory Board found the division

of authority to be a sufficiently great problem to recommend a change.

3. Coordination of Gcvernment Communications Systwts and Programs.

Current efforts to coordinate and integrate the communications

systems of the federal government were criticized loth by the GAO

report and the Budget Bureau study of federal telecommunications

organization. The problem here is that there has leen no suitable

definition of the degree of unification to be achieved in the government

system, and therefore progress toward this end has been very slow.
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4. Dispersion of Technical Skills and Resources.

A fourth major rroblem area is the dispersion throughout the

government of research programs and of the technical skills needed

to support policy development and to provide assistance to those

federal, state and local agencies which lack in-house telecommunications

skills. There also was no focal point for coordinating the variety

of federal programs which provide assistance to state and local

governments in the telecommunications area.

Actions needed.

To remedy the deficiencies just described, there was a widely

recognized need for:

1. A centrEl focus for broad policy formulation,

2. Resources for spectrum engineering,

3. Clearer goals and stronger organizativnal arrangements for

integrating governmert communications systems, and

4. Better coordination of research activ:.ties and of assistance

to federal, state anc local government agencies.

In considering how to meet these needs, three major questions

arose which had to be resolved:

1. Should the NCS issues - those dealing with the integration

of government communications systems - be resolved immediately, or

after resolution of cverall management arrangements;? We decided

early that these issues involved rather detailed technical, economic and

operational factors, and should be considered after the broader organizational

framework had been established.
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The other two questions were:

2. Should a single manager for the entire ;laectrum be

established now? and

3. Should a single organization be charged with policy formulation,

spectrum management, ard all of the coordination and assistance functions

which have been discussed?

Single Frequency Manager.

The arguments that the division of authority between the DTM and the

FCC was a major source of inefficiency were not compolling. The lack

of necessary analytical. resources was clearly the mcx;t significant

problem. We were not convinced that the DTM and the FCC could not

cooperate if analysis could find better ways to allo:ate the spectrum.

Besides, until the necessary analytical capability WJS built up -

and this would take tine, :La single spectrum manage.: could do little

more than the current nanagers could do.

It was therefore cecided first to establish a s.:rengthened policy

organization and a spectrum engineering capability, dnd to task the

new organization, in ccoperation with the FCC, to de-relop a plan for

improved management of the total radio spectrum.

Location of Executive Branch Capabilities.

The remaining question was whether the function; to be strengthened

in the Executive Branch should all be placed in a si)Igle organization.

Doing so would facilitate coordination, provide the 1;reatest measure

of in-house skills directly responsive to policy foruulation and spectrum

management, and provide something of an organizational power base for
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the top policy official. However, locating such ar office posed a major

problem: no departmental location would be acceptable to some other

departments because of the authority over spectrum allocation, and the

office required was really too large to fit comfortably in the Executive

Office of the PresidEnt.

Because of these problems, we examined the feasibility of a logical

separation of functicns, and considered advantages which might result

from a separation. It appeared that policy formulation could be separated

from technical support. This might reduce somewhat the responsiveness

of technical support to the policy function. On the positive side,

it would promote the use of a broader range of support, including the

capabilities of the Entire government and the private sector. Separation

would reduce the temptation to rely too much on linited in-house resources.

It also appeareC. that final spectrum allocaticn authority and

long range spectrum planning could be separated frcm responsibilities

to operate the spectrum engineering system, to mairtain the spectrum

assignment data base, and to perform administrativE processing of applications,

provided that these Junctions were responsive to tie final authority.

Frequency management is now a multi-level process. Today few decisions

reach the DTM. Major innovations in spectrum manaEement must be accomplished

by applying criteria for assignment derived from oNerall studies, rather

than from decisions crl individual appli-cations. These considerations

confirmed our belief that a separation in this area was workable.
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The best solution seemed to be to retain in the Executive Office

of the President the responsibility for overall policy formulation and

the authority to allocate the government portion of the spectrum, and

to provide within the Department of Commerce the increased resources

needed to perform spcctrum engineering and to provide technical assistance

to other governmental'. units. Resources now in the Executive Office which

are involved in data base maintenance, technical sipport and in processing

applications for frequency management would be moved to Commerce, and

would be responsive to Executive Office needs.

The transiiion from present frequency management arrangements

can be quite smooth. Initially, there need be no change in personnel

or procedures, although the organizational locatioa of some participants

would be changed. A! spectrum engineering capabilities progress and

new approaches are d(veloped, procedures and criteria can be modified

as needed to incorpolate new ways of analyzing assignments.

The Office of Telecanmunications Policy 

The Office of T(lecommunications Policy, or orP, is an independent

entity in the Executive Office of the President. this independent status

is in keeping with tle broad scope of its responsfAlities. The office

was created by Reorganization Plan Number 1 of 197), and became effective

on April 20. I expect that a Director will soon be nominated. The OTP

will be approximate].) the same size as its predecessor, but the mix

will be altered significantly. Most staff and all clerical support

functions associated with frequency management will be transferred to

the Department of Commerce. Professional skills n2eded to round out

the staff will be brcught in, to provide expanded capabilities in
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economics, systems analysis and legal aspects.

Principal Tasks of the OTP 

The principal tasks of the Office of Telecommunications Policy

will be:

First: To defini public policy issues in the field of telecommunim.

cations which need to be resolved, and to mobilize the resources of the

federal government and the private sector to settle these issues.

Areas will include both international and domestic issues, and also

issues raised by the convergence of communications and computer

technology.

Second: To bri 1g about more effective use of the spectrum.

This will involve se,eral aspects. The OTP will ersure that appropriate

analytical tools are applied to government spectrtm management.

The Director will co)rdinate with the FCC on spectrum sharing and

the needs of non-gov!rnment users. He will coordinate the application of

spectrum engineering techniques throughout the government, and will

develop, in cooperatLon with the FCC, a plan for improved management of

the entire radio spe:trum.

Third: The office will provide overall poliLy guidance and standards

for government commutications systems and equipmert.

Fourth: The ° face will develop plans for tie emergency

mobilization and use of telecommunications, under the overall policy

guidance of the Dire:tor of the Office of Emergency Preparedness.
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Role of the Department of Commerce 

The principal task of the Department of Commerce would be to create

and operate what the JTAC called the "next generation spectrum engineering

system". This systen would include an integrated technical and management

data base, the analylical routines needed for spectrum engineering, and

a modern computer syE,tem. Using the computer facility, and its associated

routines and data, would be:

- people doing studies of spectrum use and allocation,

- people solving specific electromagnetic compatibility problems,

- people proces!,ing applications for new or changed spectrum

assignments,

- people studying the impact of new equipment or operating

standards on spectrun resources,

- people forecaf.ting the impact of growth and new services on

spectrum demand and allocation.

In addition to ilhese and possibly other spectrum related activities,

Commerce would perfo-m technical and economic studies in support of

the OTP or other agencies, such as the FCC, upon request. Commerce

would also serve as a source of assistance to those federal, state and

local government agencies which lack sufficient in-house competence.

Relationship of Comm,!rce Activities With ECAC, FCC

An obvious ques ion to arise among those familiar with this area

Is, what relationship will the spectrum engineering capability in

Commerce have to the established capability of ECAC, the Defense

Department's Electronagnetic Compatibility Analysis Center, and to
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the experimental local frequency assignment facilities proposed by the

FCC. Will there not be duplication? In answer to this, let me discuss

a philosophy with regard to each of the components of the spectrum

engineering system: the data base, analytical methods, computer and

communications facilities, and people.

There should be one, centrally controlled data base. It may be

in one place or several, centrally maintained or w_th parts maintained

separately. But there is no reason why it can't be accessible to all,

without duplication in reporting and maintenance. The need for cooperation

here is recognized by all parties, and the OTP will be responsible for

achieving the required coordination.

This situation lends itself to the developmen: of a centrally planned

computer network, serving the needs of several use-s, providing all

with access to the data base and to needed analytiA:al capabilities. Such

a network can accommodate users with valid needs fnr their own computers,

as well as users who an be supported remotely. The early development

of such a network will be one of the best insuranci. policies against

duplication of effort in the development of data bases or analytical

routines.

The other componant of the spectrum engineering system is people

performing studies of specific issues or EMC problems. There is no need

to place all these people in a single organization. Organizations with

major interests in tha spectrum should be permitted to allocate resources

to the study of spectrum problems in accordance with their own resource

priorities. Commerce can provide a capability
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for those agencias wLich currently lack a spectrum engineering

capability, and can real with problems of broader significance.

Success Requires Resources 

Success in achieving the improvements discussad requires that

more resources be de\oted to telecommunications in the Executive

Branch. Most of thiE increase is required for spectrum engineering.

Every study of this Erea since 1966 has concluded :hat more resources

are needed.

When the Fiscal 1971 budget was prepared last fall, the role

of the Executive Office vis-a-vis Commerce had not been resolved.

To get started, a modest figure of $1.5 million above the current

spending level was included in the budget of the IrM. If appropriated,

and then suitably divided between the OTP and Commerce, that figure

would permit three essential steps:

1. rounding out the staff of the OTP, after the transfer

of funds and personnel in the frequency management area to Commerce,

2. a slight increase in the budget of th( OTP for contract

studies, and

3. Hiring al initial increment of people for spectrum

engineering in the De)artment of Commerce.

Committee action in the House has thus far deried this increase,

and jeopardized the a:complishment of the improvemEnts so badly needed

In policy development and spectrum management. I tope that we can

gain reconsideration of this action so that results will not have

to be postponed for yet anoLher year.



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFF ICE OF T ELECOMMUNICAT IONS MANAGEMENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR
May 18, 1970 •

Honorable Dean Burch
Chairman
Federal Communications Commission
Washington, D. C. 20554

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This is in furtherance of my letter of April 20, 1970, which for-
warded information with respect to the elimination of electromagnetic
noise from electrically powered cars.

Enclosed is correspondence from the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare as to planning within that Department in this regard.

This office has recently reviewed a draft copy of the Commission's
Report and Order Docket No. 18426 on "devices which cause harmful
interference to radio communications." The proposed action is a
positive and constructive first step pursuant to the new Section 302
of the Communications Act. It is planned that appropriate parallel
measures will be taken within the Executive Branch upon adoption by
the Commission of material similar to that contained in the
aforementioned draft Report and Order.

This office considers that another important step toward preventing
"spectrum pollution" is the development of a means to control the
ever-increasing level of man-made noise. For example, the JTAC
report "Spectrum Engineering - The Key to Progress" noted that the
median value of unintended radio noise power, in the frequency
range 30-1000 MHz, is approximately 30 dB higher in urban environ-
ments than in rural surroundings. The report further indicated
that this large difference in the noise levels is due primarily to
the higher density of vehicular traffic in the urban areas.
Uncontrolled, such noise could preclude the future use of radio
in major urban environments.

It appears, therefore, that an early objective should be to provide
a mechanism for relieving the urban noise level attributable to
the cumulative level of radiation from vehicular ignitions and
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other incidental radiation devices such as fluorescent lights,
motor-driven machines, contact devices, etc. Positive measures
to restrict these cumulative effects may require additional
legislation. This office stands ready to assist any effort in
this regard.

Your comments on the above would be appreciated.

Sincerely,

W. E. Plummer
Acting

Enclosure

cc: Dr. Clay T. Whitehead /



THE SECRETARY OF HEA
LTH EDUCATION, AND 

WELFARE

WASHINGTON, D.C. 202
01

iPft22 197 fl

Mr. W. E. Plumrrer
Acting Director of Telecommunicat

ions

Management
Executive Office of the President

Washington, D.C. 20504

Dear Mr. Plummer:

Thank you for drawing to our atte
ntion a possible problem

with respect to electromagnetic no
ise uhich could result

from radiation from a number of so
urces in an electrically

powered car, and the need to consi
der this in the design

parameters for electric vehicles 
as an alternative to

conventional internal combustion
 engine powered vehicles.

In order to determine the pote
ntial of electrically

powered vehicles to produce elect
ronic noise, the National

Air Vollution Control Administra
tion will undertake a

study of this problem leading to 
a definition of the

factors to he considered in the d
esign and construction

of such vehicles.

Sincerely,

131 RJBIA FMC111

Secretary
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f41
DEPARTMENT OF HEA

LTH, EDUCATION, A
ND WELFARE

PUI3LIC HEALTH SER
VICE

ENVIRONMENTAL H
EALTH SERVICE

May 11, 1970

Mr. W. Dean, Jr.

Associate Director

Executive Office of t
he President

Office of Telecommuni
cations Management

Washington, D.C. 20504

Dear Mr. Dean:

HATIortal. AIR

POW, FKfl CONTROL

ADMINISTRATION

1'1011R 1111101.1: It a D. M.
DEM TO,1tJ HOTEL
MO S. lliAYER
AN ARBOR, MIC1-11G7NI

Thank you for callin
g to our attention t

he dangers of increa
sing

electro interference
 of the radio frequen

cy through efforts to
 reduce

air pollution caused
 by motor vehicles.

We have talked to Mr
. John German at Texa

s A & M as you sugg
ested and

we will receive a c
opy of the work he ha

s conducted on radio
 frequency

interference by elec
trical equipment. We hope to avoid thi

s problem

by recognizing it be
fore electric automob

iles become numerous
 and then

minimizing it by car
eful design.

Every effort will be
 taken to minimize a

ll adverse effects 
of automobiles

on the environment, 
including their unde

sired emissions of r
adio frequency

noise.

We are very interes
ted in cooperating wi

th you to prevent t
his type of

pollution from becom
ing a greater hazard

.

Sincerely yours,

Fr 17achca-r:dr
,4-e v.35

Raymond F. Machacek

Engineering Developm
ent Branch

. RFM:jru



Thursday 5/14/70

10:00 Mr. Paul Greenfeder called yesterday to ask for
a copy of the President's Task Force Report on
Communications Policy. Press release section
sent us a copy which we mailed to:

Mr. Paul Greenfeder
Reference Library
New York Times
229 W. 43rd Street
New York, New York 10036

(212) 556-7428



BB FORM 4

TO

Bureau of the Budget
ROUTE SLIP

r. Whitehead

FROM ilovrard Schnoor

Take necessary action

Approval or signature

Comment

Prepare reply

Discuss with me

For your information

See remarks below

DATE 5-21-7o

R EMAR KS

Here is my revision of the OTP order based on all
comments received on the earlier .version except
those of Commerce. The Commerce comments are also
attached. lige need to decid(3 how much of Commerce's
proposal to accept.

tiny comments?

Charles Joyce has a copy too.



DRAFT
5-15-70

EXECUTIVE ORDER

ASSIGNING TELECOMMUNICATIONS FUNCTIONS

By virtue of the authority vested in me by section 301 of title 3

of the United States Code, and pursuant to the intention expressed in

my message to the Congress which accompanied Reorganization Plan No. 1

of 1970, and as President of the United States, it is hereby ordered

as follows:

SECTION 1. Amended and superseded orders. Executive Order Nos.

10705 of April 17, 1957, 11051 of September 27, 1962, 11191 of January 4,

1965, and 11490 of October 28, 1969, and the President's Memorandum of

August 21, 1963, headed "Establishment of the National Communications

System" (28 F.R. 9413) are amended as provided herein. Executive Order

Nos. 10695-A of January 16, 1957, 10995 of February 16, 1962, and 11084

of February 15, 1963, to the extent not heretofore made inapplicable,

are superseded and revoked in full.

SEC. 2. General functions. Subject to the authority and control

of the President, the Director of the Office of Telecommunications

Policy (hereinafter referred to as the Director) shall:

(a) Serve as the President's principal adviser on telecommunica-

tions.
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(b) Coordinate telecommunications activities of the executive

branch and be responsible for the formulation of overall policies

for such activities, including policies relating to the development

of systems concepts, plans and performance criteria, equipment

standards, the interoperability and survivability of the National

Communications System, and the allocation, use, and management of

the spectrum. Agencies, including the Executive Agent of the National

Communications System, shall consult with the Director to insure

that their conduct of telecommunications activities is consistent

with the Director's overall policies and standards.

) Conduct economic, technical, and systems analyses of tele-

communications policies, activities, and opportunities in support of

national policy formulation and United States participation in

international telecommunications activities.

(d) Coordinate the development of executive branch positions on

telecommunications policy issues, including non-Government use of the

spectrum, and assure that they are presented effectively to the Congress

and the Federal Communications Commission.

(e) Develop, in cooperation with the Federal Communications

Commission, a comprehensive long-range plan for improved management

of the total spectrum resource.

(f) Development telecommunications plans, policies, and programs

under which the full advantage of technological development will accrue

to the Nation and the users of telecommunications, which will serve the

national security, sustain and contribute to the full development of
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world trade and commerce, strengthen the position and serve the best

interests of the United States in negotiations with foreign nations,

and permit the maximum use and most effective management of communica-

tions resources and frequencies.
•

(g) Review and assess on a continuing basis existing and planned

telecommunications systems, both governmental and those private facil-

ities included in national security planning, to determine whether

national security and emergency preparedness requirements, including

communications security, are being met adequately and efficiently, and

report the results and any remedial actions recommended to the President

through the National Security Council.

(h) Review telecommunications research and development, system

improvement and expansion programs, and programs for the testing,

operation, and use of telecommunications Systems of Federal agencies

to identify competing, overlapping, duplicating or inefficient pro-

grams, and make recommendations to appropriate agency officials and

to the Director of the Bureau of the Budget concerning the scope and

funding of these programs.

(i) Coordinate the development of policy, plans, programs, and

standards for the mobilization and use of telecommunications resources

in any emergency, and prepare to administei such resources if directed

to do so in any emergency, under the overall policy direction and

planning assumptions of the Director of the Office of Emergency

Preparedness.
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(j) Coordinate Federal assistance to State and local governments

in the telecommunications area.

(k) Conduct studies and analyses to evaluate the impact of the

convergence of computer and communications technologies, and recommend

needed actions to the President and to the departments and agencies.

(1) Contract for studies and reports related to any aspect of

his responsibilities.

SEC. 3. War powers. Executive Order No. 10705 of April 17, 1957,

headed "Delegating Certain Authority of the President Relating to

Radio Stations and Communications", as amended, is further amended by:

(a) Substituting for subsection (a) of section 1 the following:

"(a) Subject to the provisions of this order, the authority vested in

the President by susbsections 606(a), (c), and (d) of the Communications

Act of 1934, as amended (47 U.S'.C. 606(a), (c) and (d)), is delegated

to the Director of the Office of Telecommunications Policy (hereinafter

referred to as the Director). Such authority shall be exercised under

the overall policy direction of the Director of the Office of Emergency

Preparedness."

(b) Substituting for the text "subsections 305(a) and 606(a)"

in subsection (b) of section 1 the following: "subsection 606(a)".

SEC. 4. Foreign government radio stwaons. The authority to

authorize a foreign government to construct and operate a radio station

at the seat of government vested in the President by subsection 305(d)

of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended (47 U.S.C. 305(d)), is
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hereby delegated to the Director. Authorization for the construction

and operation of a radio station pursuant to this subsection and the

assignment of a frequency for its use shall be made only upon recom-

mendation of the Secretary of State and after consultation with the

Attorney General and the Chairman of the Federal Communications

Commission.

SEC. 5. Office of Emergency Preparedness. (a) Executive Order

No. 11051 of September 27, 1962, as amended, is further amended by:

(1) Deleting subsection 301(4) and renumbering subsection 301(5)

as subsection 301(4).

(2) Substituting for section 306 the following: "Sec. 306.

Emergency telecommunications. The Director shall be responsible for providing

overall policy guidance to the Director of the Office of Telecommunica-

tions Policy in planning for the mobilization of the Nation's telecom-

munications resources in time of national emergency."

(3) Deleting section 4o6.

(b) Executive Order No. 11490 of October 28, 1969, headed "Assign-

ing emergency preparedness functions to Federal departments and agencies,"

as amended, is hereby further amended so as to conform section 1802 and

subsections 401(27) and 2002(3) to the provisions of this order.

SEC. 6. National Communications System. The President's Memorandum

of August 21, 1963, headed "Establishment of the National Communications

System" (28 'U. 9413), is amended by:
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(a) Substituting the following for the first paragraph after

the heading "Executive Office Responsibilities": "The Director of

the Office of Telecommunications Policy shall be responsible for policy

direction of the development and operation of the National Communications

System and shall:" f

(b) Substituting the term "Director of the Office of Telecom-

muntcations Policy" for the term "Special Assistant to the President

for Telecommunications" wherever it appears in said memorandum.

SEC. 7. Communications Satellite Act of 1962. Executive Order

No. 11191 of January 4, 1965, headed "Providing for the Carrying Out

of Certain Provisions of the Communications Satellite Act of 1962", is

amended by:

(a) Substituting the following for subsection (c) of section 1:

"(c) The term 'the Director' means the Director of the Office of

Telecommunications Policy. ",and

(b) Substituting the following for the catchline of section 2:

"Director of the Office of Telecommunications Policy."

SEC. 8. Advice to Secretary of State. The Director, in consulta-

tion with the Federal Communications Commission when appropriate, shall

assist and give policy advice to the Secretary of State in the discharge

of his functions in the field of international telecommunications policies,

positions, and negotiations.

SEC. 9. Advisory committees. As may be permitted by law, the

Director shall establish such interagency advisory committees and working
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groups composed of representatives of interested agencies and consult

with such departments and agencies as may be necessary for the most

effective performance of his functions. To the extent he deems it

necessary to continue the Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee,

it shall serve in an advisory capacity to the Director. As may be

permitted by law, the Director also shall establish one or more tele-

communications advisory committees composed of experts in the tele-

communications area outside the Government. The Director than serve

as a member of the United States Communications Security Board.

SEC. 10. Rules and regulations. The Director shall issue such

rules and regulations as may be necessary to carry out the duties and

responsibilities vested in him by this order or delegated to him

thereby.

SEC. U. Agency assistance. All executive departments and agencies

of the Federal Government, including the Executive Agent of the National

Communications System, are authorized and directed to cooperate with

the Director and to furnish him such information, support and assistance,

not inconsistent with the law, as he may require in the performance of

his duties.

SEC. 12. Functions of the Secretary of Commerce. The Secretary

of Commerce, in supporting the Director in the performance of his

functions and operating under the spectrum management policy guidelines

and direction of the Director, shall:
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(a) Provide a centralized research and engineering capability

within the executive branch for the coordination of Federal frequency

uses and assignments.

(b) Develop and operAte a national electromagnetic compatibility

analysis facility.

(c) Conduct research and analysis on radio propagation, radio

systems characteristics, and operating techniques leading to improved

utilization of the radio spectrum in coordination with specialized,

related research and analysis performed by other Federal agencies in

their areas of responsibility.

(d) Conduct research and analysis in the general field of tele-

communication sciences in support of other Government agencies as

required and in response to specific requests from the Director.

(e) Provide such administrative and technical support as may be

required for the effective functioning of the Interdepartment Radio

Advisory Committee and provide for the maintenance of files relevant

to frequency management responsive to the needs of the Director and

the Committee.

SEC. 13. Retention of existing authority. (a) Nothing contained

in this order shall be deemed to impair any existing authority or

jurisdiction of the Federal Communications Commission. In carrying

out his functions under this order, the Director shall coordinate as

appropriate with the Federal Communications Commission and make appro-

priate recommendations to it as the regulator of the private sector.
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(b) Nothing contained in this order shall be deemed to impair

the responsibilities of the Administrator of General Services under

the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949, as

amended, with respect to the representation of agencies in negotiations

with carriers and in proceedings before Federal and State regulatory

bodies or the procurement either directly or by delegation of authority

to other agencies of public utility communications services. The

Administrator shall coordinate his activities in these areaswith the

Director.

(c) Except as specifically provided herein, nothing in this

order shall be deemed to derogate from any now existing assignment

of functions to any other department or agency or officer thereof made

by statute, Executive order, or Presidential directives, including

memoranda.

SEC. 14. Program content. Nothing in this order shall be

construed as authorizing the exercise of any authority with respect

to the content of any station program or of communications transmitted

by any communication facility.

THE WHITE HOUSE

1970



GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20230

Honorable Robert P. Mayo
Director, Bureau of the Budget
Washington, D. C. 20503

Dear Mr. Mayo:

This is in reply to your request for the views of this Department
concerning a draft Executive Order

"Assigning Telecommunications Management Functions".

The order would provide for the assigning of telecommunications
management functions to implement the provisions of Reorganization
Plan No. 1 of 1970 (now pending in Congress) which would establish a
new Office of Telecommunications Policy in the Executive Office of
the President. The order would assign to the Director of the new
Office of Telecommunications Policy the major functions relating to
telecommunications policy.

Section 12 of the order sets forth the functions of the Secretary of
Commerce, who, among other things, would be required to: (a) provide
a centralized research and engineering capability for the coordina—
tion of Federal frequency uses and assignments; (b) develop and
operate a national electromagnetic compatibility analysis facility;
(c) conduct research and analysis to improve utilization of the radio
resource; (d) conduct research and analysis in the general field of
telecommunication sciences in support of other Government agencies
and in response to specific requests from the Director; and (e) pro—
vide such administrative and technical support as may be required for
the effective functioning of the Interdepartment Radio Advisory
Committee.

We believe the draft order fulfills a need for strengthening the
Government's machinery for formulating and coordinating broad national
policies in the field of telecommunications. However, we recommend
that section 12 of the order be revised to incorporate the new language
set forth in the attached draft.

Subsection (c) of our revision is more specific than subsection (e) of
the draft with respect to Department of Commerce functioning in sup—
port of frequency assignments. We believe it is proper to relate
Commerce functions directly to the Office of Telecommunications Policy
rather than to a committee advisory to the Director.
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Subsection (d) has been inserted in our revision as a responsibility
appropriate to the Department of Commerce because of the Department's
current expertise in technical and economic matters and made espe—
cially necessary by (1) the rapidity of change in communications
technology and (2) the large national investments of capital in tele—
communications hardware.

Subsections (e), (f), and (g) have been inserted, replacing subsec—
tions (c) and (d) of the drtift, to make available to OTP the existing
competence of the Department in research on the properties of the
electromagnetic spectrum itself. At the same time, subsection (f)
generalizes our sphere of concern to include wire communications
systems. We foresee a rapid parallel development of cable techniques,
a growing competition between radio and cable resources, and a conse—
quent need to understand the interrelationship between the two.

Subsections (h) and (i) have been added to focus again on the rapidity
with which telecommunications technology is changing and being applied.
The new technology must be understood and guided where possible in the
light of future needs, consequences, and opportunities, which are
themselves changing rapidly.

Subsection (j) has been added because telecommunications needs will
vary in some degree according to geography, economic activity, and
social need in the various regions of our nation. Some regionaliza—
tion of policy appears inevitable, and we should be prepared to offer
advisory services on a State and-local level in support of the
corresponding function of the Director of OTP.

Subsection (k) has been drafted into our revision because a systems
resource is useless without the human resource to understand, operate,
and modify it to meet changing conditions. This subsection will
enable us to help develop the human resource.

Subsection (1) of our revision is a blanket clause which we feel is
necessary to cover presently unforeseen developments in telecommunica—
tions. Telecommunications is already undergoing an upheaval and we
must be free to move in whatever direction our talents permit in order
to assure the greatest national benefit from these changes.

These proposed revisions in the Executive Order draft will enable the
Department of Commerce to assist the Office of Telecommunications
Policy in more of its functions. The Department of Commerce will at
the same time make fuller use of its technical resources and talent.
If section 12 is revised as we recommend, this Department would favor
issuance of the order by the President.
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The word "therein" in section 13(c) of the order should be corrected
to read "herein".

Sincerely, ..

General Counsel

• II...I.__

•-• .



Section 12 Functions_of_the Secretary of Co=meree. In connection with his
statutory authorities, the Secretary of Commerce (hereinafter referred to in this
order as the "Secretary"), shall be the primary source of support for the Director
for techaical research and analysis and for such economic analysis as would be
appropriate and in the performance of these functions shall:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

• (.1)

Provide a centralized research and engineering capability within the
Executive Branch for the coordination of Federal frequency uses and
assignments;

Develop and operate a national electromagnetic compatibility analysis
facility;

Matntain the records on frequency assignments, amendments, modifications,
and revocations for radio stations belonging to and operated by the United
States or to classes thereof; process requests concerning frequency assign-
ments for such stations for decisions by the Director; and perform related
technical and administrative functions;

•
Conduct technical and economic research and analysis to provide information
and alternatives required by the Office of Telecommunications Policy to
make representations or decisions on policy issues;

Conduct a central federal program of research and services on description
and prediction of electromagnetic wave propagation over the surface of the
earth and in the atmosphere, on electromagnetic noise and interference,
and on communication technology and system sciences for effective use of
various transmission media for telecommunications;

Conduct research and analysis in the general field of telecommunications
sciences, including measurement of system performance and standards of '
practicedfor both radio and wire systems;

Conduct technical and economic research on efficient utilization of the
electromagnetic spectrum as a national and international.resource;

Provide methodology and information in appropriate form for anticipating
the longer range effects of the teleco=unications •sectorupon the rest
of the economy;

Provide systematic and continuing projections of current technological
developments, future needs, and the probable broad effects of particular
technical developments, including the convergence of•computer and commun-
ications technologies;

Provide advisory services in telecommunications to State and 16cal
agencies;

(k) Administer grants for interdiscipliy programs, where authorized, in
selected universities to combine the legal, economic and sociological

with the.engineering disciplines for the purpose of investigat-
ing the principles underlying telecommunications policy and for educating
students for careers in this field; and

(1) Conduct such other activities as may be appropriate to support the
Director in performance of his functions.



4ay 14, 1970

Dear Mr. Wiggins:

The President has asked that I reply to your telegram of
May 7th regarding the use at amateur radio frequencies by
the Stanford University Club Amateur Radio Station to
organise political activities protesting the war in Vietnam
and Cambodia.

These matters fall under the jurisdiction of the Federal
Cornnumications Commission, and you should caU it to
their attention since the President has no authority with
respect to specific license violations.

However, we appreciate your keeping us informed and urge
you to contact the FCC on this matter.

Sincerely,

Clay T. Whitehead
Special Assistant to the President

Mir. Steven C. Wiggins
2925 'West Lincoln Avenue
Anaheim, California

cc: Mr. Whitehead
Central Files

CT Vi hitehead:jm
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WHITE HOUSE WASHDC
SIR : IN MY ESTIMATION THE AMATEUR RADIO BANDS ARE BEING USED
AT THE PRESENT TIME DY CLUB STATIONW6YX AT STANFORD UNIV AS
NATL NET CONTROL TO ORGANIZE RESISTANCE IN ALL COLLEGE AND
SCHOOLS OVER ALL THE US AGAINST YOUR DECISION TO CO INTO CAMBODIA
ITHINK THIS USE AS. AN AMATEUR RADIO FREQUENCIES IS ILLEGAL
AND NOT TO THE BEST INTEREST OF THE US I AS AN AMATEUR RADIO
OPERATOR HAVE MONITORED THE. FACT ON THE AIR THAT THIS STATION
WND OTEER RADIO STATIONS ARE ADVOCATING THE COLLECTION OF DRAFT
CARD TO BY MAILED TO WASHINGTON IMMEDIATELY IN PROTEST FROM / .

BERKELEY CALIF THIS IS VERY SERIOUS AND SIR p WILL YOU PLEAE /
INVESTIGATE ,WITH FCC ANI) PUT A STOP TO THIS USE OF THE ANATEUR1
GADIO-.).'RYOUENCIES RESPECTFULLY YOUR ,

7.1:n1 (ft;.-tn

STEVEN C WIGGINS 2925 WEST LINCOLN AVE ANAHEIM CALIF AMATEUR

RADIO OPER WAG EKE
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TO:

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

•

FROM: PETER FLANIGAN

ACTION: DUE DATE:

REMARKS:

Prepare reply for
Mr. Flanigan's signature

Direct reply

Comments/recommendations

Please handle

Information

File



We are interested in the opinion of—

The Presi4ent
The White House
Washington, D. C. 20500

FROM PRENTICE-HALL, INC.
ENGLEWOOD CLIFFS
NEW JERSEY 07632

1.

concerning these texts—

COMPUTERS AND TELECOMMUNICATICVS: ISSUES IN PUBLI.,
POLICY by S. L. Mathison and P. M. Walker

INFORMATION UTILITIES by R. E. Sprague

TOTAL
BOOKS

Sent with the
compliments of
your P-H
representative

K,V.Karlstrom-vr

THANK YOU FOR CONSIDERING OUR TEXTS
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KARI,S11U1M., Vcrst.1 Vs
t:;c10.4.11:
Computer Science and
Applied Math.

‘,/ Prentice-Hall, Inc. 
Englewood Cliffs
New Jersey 07632
R. E. Sprague---- Books
President's announcement
telecommunications directorateREC'D: 4-27;40 BY: MailLtr. 4-17-70

DISPOSITION: M. H. S.
To: Peter Flani a

(A)

communications" Issues
in Public Policy, by
Stuart L. Mathison &
Philip M. Walker and
"Information Utilities" by
sent in reference to
of the establishment

ACK'D:

DATE: 4-28-70

le-71760-R

e".

of a

avt
OPO

PRENTICE JHALL, Inc. BKS. (2)
Englewood Cliffs
New Jersey 07632

SEE FILE: KARLSTROM, Karl V.

REC'D: 4-27-70 BY: Mail
Ltr. 4-17-70

DISPOSITION: M. __ H• _ S__ S.

To: Peter Flanigan 4/30/70

ACK' D:

DATE: 4-28-70

16-717604 .p.avt



Mr. Flanigan's Office:

"Telecommunications & The Computer?' attached

The other books were sent to your office on 4/30/70

Mail Room

Ad-
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Prepare reply for
Mr. Flanigan's signature

Direct reply

Comments/recommendations

Please handle

Information

File

4
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Prentice-Hall, Inc.
Englewood Cliffs, N. J. 07632

April 14, 1970

The President
The White House
Washington, D.C.

My dear Mr. President:

I am taking the liberty of sending to you under separate
cover copies of:

Tel: 201-947-1000
Telex No. 13-5423

COMPUTERS AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS: ISSUESIN PUBLIC POLICY
by S. L. Mathison and P. M. Walker

INFORMATION UTILITIES by R. E. Sprague

TELECOMMUNICATIONS & THE COMPUTER by J. Martin

My action has been prompted by your announcement to establish
a telecommunications directorate.

I have the honor to remain,

Very respectfully_ _yi9urs,

7 6,
Karl V. Karlstrom
Editor - Computer Science and Applied Math

KVK-vr



K. V. Karlstrom - Editor - College Editorial
PRENTICE-HALL, INC.
ENGLEWOOD CLIFFS. N. J. - 07632

The President

The White House

Washington, D. C.

• -
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THE COM M ONW F ALTH or MASSACHU
SETTS

EXCCLI 1 IVU_ DEPARTMENT

CIVIL_ DEFENSE AGENCY

400 WORCESTER ROAD

MAMiNGHAM. MASS. 01701

W. SARGENT

calLmilvioft

Miy 5, 1.970

Mr. Clay T. Whitehead
The White House
Washington, D. C. "2.0500

Dear Mr. Whitehead:

WHEN REPLYING

REFER TO: 1,)( lOG

075.13IM

237.0200

ALLAN R. zr:Nowirz

DIRECTOR

Reference is made to our past conversation pertaining to tele-

communications.

The attached report was prepared at the request of the Massa-

chusetts Emergency Communications Commission which is deeply involved

in all facets of communications within the state.

Information copies of the report are being provided to all states

and territories.

Attachment

Sincerely,

•
Allan R. •Zenowitz
Director

-V L



May 11, 1970

To: Dr. Myron Tribus

From: Tom ‘ihitehead

Here is the list of all the people we considered
for Director or Deputy Director of OTP. Those
on List No. Z were not appropriate for considera.
tion for this position, and I doubt that any of them
would be suitable for head of TRAC either. Some
of those on List No. 1, lacking a technical background,
also would probably be inappropriate.

Attachment

cc: Mr. •Whitehead
Central Files

CTWhitehead:jm



D T M

List No. 1

Fred W. Morris, Jr.
President, Tele-Sciences Corporation

Abbott Washburn
Washburn-Stringer Associates
Ambassador, U. S. Delegation to INTELSAT Conference

* Richard W. KixMiller
Vice President, Celanese

*

Dr. Allen Peterson
Professor, E. E., Stanford

Robert Lowe

Dr. Bernard M. Oliver
Vice President, R&D, Hewlett-Packard

Dr. Malcolm R. Curry
V. P., Research, Beckman Instruments

James H. Binger
Chairman of the Board, Honeywell

Herbert D. Bennington
DD R &E

Gerald P. Dineen

* Sufficiently interesting to be approached



D T M

List No. 2

Maj. Gcn. Gordon Gould
Dir., CCC, USAF

Lyle J. Moore
Pacific T&T

Capt. Everett A. Trickey
USN

Stuart M. Tuchband
Tech. Staff, BTL

Maj. Gen. Harold W. Grant (Ret.)
Director, Telecommunications Policy, DOD

Albert J. Wetzel
Director of University Development, Tulan.e

Allan R. Zenowitz
Massachusetts State Director of Civil Defense

Maj. Gen. Dayton Eddy
Director, Communications -Electronics, JCS

Gen. Alfred Starbird
SAFEGUARD System Mgr., OCS

Asher Ende
Assoc. Chief, Common Carrier Bureau, FCC

John H. Gayer
Program Mgr. , Communications Systems,

Space Systems Org. , GE

Dr. Charles#C. Mack
Sr. Scientist, Comm. & Electronics Div., Philco-Ford

Dr. Leon Podolsky

Vice Adm. Bernard F. Roeder (Ret.)



rgh

*

D T M

Declinations

Dr. A. D. Wheelon
Vice President, Eng., Hughes Aircraft

Richard P. Gifford
General Manager, Comm. Products Div., GE

Walter Fackler
Associate Dean, University of Chicago Business School

Richard S. Morse
Lecturer, MIT

Dr. Gardiner Tucker
ASD (SA)

Dr. Dean Watkins
Chairman of the Board, Watkins-Johnson Co.



Friday 5/ 8/ 70

3:15 Bill Morrill dropped this off. He said the Senate hearings are due
Tuesday. They expect the Senate may mark up as early as next week.

So all the time you have is about a week.

77'



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

BUREAU OF THE BUDGET
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503

May 7, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. CLAY T. WHIIEHEAD

SUBJECT: House Action on DTM Budget

The Independent Offices Subcommittee of the House Appropriations
Committee today released its reports. The amount they are recom-
mending for the DTM in 1971 is $1.795M, the level of the 1970
Budget. The Administration had requested $3.3M. The House mark
provides for neither the NECAF nor requested personnel increases.

To adequately impress Senator Pastore with the need to reinstate
the bulk of the funds eliminated by the House, it might be neces-
sary for you to personally talk to him. Without reinstatement of
funds, the OTP will have a difficult time hiring the new personnel
he will need to carry out his responsibilities. In fact, we doubt
whether he could be very effective since he will have to rely
primarily on existing DTM personnel.

A copy of the House Report is enclosed.

William A. Morrill
Deputy Director for Programming
National Security Programs Division
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The appropriation recominended in the bill would provide for this
new office.
The budget included funds for a National Electromagnetic Com-

patibility Analysis Facility (NECAF) to be operated by the Depart-
ment of Commerce. The Committee feels that NECAF should be
authorized by legislation, if needed, and no funds are provided for it

Lita„edlus time.
.161 defense and defense mobilization functions are performed by

various departments and agencies of Government under delegations
of authority from the President. The Committee recommends
$3,130,000 for this purpose. This amount is to be allocated, as required,
to eight departments and agencies to assist in carrying out national
emergency preparedness activities delegated to such agencies.

OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

"The Director of the Office of Science and Technology is charged with
advising the President in all scientific matters, and in overseeing the
development and progress of the scientific and technological programs
in the various agencies of government.
The budget estimate for these services is $2,175,000 and the Commit-

tee recommends an appropriation of $2,000,000. This is a reduction of
$175,000 from the budget level requested. The Committee feels the sum
recommended will permit operation of this office at a high level of
advisory efficiency.

FUNDS APPROPRIATED TO THE PRESIDENT

APPALACHIAN REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

The program for Appalachia is a joint Federal-State effort to
achieve common solutions to regional development. This program has
proven to be an excellent example of Federal-State cooperation. The
initiative for making proposals is .with the State governments, and the
assistance provided by the Federal government is intended to supple-
ment existing programs. The achievements and beneficial results of
the Appalachian programs are now beginning to show in the prbgrams
of trade schools, hospitals, health centers, and in other areas. The bulk
of the objectives of the highway development and access road pro-
grams are yet to be accomplished.
The programs of the Appalachian Regional Development Act, as

amended, embrace activities in 397 counties, in 13 States, and nearly
one-tenth of the population of the Nation. The most critical need of
the region is adequate development highways and access roads. The
basic act authorizes 4,300 miles of construction, including 2,700 miles
of development hip.:hways and 1,600 miles of access road's.
The budget estimate for Appalachian programs is $295,500,000. This

includes $175,000,000 for the highways program. The Committee rec-
ommends a total of $291,500,060, including the $175,000,000 for the
iighways 
1 

program. Other programs are funded at a level of $116,500,-
1000, which is "$4,000,000 below the budget.
The Committee recommends the full budget of $65,000,000 to pro-

vide for unforeseen disasters that may arise and to which the President
must be responsive. There were 29 major disasters declared in calendar
year 1969, the highest number in history. This required appropriations

4
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Ine
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

Mr 7, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. CLAY T. WHITEHEAD

SUBJECT: House Action on DTM Budget

BUREAU OF THE BUDGET
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503

The Independent Offices Subcommittee of the House Appropriations
Committee today released its reports. The amount they are recom-
mending for the DTM in 1971 is 411.795M, the level of the 1970
Budget. The Administration had requested $3.314. The House mark
provides for neither the NECA, nor requested personnel increases.

TO adequately impress Senator Pastore with the need to reinstate
the bulk of the funds eliminated by the House, it might be neces-
sary for you to personally talk to him. Without reinstatement of
funds, the OTP will have a difficult time hiring the new personnel
he will need to carry out his responsibilities. In fact, we doubt
whether he could be very effective since he will have to rely
primarily on existing DTM personnel.

A copy of the House Report is encloLed.

/s/ Bill

William A. Morrill
Deputy Director for Programming
National Security Programs Division



Grants to the RepubVe of the Philip pi nes.---The budget request
of $2,000,000 is recommended for grants to the Republic of the
Philippines. This program 1)1.° N-ides grants-in-aid for medical care and
treatment, of Commonwealth Army veterans and Pliilippine Scouts
who served with time I T.S. armed services.
Payment of pa 1,/;(.1 pation sales insuffieleneies.---The Committee

recommends the sum of $6,128,000 for the payment of participati„...16
sales insufficiencies. This is a contract mil commitment for this purpose
by the Veterans Administration.
Loan guaranty revolving fund.—Instead of providing authorization

for this fund on a permanent and indefinite basis as is again proposed
in the budget. estimate, the Committee has authorized a specific amount
to finance costs, other than administrative expenses, for the. loan
guaranty program. A limitation of $350,000,000 is recommended by
the Committee for this purpose.

TITLE II

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

The Committee recommends $650.000 for the Council on Environ-
mental Quality. A reduction of $50,000 is proposed from the amount of
the budget request. The Council NV 1 1 analyze environmental conditions
and trends; review and appraise Federal Government programs hav-
ing an impact upon the environment ; recommend policies for protect-
ing and improving the quality of the environment.; and assist and
advise the President. in the preparation of the environmental quality
report required by law.

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE COUNCIL

The Committee recommends :4400,000 for this Council. This is a
reduction m of $160,0)0 from the $560,000 budget request, The recom-
mended amount should be ample for the work of the Council in ft:Lb.,.
filling its mission.

OFFICE OF E3IERGENCY PitEr.NizEnxEss

This office is responsible for directing nonmilitary emergency
preparedness activities of the United States and overall aaministrat ion
of the disaster relief program under delegations of authority from the
President. The budget. proposes $11,S35,000 for three separate appro-
priation items: $5,405,000 for salaries and expenses, $3,300,000 for tele-
communications act i it ies, and $3,130,000 for civil defense mobilization
functions of Federal agencies.
The Committee recommends an appropriation of $5,2D0,000 for

salaries and expenses to continue staffing at, the 1970 level. This is a
reduction of $115,0( )0 below the amount requested. •
An appropriation of $1,795,000 is recommended for the telecom-

munication functions. This is a reduction of $1,505,000 from the
$3,300,000 requested in the budget. Reorganization Plan No. 1 of
1910 a!)olishes the existing Office of Telecommunications in the Office
of Emergency Preimredness, and establishes a new Office of Tele-
communications Policy in the Executive Office of the President.
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'The appropriation recommended in the bill would provide for this
new office.
The budget included funds for a National Electromagnetic Com-

patibility Analysis Facility (NECAF) to be operated by the Depart-
ment of Commerce. The Committee feels that NEC-A.F should be
authorized by legislation, if needed, and no funds are provided for it
at ds time.

Axil defense and defense mobilization functions are performed by
various departments and agencies of Government under delegatir.,ns
of authority from the President. The Committee recommends
$3,130,000 for this purpose. This amount is to be allocated, as requia-d.
to eight departments and agencies to assist in carrying out national
emergency preparedness activities delegated to such agencies.

OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

The Director of the Office of Science and Technology is charged with
'advising the President in all scientific matters, and in overseeing the
development and progress of the scientific and technological programs
in the various agencies of government.
The budget estimate for these services is $2,175.000 and the Commit-

tee recommends an appropriation of $2,000,000. This is a reduction of
$175,000 from the budget level requested. The Committee feels the sum
recommended will permit operation of this office at a high level of
advisory efficiency.

FUNDS APPROPRIATED TO THE PRESIDENT

APPALACHIAN REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

The program for Appalachia is a joint Federal-State effort to
achieve common solutions to regional development. This program Las
proven to be an excellent example of Federal-State cooperation. rle
initiative for making proposals is with the State governments, and the
assistance provided by the. Federal government is intended to supp.e-
ment existing programs. The achievements and beneficial results of
the Appalachian programs are now beginning to show in the programs
of trade schools, hospitals, health centers, and in other areas. The bul.:-:
of the objectives of the highway development and access road pro-
grams are yet to be accomplished.
The programs of the Appalachian Regional Development Act, as

amended, embrace activities in 397 counties, in 13 States. and nearly
one-tenth of the population of the Nation. The most critical need of
the region is adequate development highwavs and access roads. The
basic act authorizes 4,300 miles of construction, including 2,700 miles
of development highways and 1,600 miles of access roads.
The budget estimate for Appalachian programs is $295.500.04T0. This

includes $175,000,000 for the highways program. The Committee rec-
ommends a total of $291,500,060, including the $175,000.0( 0 for the

f0
ligliways program. Other programs are funded at a level Of $116,5c),-
000,00, which is -$4,000,000 below the budget.
The Committee recommends the full budget of $65,000.()00 to pro-

vide for unforeseen disasters that may arise and to which the President
must be responsive. There were 29 major disasters declared in calendar
year 1969, the highest number in history. This required appropriations

r



.FROM - DIRECTOR OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT

TO. Dr. Whitehead DATE: may 7th

For information. The meeting referred to in the
attached is a very important part of preparing for
the 1971 Space Conference.

W.E. . E. Plummer
Acting

Atch.



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT ()TA/7
OFF ICE OF TELECOMMUNICAT IONS MANAGEML NT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

May 6, 1970

Admiral E. P. Holmes USN
Supreme Allied Commander, Atlantic
Norfolk, Virginia 23511

Dear Admiral Holmes:

A World Administrative Radio Conference (WARC) on Space
Telecommunications is being convened in Geneva, Switzerlandby the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) duringJune 1971. The United States and the countries of theWestern World have a substantial interest in the favorableoutcome of this Conference.

In order to make this Conference as productive as possible,a series of advance coordination meetings#has been initiatedprimarily with countries having telecommunication interestsparalleling those of the United States. Since those countriesare also our Allies in NATO, advantage is being taken of thefacilities of that organization as an efficient and effectivemeans for providing a common meeting ground. As has been thecase in preparing for other recent ITU Conferences, the
Allied Radio Frequency Agency (ARFA) with its well establishedchannels of coordination within NATO and among NATO membernations, has been particularly helpful.

The procedure followed has been for ARFA to invite the civilinterests to join with the military in "ARFA CivilMilitary" Meetings to coordinate proposals for the 1971 Conference on aNATO-wide basis. The initial such meeting was held#in Athens,Greece, during the Fall of 1969 and the second is being con-vened at NATO Headquarters in Brussels during the week of
May 11, 1970. A third meeting is programmed for January 1971.
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As a prime mover in developing and advancing U.S. planning

for the aforementioned ITU Conference, this Office intends

to propose that the third "ARFA Civil/Military" Meeting be

held in the United States. European interests have

encouraged this and, in light of the substantial interest

of the United States, it is clearly advantageous that this

country endeavor to host this next meeting. In view of its

NATO aspects, it appears logical, and even desirable, that

the meeting be held in the SACLANT Headquarters in Norfolk,

Virginia. Required will be a conference room, equipped with

capability for simultaneous translation, and a capacity of

75 to 100 persons of whom approximately 35 should be seated

around a conference table. Interpreters and clerical staff

are expected to be provided from ARFA resources as in the

past. A requirement for other support, such as office

equipment and work areas, can be anticipated but will not

be a major item.

The exact date of the meeting has not yet been determined

but is expected to be early or mid-January 1971. Normally,

these meetings require three to four days. There appears

to be no reason to commit BOQ-type facilities since there

are adequate hotels/motels in the Norfolk area. Since 75 to

100 people are involved, it may be desirable to make arrange-

ments for some type of a morning and evening bus transporta-

tion to and from your Headquarters. Arrangements should be

made for such hospitality as is customary at the Headquarters

and for a one-time modest cocktail type reception. Specific

details, points of contact, and other matters can be worked

out later as the meeting date comes nearer.

The importance of Space Telecommunications to the United

States and to NATO, both now and in the future, is well

recognized. Your assistance and concurrence in the use of

your fine Headquarters' facilities as the site for the pro-

posed ARFA Civil/Military Meeting are requested. Arrange-

ments with the Department of State will be formalized upon

receipt of your reply.
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This letter is a follow-up of earlier informal discussio
ns

between representatives of your Staff and this Office.

Your efforts and the efforts of your Headquarters to make

the proposed January 1971 meeting successful will be

appreciated deeply.

Sincerely,

W. E. Plummer
Acting

cc: Department of State (Attention: Mr. Gribble TO/OIC

U.S. Military Communications-Electronics Board

(Attention: Lt. Gen. Klocko)

OSD(I&L) (Attention: Lt. Gen. Harold Grant USAF Ret)



May 7. 1970

Dear Tom:

As 1 indicated in our recent telephone conversation. I was sorry
to as. you remove your name from consideration for Director of
the new Office of Telecommunications Policy. However. I believe
we are on the way to selecting a first. rate Director and hope you
and be will have the opportunity to meet in the not too distant
future.

The kinds of things you are undertaking with Mitre sound very
interesting and important. and I am sure you will be of great
benefit there. I hope you will keep in touch with the new OTP
as it grows and that we will have the opportunity to discuss issues
of mutual interest in the future.

Ar. T. F. Rogers
Vic. President
Urban Affairs
The Mitre Corporation
Westgate Research Park
McLean, Virginia Z2.101

cc: Mr. Whitehead
Central Files

C TW hitehead: jm

Sincerely,

Clay T. Whitehead
Special Assistant to the President



T. F. ROGERS
VICE PRESIDENT

URBAN AFFAIRS

THE MITRE CORPORATION
WESTGATE RESEARCH PARK

MCLEAN, VIRGINIA 22101

16 April 1970

Dr. Clay T. Whitehead
Staff Assistant
The White House
Executive Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20500

Dear Dr. Whitehead:

As you know, in our early conversations of several months ago related
to the new Office of Telecommunications Policy, I expressed reluctance
to consider returning to Government service. My previous years in
various Government positions have left me with a deep sense of ac-
complishment and satisfaction -- but with a keen awareness, also, of
the personal and familial sacrifices that the demands of senior positions
place upon their encumbents.

Telecommunications has been my professional field for so long, though,
that I could not but be interested -- and eventually stimulated — by
learning of the President's aspirations for his new Office. In studying
the plans for its charter and organization, and in speaking with various
persons in the Executive Branch concerned with their development, I
was reassured to observe that there is a widespread appreciation of the
responsibilities, complexities and sensitivities that would be focussed
in this new Office -- and gratified by the ex.pressed determination to
appoint a professional Director to head it, and to see that it is supported
adequately.

Too, I became impressed by the evident intention to see that this Office
would be headed by a man known to be experienced both in the scientific,
technical and economic intricacies of the telecommunications field, and
in the internal workings of those offices in the Executive Branch having
responsibilities for telecommunic;.ttions matters and their relationships
with the Federal Communications Commission and the Congress.
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Against this general background, then, I concluded that were I asked
to take this position, I would be willing to consider doing so -- and
I so informed you.

But, you will also recall that I expressed enthus'iasm with my new
position at the MITRE Corporation. I related that I was being looked
to by its Corporate Officers and its Board of Trustees to play a leading
role in developing#certain#new program areas for the Corporation —
ones that we all judge here to be important to the nation and to several
of its public institutions.

The Corporation's Board of Trustees will meet next week, at which
time certain of these innovative matters will be subject to searching
discussion and decision. I would not wish to engage in these discussions
in an ambiguous position regarding my commitment to seeing#through
any of the decisions that are then reached.

Therefore, I would appreciate your seeing that I am removed from any
further consideration for this position.

Of course, I would be willing to be of any professional assistance to you,
and to the new Office, that I can.

Sincerely,

T. F. Roge s



May 7, 1970

To: Dr. Lyons

From: Tom Whitehead

For OTP



Fr--,0),,y;:ln. .... .,.....,..„. c-...)rir in
Data Transmission Company
A UCC Subsidiary

7:A=4

APPLICATIONS FOR
DATA NETVillillt

Charles J. Wyly, Jr.
Chairman of the Board of Directors

Seymour Joffe
President

Edward A. Berg
Vice President, Operations

David H. Foster
Vice President, Administration

Martin R. Hoffmann
Acting General Counsel

6201 ti-rchiirri •

By: Michael L. Glaser

Bilger & Glaser

1150 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
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is ultimately nominated for e osition of Director of OTP, I believe

the record should stand that s a generalist with both the perspective

and the skills to be an outs ding andidate for this position.

We have, of course, considered other potential candidates and hope to

be making a nomination to the Senate in the very near future. If you

have any more questions, please do not hesitate to let me know.

Honorable Ben B. Blackburn
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C.

Since rely,

Clay T. Whitehead
Special Assistant to the President



- MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE

WAS

May 21,1970

MEMORANDUM FOR TOM WHITE AD

FROM: Bruce Ladd

SUBJECT: Director of TelecommunicatPcns Policy

Attached is a letter we received from Congressman Blackburn
concerning the Directorship of Telecommunications Policy.
Could I please have the information to respond to the Congressman,
or if you would prefer to write the Congressman, could we please
have a copy of the response?

Thank you.



. -
' BEN B. BLACKBURN

4TH DISTRICT, GEORGIA

BEN H. DILLARD

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT

JOHN HARDAWAY

WASHINGTON OFFICE MANAGER

WASHINGTON OFFICE:

1019 LONGWORTH OFFICE BUILDING

4TH DISTRICT OFFICE:

141 TRINITY PLACE

NEW FEDERAL OFFICE BUILDING

DECATUR, GEORGIA 30030

Cortgre of tit Einittb
jOotose of Repretientatibel
Ettarsbinaton, D.C. 20515

May 18, 1970

Mr. Harry Flemming
Special Assistant to the President

The White House
Washington, D. C.

Dear Harry:

tette5

COMMITTEE ON

BANKING AND CURRENCY

SUBCOMMITTEES:

DOMESTIC FINANCE

INTERNATIONAL TRADE

SMALL BUSINESS

WASHINGTON TELEPHONE

CODE 202: 225-4272

DECATUR OFFICE TELEPHONE

CODE 404: 377-7461

Will you please see that the enclosed copy of a

letter protesting a possible nomination to the Office of

Telecommunications Policy gets to the proper place?

would appreciate being advised also the status

of the Directorship of Telecommunications Policy, and

whether or not Dr. Niskanen has been officially selected.

Your early reply will be gratefully received.

BBB:bw
Enclosure

incerely yours,

Ben B. Blackburn
Member of Congress



May 1, 1970

The Honorable Ben Blackburn

United States Congressman

U.S. House of Representatives

1019 Longworth Building

Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Ben:

While in Washington yesterday, I was shocked
 to learn that

the White House has selected an economist wh
o has no

communications experience for the top job in the
 Office of

Telecommunications Policy.

Ben, as you know, our business is intimately
 involved with

the telephone industry, and we are shocked that
 a man with

no more qualifications has been selected for th
is top position.

While he has a Ph.D. , it is interesting to note
 that his doctoral

thesis was entitled "The Demand for Alcoholic 
Beverages".

However, we fail to see how this qualifies him 
to advise on

matters relating to Telecommunications Policy! 
We in the

telecommunications industry would apprecia
te anything you

can do personally to influence the White Ho
use towards putting

a man in this important spot who has a backgro
und of knowledge

and experience in the telecommunications fie
ld that would

enable him to do an effective job.

Many thanks, and look forward to seeing y
ou soon.

Sincerely,

Encl. 
NAY 0 61(2:n

Al
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

BUREAU OF THE BUDGET
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503

April 30, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR CLAY T. WHITEHEAD

SUBJECT: DTM Budget Hearing

In your memo of April 29 you asked two questions. The#20first was,
can the person nominated to be Director of the OTP testify at the
Senate hearings if he has not been confirmed? Without confirmation
the individual would have no official status within the government.
He could testify as an interested citizen but this is not recom-
mended. Alternatively, he could be placed on the DTM payroll as
a consultant or expert and testify in that status, but this also
is not recommended since it would probably turn the budget hearing
into a confirmation hearing.

You also asked whether there is any problem with him becoming
actively#involved in preparations for the hearing. There is
no known problem with respect to his participation.

William A. Morrill
Deputy Director for Programming
National Security Programs Division

bde ezu -1411411q4) eriA 5/I /70, I, eL4 ,
Far&_e 1.4 4LL JI



Wednesday 4/29/70

4:55 Ed Rector called. Said the full field investigation
on Niskanen was begun on the 21st and was requested
as an expedite and has been on a expedite all that time.
It should be back in about a week -- usually taking two
weeks for the whole thing.



Wednesday 4/29/70

320 At Tom's request, called Flemming's office and advise
that we understand that the FBI check on Dr. Niskanen
was only begun this morning -- although we had requested
It approximately two weeks ago. Urge that they speed
It up as much as posegle so they can get the Director into
the office and the staff set up. Also there will be hearings
and it will be necessary to get the Director confirmed so
that they can let him attend the hearings and testify.







DATE: ApR 2 4 1270
REPLY TO

ATTN OF:

SUBJECT:

NSPD (Gessaman)

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

BUREAU OF THE BUDGET
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503

Senate Hearings for 1971 Budget for Telecommunications Management

TO: Mr. Tom Whitehead

On May 12 Senate hearings on the 1971 budget for DIM are to be held.
1 It is presumed that prior to that date an appointment for Director
of OTP will be announced. Whether or not the appointment will be
confirmed prior to the budget hearing is unclear. However, it seems
advisable for the man who will be appointed to familiarize himself
with the budget under consideration by the Congress.

As I mentioned to you earlier, the DIM people ran into considerable
problems at the House hearings with their NECAF proposal. If there
are to be any funds appropriated for NECAF in 1971, a strong case
will have to be made with Senator Pastore at the Senate hearings.

Enclosed is a copy of the DTM budget and a copy of the hearings trans-
cript which you might want to pass-on to the person under consideration
for appointment. While the OTP probably will not spend its money in
the exact fashion as outlined in the ,ETM budget, it will be spent in
a very similar fashion and can be justified as a budget for the OTP.
Since this will probably be the first public statement of any conse-
quence issued by the new Director, it seems advisable for him to
start preparing it. To the extent necessary and desirable, we and
the DTM people can assist in preparing his statement.

William A. Morrill
Deputy Director for Programming
National Security Programs Division

Enclosure
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Thursday, February 26, 1970

•
OFFICE OF EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

and
OFFICE OF TELECOIMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT

Witnesses

G.A. Lincoln
Director

William P1 -mer
Acting Diactor, Telecommunications Management

Wilfrid Dean, Jr.
Associate Director, Frequency Management

ell fôJ
Rs4ph-157—Cturk-
A-aaacIa'ae—DIre,e.tieT., National Telecommunications kd.-.%,eittecl,e1.•

Charles E. Lathey
National Telecommunications Directorate

*David B. Hall
National Telecommunications Directorate

'AJ. RD, 0 Connell
Executive Assistant, Telecommunications Management

William B. Rice
Director of Administration

Robert Volland
Financial Management Branch



April 29, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR BILL MORRILL

Thank you for the materials on the LTM budget and the
May 12 Beast* hearings. I would appreciate it if you would
continue to forward to me such materials as may be of
interest to the mow Director of OTP until he begins to
actively function In that role.

have twe related questions:

1. An I correct in assuming that the now
Director cannot testify on May 12 Li he barn
not yet been coafirrned by the Senate?

2.

•
In there any problem with hie getting actively
involved La preparations for the.. hearings
ior to his confirmation?

cc: Mr. Whitehead
Central Files

CTWhitehead:ed

•

67r

Clay T., Whitehead
Special Aseistant to the President
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IS CHOICE )?0,1 TOP JO:. IN OFTTC} O TELECOI/LIMICAT101;S

*1)3Y,10'..:; ;r1I-2,.:1\ZI, AN ECM02,ES1, UNDLaSTCOD TO BE WHITE HOUSE SELECTION

In selecr.ion of a Director of Telecommunications Policy, the
apparc-ntly decided to fill the top: post in the nr..,aw of-

fice with a no,A-comi-clunicator, it was learned last meek.
1

Dr. 1.,7i1liara A. Niskralca, an economist who hwf3 been serving with

the Institute of Defense Analyses as Director of Program Analysis since

1957, is uneacrstood to be the choice for the OT2,assignment. The an-

nouzceklenz of his selection is expected in the near future.
;

TnL.re was no nLntioll last week of the selection of a Deputy Direct-

or for the new office, and indications were that no choice has yet been

It was believed that this appointment was being delayed, at least

in part, to afford the new Director a chance to have a voice in the se-

lection.

Dr. Niskanan, 37, has held several government posts .earlier in his

career. • He joined the Bureau of Mimes as Statistical Assistant in 1954

and two years later was named to a similar post with the Treasury De-

partmant. 
/

• From 1957 to 1962, he was an economist y'ith the Rand Corp., and

thc,,n was brought into the Defense Department: as Director of Special

studies uncle,- Secretary of Defense Robert S McNamara, from 1963 to

1964. I-le moved to IDA, which performs services for DoD under contract,
as Directer,of Economics and Political Studies in 1964, and then was

named to his present post in 1967.
/
/

During the pdriod he was at Rand, hc:.was a contemporary of Dr.

Clay T. Whitehead, the Special Assistant to the President who .has been

a chief archtect as a meMber of the White House staff in the creation

of tha new Office of Telecommunieationsf Policy.

Dr. Niskanen, a graduate of Harvard University, received his mas-'I
ter's and doctor's degrees from the Un.J

.:versity of Chicago. His doctor-

al thesis was, The Demand for Alcoholic Beverages." He is co-author

of two books, "Defense Management" and 'Cost Effective Analysis," and

is thc, author of an article, "The Peculiar Economics 'of Bureaucracy."

Mcl -civic, the Office of TelecomLinications Policy came into being

1,1.01-,cly, April 20, under the provisions of the reorganization plan sub-

mitted to Congress by President Nixon in early February. The executive

orde -2 76=ally designating the office and its functions had not, how--

ever, 1:)-e -n issued by the end of last week.

Under terms of the reorganization plan, the Oztice of
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contitmed after last 'Monday by a provision that the Oirecto:f oZ the Of--_,.. .,-. ,,,. - . .1.1..ce04. JlinaLgency Preparedness has authority to:perforfn necsary func-
tionfor "winding up any outstanding affairs of the office.",1 

1
i ,

ihe interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee, as an exmple, waL;TtechnIcally non-existent. However, it was pointed out, if ti..-1 riced :or
frequency assignments arose, the White House could act to meet such an. temergency., -End-



Monday 4/27/70

9:15 Gerry Warren called to ask the date the E. 0. was
effective on telecommunications; advised that the
reorganization plan was effective 12:01 on 4/19.
That the E.0. still hasn't been issued -- depends
on when the appointment of Director Is made (according
to Howard Schnoor).



Friday 4/24/70

9:15 Dr. Niskanen called and wanted to know if he had a full list of the
people who were being considered for Deputy Director. He says
all he has are Gerald Dineen, Alan Peterson, and John Granger --
and these resumes are rather limited.



Friday 4/24/70

10:50 Had a call from Jackie Fernald, secy. to Jim Allison,
Deputy Chairman of the Republican National Cmte. , who
had received a call from a state committeeman from
New York, who works for Continental Telephone Company.

Na. 8-6800

Said the fellow mentioned that he had heard a rumor that
we're not looking for someone with telecommunications
background but looking more for a free thinker type person.
Tilt.. gentleman who called said his advise was asked. Said
his reaction is very negative. He feels there should be someone
in the directiorship position who Is familiar with the field.
The gentleman is a strong supporter of Fred Morris.
Said be understands that Niskanen is being considered and as
far as he is concerned, he doesn't feel that his background
qualifies him. Said Nisk.anen's credentials were fantastic but
not in this area. Gentleman's name was William Kingman.



THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

April 24, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR BILL Timm° Ns

o

I received a telephone call from Senator Cotton this morning in regard
to the information I had passed yesterday to Art Pankopf that
William A. Niskanen is expected to be our nomination for Director
of the Office of Telecommunications Policy. Cotton made the
following points:

1. He noted that Niskanen had been Deputy Assistant Secretary
of Defense under McNamara and, therefore, was suspect as one of
the people who, under McNamara, forced the closing of many defense
installations. He did not directly allege that Niskanen was associated
with this activity, but wanted reassurance and reiterated that burden
of proof would be with us that Niskanen was not one of the unsavory
McNamara types even though he is a Republican.

2. He cited, partly as an example and partly, I gather, out
of pique, that the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard was "being choked to
death." He indicated that he was extremely unhappy about this kind
of thing and would want to know how Niskanen was involved.

3. He indicated that he was "at the end of my rope with this
Administration" and that no further cooperation will be coming from
him until some attention was given to matters he was concerned with.

4. He pointedly noted that he was not going to support ABM
and that, after 24 years of being a statesman, his patience was at an
end and that he was "small enough at last to filibuster till Hell freezes
over" about the Niskanen appointment unless he received more
consideration of the things he felt were important to him.

5. He indicated that this is only one of the•many things he
was going to do and that we should be prepared for trouble. He asked
that I pass this along to the appropriate people..
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I think it is clear that Cotton has no personal grief against Niskanen

although he does feel .rather strongly about McNamara and would have

to be shown that Niskanon is a legitimate Republican. (I don't think

that is a problem. ) However, he clearly has other things on his mind,

of which I am not aware.

I thought you would want to be aware of this phone call. I would

appreciate your views as to bow WC might plan our strategy in getting

Niskanen confirmed.

cc: Mr. Flanigan
Mr. Whitehead
Central Files

CTWhitehead:ed

Clay T. Whitehead
Special Assistant to the President





THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

April 22, 1970

To: Mr. Flanigan

From: Tom Whitehead

I am not at all sure it is necessary to

bother the President with this, but here

it is in case you think he might be

interested.

Attachment

o7'19
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INFORMATION 
Office of
Telecommunications
Policy

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

The Congress has permitted our Reorganisation an No. 1
establishing the Office of Telecommunications Policy in the
Executive Office of the President to go into effect as of
April 20th.

We will soon be sending to you for approval an Executive
Order implementing the remainder of our reorganization
in the telecommunications area. We will also be recommending
appointments for the positions of Director and Deputy Director
of the new Office. It will be desirable for you to meet briefly
with the new Director prior to his confirmation hearing.

There was little controversy over this plan in the Congress. and
it was generally recognized as a significant step forward.

Peter Flanigan
Assistant to the President

cc: Mr. Flanigan
Mr. Whiteheadw
Central Files

CTWhitehead:jrn



THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

TO:

FROM: PETER FLANIGAN

ACTION: DUE DATE:
ru 

L-' Prepare raWfor Op42.40,
Mr. Flanigan's signature

  Direct reply

  Comments/recommendations

  Please handle

  Information

File

REMARKS:



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

BUREAU OF THE BUDGET
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503

APR 2 1 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. PETER FLANIGAN

Subject: Telecommunications Reorganization Plan

As you know the Congress has permitted our reorganization plan for
telecommunications to go intslAdIstaLJg of gitgn7sbor.,10,111-210...
I assume you will advise the President. Although a resolution of
disapproval was filed in the House, the plan stirred up little
controversy except for Congressmen Brown and Rosenthal probing
possible weakening of the Federal Communications Commission as an
outgrowth of the plan. These fears were laid to rest.

We had strong support from Dwyer and Erlenborn on the Republican
side and from Holifield and Blatnik on the Democratic side, and the
hearings were conducted by Holifield on a non-partisan basis.

We will soon forward the implementing Executive order although I
understand that it may not be issued until the appointment of
the Director of Telecommunications Policy is made.

Dwight A. I
Assistant D
Executiv

ector for
nagement

4
4, .4

rv
,

acs1WED
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is/LEXTLNCi
Thursday 4/23/70 4/24/70

2:30 Called Basil Littin to say that Mr. Whitehead
would not be able to meet with David Warren,
as he had requested. Mr. Littin said he had
previously worked with the Republican party --
particularly with Mr. Stans on the Finance Cmte. --
and he understood that there could be problems.

Most appreciative.

Suggested that Mr. Whitehead thought he might
have Mr. Warren meet with some people from FCC.

(Tom had checked this out with Job Magruder to see
if he should speak to this man)



Wednesday 4/22/70 MEETING

10:40 Basil Littin (a public relations firm that handles

the account of John B. Chase invedment firm locally)

called to say that David Warren had asked him to

check again to see if he might have an appointment

with you for just a short time. . We had indicated

you would be tied up while Mr. Warren is in town.

Said Mr. Warren would be glad to stay over if you

could see him on Friday.

34T-3800



Tuesday 4/14/70
1

David Warren called. He thought he would mention that he has

been active in the Republican Party in Rhode Island; is acquainted

with Secretary Chaffee; worked for Goldwater's Presidential

campaign; was involved in raising funds for the Congressional

Committee.

2/271_,At

j--1_,4%., g- - ---(:es), 7,9 r-,--1.--
I )
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Monday 4/13/70

11:55 David Warren of John B. Chase investmen
t firm in Boston

would like to come down and talk with you a
bout

communications in general.

(617) 262-3600

They are an investment firm handling billi
ons of dollars

in investments — microwave, CATV, spec
trum, etc.

Just wants to talk about trends in general 
and what your

thoughts concerning communications dev
elopment in the

next decade might be. There is so much going on in this

area and it all is coming out of Washingto
n. He wants to

get a feel for what is going on, what's a
vailable to people

like him, etc. He can give you his observations from

a financial point of view and the general 
welfare of the country

which might be of some use to you.

Mr. Warren has appointments at FCC. 
Will be down here

during the week of the 19th of April. The afternoon of

April 23rd is completely free at the m
oment -- or he would

be delighted to take you to lunch if you
 could spare the time.

He could also shift: things on the afternoo
n of April 21st if

that would be better for you.

He read the article in Fortune and felt
 he would like very

much to meet you.



Ar

April 23, 1970

AMMORAIIIDUM FOR PETER FLANIGAN

Having received favorable opinions on ksiU Niskttnes for the new
Office of Telecommunications Policy from Haldeman, Harlow.
Kissinger. Da Bridge. and Lincoln (and no comment from
Ehrlichrnan), l have asked Harry Flemming to begin political
clearance es an expedited basis. I am hopeful that we can have
Niskaaen ready for confirmation within two weeks.

The only negative comment received from the above sources was
a caution from General Lincoln that his sources indicated Nishanen
to be weak en administrative ability. I am convinced that be has
improved significantly in that area and is aware of the need to pay
considerable attention to that aspect of the job, and that it will be
no problem.

cc: Mr. Whitehead
Central Files
M r. Flemming

CT W hitehead:ed/ jm

Clay T. V hitehead
Special Assistant to the President
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Wednesday 4/22/70

a

9:40 Robert Ladd, President of Georgetown 
Instruments, (234-5033)

would like an appointment to come over and 
discuss

high bandwidth communications links. 
Understands

that you are the one who would know of the 
growth

possibilities in this field.

His secretary indicates they're in the 
middle of CATV;

and they have read the RAND report on this 
and would

like to talk with you.

e-{7,
'

,



Wednesday 4/22/70

9:40 Robert Ladd, President of Georgetown Instr
uments, (234-5033)

would like an appointment to come over and 
discuss

high bandwidth communications links. Understands

that you are the one who would know of the gr
owth

possibilities in this field.

His secretary indicates they're in the middle of
 CATV;

and they have read the RAND report on this a
nd would

like to talk with you. ,
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April 22, 1970

MElv1ORANDUM l'OR GERRY WARREN

Attached are relevant materials regarding the Office of
Telecommunications Policy. As I indicated on the phone,
we would like to maintain as low a profile as possible
until we can announce the Director of the new Office.
There will be no Acting Director until that time, and I do
not expect the E:gecutive Order to be issued until the
Director Is announced.

In the meantime. I would like to minimize press coverage
with answers from us as noncornmital and low-key as
possible. (Of course, it would work counter to this objective
Li people got the impression we were hiding something.)

As we agreed, I will refer all questions from reporters on
this subject to you and trust to your keen sensitivities and
good judgment.

Many thanks.

Clay T. Whitehead
Special Assistant to the President

Attachments

cc: Mr. Whitehead
Central Files

CTWhitehead:ed



April 22, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR GERRY WARREN

Attached are relevant materials regarding the Office of
Telecommunications Policy. As I indicated on the phone,
we would like to maintain as low a profile as possible
until we can announce the Director of the new Office.
There will be no Acting Director until that time, and I do
not expect the E:cecutive Order to be issued until the
Director is announced1

in the meantime, I would like to minimize press coverage
with answers from us as noncommital and low-key as
possible. (Of course, It would work counter to this objective
if people got the impression we were hiding something.)

As we agreed, I will refer all questions from reporters on
this subject to you and trust to your keen sensitivities and
good judgment.

Many thanks.

Attachments

cc: Mr. Whitehead
Central Files

CTWhitehead:ed

Clay T. Whitehead
Special Assistant to the President



Wednesday 4/22/70

5:30 Called Howard Schnoor's office at Tom's request
and requested that he go over the executive order
on telecommunications and make sure that there
La relative consistency in the use of spectrum
management and frequency assignment, in that,
wherever not legally required, we mould prefer to
use spectrum management to emphasize our desire
to get people to consider broader concept of
spectrum usage.



April 21, 1970

To: Mrs. Margaret M. Balogh
Room 1000
1750 Pennsylvania Ave., N. W.
(USIA)

From: Eva Daughtray

Dr. Lyons asked If I would
send you a copy of the
Roe tow Report.

Here 'tie!



.‘

Dr. William Niskanen

Villiam N. Lyons

-

21 April 1970

U. S. Senate. Subco:.aittee on Cazaunications of the Conuaittee on
Commerce

You can't 'know the players without a score card!

What a an reoards as essential to his biography, or politically
sicnificent, is a clue to something or other. I have lifted these "lock,
stock and barrel," honorary degrees and children) from the Consressional

Directory:

PA3TO1J1.2 John O. (Rhode Islzind) Chairrmn

Democrat, of Cranston, h. I.; lawyer; born in Providence, March 17, 1907;

married Elena Caito in 1941; children, John O., Jr., Prances Eli2aboth,

and Louise Marie; molber of the Rhode Island general assembly, assistent

attorney general, Lieutenant Governor, Governor, U. S. Senator since
1950; Lortheastern University, LL.B.; honorary deErees: Providence

College, Brown University, University of Rhode Island, hhode island
College of Education, Rhode Island College of iharmacy, Bryant College,

Northeastern University, ::ale Regina College, Ihiladelphia College of

TeYtiles and L3cience, t3uffo1k University, Villanova University, and New

Bedford Institute of Technology; trustee of Brown University, irovidence,

Rhode Island.

BAUR, Howard H., Jr. (Tennessee)

RelublicLn0 who resides at Huntsville and Knoxville, Tenn.; born in
huntsvillo„ Tenn., flovertber 15, 1925; his father, the late Novard H. Baker,

served in the 82d-88th ConLresscs until his death in January 1964; his
widow, Mrs. Irmo B. Baker, nerved the balance of the unexpired tern: in
the 88th Congress; education: The VcCallic School, Chattanooga, Tenn.,

cmdunted 1943; Tulana University of 11,c1r Orleans, La., and University of
the south, Scuanoe, Tenn.; University of Tconcz-nxe L2w College, LL.B.,
1949; honorary deLrees: LL.D., lusculu,a College, Cmcneville, aenn.;
D.C.L., Southwestern at Kemphis, Tenn.; served in the U. S. Navy, 194346;
disehar,_:cd Lieutenant (L) U. 3. ilaval Reserve; ractrried the former Joy
Dirksen; two children, P:)rek and Cynthia; 1-tt_sbyterian; elected to the
United Ltatos senate liove,-Iber 8, 1966.
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CANNON, Howard Walter (evada.)

Democrat, of Las Vee,as, Nev.; born St. George, Utah) son of Walter and
Leah (Sullivan) Cannon; D.E. degree at Arizona ;Ax.te Teachers College,
Flagstaff, Ariz., 1933; LL.B. at University#of Arizona, 1937; honorary
doctor of laws, Arizona State College, 1962; elected to United Stetcs
Senate, November 4, 1958; reelected November 3, 1964; member of the
following Senate committees: Aeronautical and Space Sciences; Armed
Services, chairman, Tactical Air Power Subcommittee, Preparedness
Investigating Subcommittee; Commerce, vice chairman, Aviation Subcommittee,
CommuniCations Subcommittee, Surface Transportation Subcommittee; Rules
and Administration; chairman, Subcommittee on Privileges and Elections;
major general, Air Force Reserves; married to Dorothy Face; two children,
Nancy Leo and Alan Howard.

WODELL, Charles E. (New York)

Republic of Jamestown, N. Y.; born in Jamestown, U. Y., narch 16, 1926;
graduated from Jamestown#High School and lalliams College; elected to
Phi Beta Kappa in junior year and received a bachelor of arts degree
cum leudo; LL.B. degree from the Yale University School of Law in 1951;
recipient of a Ford Foundation faculty scholarship at Yale while teaching
at Quinnipiac College in New Haven; received a nester's degree froa the
Yelp University Graduate School of Goverment in 1952; former partner in
law firm, Jamestown, N. Y.; on August 28, 1954, married the former Jean
Rice of Buffalo, a rejstered nurse and graduate of Millard Fillmore School
of Nursing; five sons: 1;i1liam Rice, born November 28/ 1955; Timothy
Bartlett, born ;lay 10, 1957; Rce;.;er#Stokoe, born February 19, 1959; Michael
Charles Elleworth, born Juno 10, 1960; and Jeffrey Harris, born August I?,
1962; U. S. Navy in .orld War II and U. S. Air Force during the Korean
conflict; played college baseball and football, and semiprofessional base-
ball in the Jementown area; was a congressional liason assistant for the
Department of Justice for the period 195-55; served as chairman of the
Covermental Affairs Committee and mcraber of the board of directors of the
Jamestown area Chamber of Commerce; member of Lllicott Town Board, 1958;
former LAinday-school teacher, ley reader, and associate veetryman at St.
Luke's Episcopal Church in Jamestown; elected chairmen of the Chautauqua
County Lepublican Committee in Sel,tentber 1952; elected to the 86th Congress
in a special selection May 26, 1959, to fill the seat left vacant by the
late Honorable Daniel A. Reed; reelected to successive Congresses; chairman
Nouse Republican Committee on Planning and Reneerch; appointed September 10,
1968, to U. S. Senate to fill the unexpired tem of the late Senator
Robert F. Kennedy.

GRIFFIN, Robert P. (Michigan)

Republican of Traverse City, born in DeLroit, Mich., Lovereber 6,
1923; educated in public schools of Orden City and Dearborn, hich.;
graduate of Central Michigan Ulaversity#20with A.3. and D.S. degrees; graduate
of University of Michigan Law School with J.D. degree; honorary degrees:
LL.D., Central Michigan University and Lastern Michigan University; L.H.D.,
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GRIFFIN, Robert P. (nichican) - continued

Eillsdale College; served as enlistcd an in 7lot Infantry Division
during World Var 11, 14 months ovcrscan; practiced law in Travoroe City,
Nich., 195046; named one of the Ten Outstanding Young Eon of the Uation
in 1959 by the U. S. Junior Chagaber of Coraterce; member of Amerimm Ear
Association, nichiran State Bar Association, hiwanis Club, American legion;
married to former 1:arjorie J. Anderson of LudinLton; four children;
electc.d Love,!ber 6, 1956 to 85th Congress; reelected to 86th, 87th, Wth
and Oth ConEresses; al.pointed Vay 11, 1966 to U. S. Senate to fill un-
expired term of the late Senator Patrick 11cN=ara; elected Novcilbor 8,
1966 to the U. S. Senate for full 6-year term; elected October 1, 1969
hinority Ivhip of the Senate.

HAhT, Philip A. (lichigan)

Democrat, of Ilachinac Ioland, nich.; born December 10, 1912, at 1,ryn
Pa; aoreetown University, A.B. cum laude, 1934; University of Mchivan
Law School, J.D., 1937; U. Amy, 1941-46 with Fourth infantry Divicion,
wounded in D-Day assault on Utah Death, I:oriztandy; LichiLan CorForation
and Securities Comissioner, 19h9-50; director, 0.1.5., 1951; U. 2. Attorney
for Lectern Nichican„ 1952; legal adviser to Governor Williams, 1953-54;
elected Lieutenant Governor, 1954, reelected 1956; Larried Jane C. Lriggs,
of Detroit, in 1943; four eons Lnd four dauf:hters; elected to the U. S.
Senate Fovc:4ber h, 1958; reelected Love.,lber 3, 1964.

HARTYE, Vance (Indiana)

Deno cart, of Evansville, Ind.; born in Stendal, Fike County, Ind., May 31,
1919, son of the late liuzo Hartke and Ida Egbert Hartke; educated in
Stendal public schools; graduated frol2 Evansville Collee,o with A.B. degree;
captain of the basketball team; president Student Government Association;
mmber Lambda Chi Alpha; graduated from Indiana University Law School with
J.D. degree with honors; double scholarnhip winner; editor Indiana Law
Journal; Phi Delta 1iii and Tau ippa (hoDoraries); veteran of Navy and
Coast Guard service in World War II; attorney, Evansville, Ind.; deputy
prosecuting attorney, VanderburEh County, Ind., 1950-51; Mayor of Lvansville,
Ind., 1956-58; chnirmn, Democratic Senatorial Cani-..alE,n Comaitteo, 1961-62;
vice president, National Capital Democratic Club, 1960-62, board 1.11ebor
1963-66; meilber, 1:inbash Valley Association, Ohio Waley Improvcament Associa-
tion, Yxchange Club, Central Turners, St. Faults Lutheran Church, Lutheran
Lyzients League; married 1.tartha Tiernan of Lichnond, Ind., in Juno 1943;
seven children; elected to the United States Senate on November 4, 1958;.
reelected November 3, 1964.



LONG, Russell D. (Louisiana)

Democrat; born in Shreveport, La., November 3, 1918, of Euey P. andRose McConnell Long; attended public schools in Shreveport, Baton Rouge,and New Orleans, La.; graduate of Louisiana State University, B.A. degree
in 1941, LL.B, decree in 1942; lawyer; admitted to Louisiana bar in June1942; meelber of Delta Kappa Epsilon, Omricon Delta Kappa, Order of theCoif, Tau, Kappa Alpha, Phi Delta Yhil Lions, Elks, and American Legion;lieutenant, United States Naval Reserve; veteran of World War II; twodaughters, Mrs. Katherine Long Kosely and hmela Rust; elected to theUnited States Senate on November 2, 1948, to fill unexpired term of thelate John H. Overton; reelected November 7, 1950, for 6-year termbeginning January 3, 1951; reelected November 6, 1956, without opposition,for the 6-year term beginning January 3, 1957; reelected ikAre;itber 6, 1962,for the 6-year term beginning January 3, 1963; reelected November 5, 196C,without opposition, for the 6-year term beginning January 3, 1969; electedAssistant Majority Leader, January 4, 1965; nweed cheirmen of SenateFinance Committee on January 14, 1966; acts as alternate chairman of theJoint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation.

MOSS, Frank Eduard (Utah)

Democrat, of Salt Lake City, Utah; born in Holladay, Utah, September 23,1911, son of James L. and Maud Voss; attended the public schools andGranite High School; graduated from the University of Utah with B.A.(mngna cum laude) in 1933 and from George Washington University LawSchool with J.D. (cum laude) in 1937; attorney for the Securities andExchange Commission, Washington, D.C. from 1937 to 1939; elected :,altLake city judge in 1940 and reelected in 1945; elected Salt Lake Countyattorney in 1950 and reelected in 1954; served 4 years during World 1..er 11as Judge Advocate in the European Theater with the Air Corps; holds
commiesion of colonel, United States Air Force Reserves; member, Church ofJesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, the American Legion, Veterans of ForeignVara, and Lions Club; served as president of the Utah State Associationof County Officials and two terms as president of the National Associationof District Attorneys; married Phyllis Hart in 1934 end they have fourchildren; elected to the United States Senate on Novenber 4, 1958; reelectedNovember 3, 1964.

SCOTT, Hugh (Pennsylvania)

Republican, of Philadelphia, Pa.; lemyer, Philadelphia; elected 77th Congress,reelected seven additional terms; raulbor, Board of Visitors, Naval Academy,
1948; chairman, Beard of Visitors; V.3. Nerchant Earine Academy, 1959;Board of Visitors, Coest Guard Academy, 1963; author, "..;cott on LaileLente"(1931), "How to Go into Politics" (1949), "Tho Golden Age of Chinese Art"
(1967), "Come to the Party" (1968), "pew to Run for Public Office and I'lit!"(1968), and numerous articles in national maganines; national chairman, •Republican Party, 1948-49; Eise.ehower personal staff, 1952; et:air:am,
'Eisenhower Headquarters Canaittee, 1952; general counsel, Rer.ubliean
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SCOTT, Hugh (Pennsylvania) - continued

National Cemittee, 1955-60; vice chairman, Senatorial Campaign Connittee,
1964 ; Nmority 1.hip, U. S. Senate, 1969 ; member of Republican
Coordinating Committee; active duty, United States Naval Reserve, in
World Var. II as a lieutenant; last rank, captain; active service with North
Atlantic Patrol Occupation of Iceland and Pacific area, including occupation
of Japan; duty aboard carrier Valley Fora in Korean Uar, August and
SepteLlber 1950; A.D., Randolph-nacon College, 1919; LL.D., University of
Virinia, 1922; LL.D., University of Pennsylvania; LL.D., Landolph-i.iacon;
L,H.D., La Salle College; LL.D., Dickinson College; LL.D., Temple University;
D.Fub.Adm., Suffolk University; LL.D., Ursinus College; LL.D., l!ashincton
and Jefferson; LL.D., Lebanon Valley College; Litt.D., Philodelphia College of
Osteopathy; LL.D., Philadelphia Textile Institute; LL.D., Leheigh University;
Sc.D., Delaware Valley Colleze; LL.D., Lincoln University; LL.D., Westminster
College; LL.D. Iyhosburg College; LL.D., Franklin and Marshall College, 1969;
LL.D., Albriht College; LL.D., Hanover College; LL.D., Hahnemann Medical
College end Hospital; D.C.L., Union College; D.C.L., Susquehanna University;
also attended University of Pennsylvania; Visiting Fellow, iallio1 College,
Oxford, hrwland, 1967; mmber of American Legion; vew; kiUTS; Sons of the
Revolution; F:ociety of Cincinnati; P.O.S. of A.; Friendly. Sons of St.
Patrick; Authors Guild; Oriental Cermic.Society (U.K.); Asia House;
Advisory Committee on Oriental Art, Philadelphia naseum of Art; Board of
Regents, aTiithsonian Institution; Alpha Chi Pilo (national president 1942-46);
Phi 6eta Kappa; Tau Xappa Alpha and Phi Alpha Delta fraternities; Philadelphia
Cricket Club; Germantown Lions Club; honorary caulnnus Philadelphia Textile
Inetitute; married to Yarian Huntington Chase, an alumna of Germantown
Friends School; one daughter,ar.ian Scott Concannon; Lpiscopalcan; elected
United States Senator IZovember 1958; reelected November 3, 1964; Kinority
Leader, 1969 -



April 20, 1970

To: Bill Morrill

From: Toni Whitehead

We would prefer not to appoint
an Acting Director since we expect
to appoint one as a permanent
director in approximately two weeks.

Would you please let me know if you
see any problems with this.

Attachment: Morrill's 4/20 draft
on need for interim director of OTP



SUBJECT: Need for Interim Director of OTP

Consideration must immediately be given as to whether to appoint

an interim Director. The arguments pro and con are simple and straight

forward. Without an interim Director no frequencies can be assigned

to government radio stations. (DTM sources say there probably will be

no requests for frequencies which have to be acted on for three to four

weeks.)

While there is no legal requirement or need for a Director if no

frequency assignment cases arise, the lack of an appointment tends to

downgrade the importance of the function. From a practical standpoint,

it would appear desirable to name someone to the position in order to

demonstrate the President's stated interest.

The reorganization plan permits naming anyone on the Executive

Office payroll to this position. If it is desirable to appoint someone

other than an Executive Office employee) steps would have to be taken

to put them on the Executive Office payroll. The DTM could pay the

salary if necessary.

Arrangements for appointing an interim Director can be handled

through Mr. William Hopkins' office in the White House.

4/20/10



Monday 4/20/70

11:50 At Mr. Whitehead's request, called William Plummer's
office to advise that our current thinking is that we
will not have an Acting Director of OTP and we don't
expect to make any public announcements for about two weeks.
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Monday 4/20/70

11:40 Gessaman wanted to change something on the note
Morrill sent over.

Said to take out the 2nd and 3rd sentences of the
3rd paragraph and the first sentence should be
changed to read:

The reorganization plan permits naming anyone on the Exectative
payroll immediately prior to the effective date of
the reorganization plan to this position.

We have sent the memo back to Morrill with your note
about not wanting to appoint an Acting Director since we
expect to appoint one as a permanent director in approximately
two weeks. Also called and left the message.



Monday 4/20/70

11:40 Gessaman wanted to change something on the note
Morrill sent over.

Said to take out the 2nd and 3rd sentences of the
3rd paragraph and the first sentence should be
changed to read:

The reorganization plan permits naming anyone on the Exectitive
payroll immediately prior to the effective date of
the reorganization plan to this position.

We have sent the memo back to Morrill with your note
about not wanting to appoint an Acting Director since we
expect to appoint one as a permanent director in approximately
two weeks. Also called and left the message.



SUBJECT: Need for Interim Director of OTP

Consideration must immediately be given as to whether to appoint

an interim Director. The arguments pro and con are simple and straight

forward. Without an interim Director no frequencies can be assigned

to government radio stations. (DTM sources say there probably will be

no requests for frequencies which have to be acted on for three to four

weeks.)

While there is no legal requirement or need for a Director if no

frequency assignment cases arise, the lack of an appointment tends to

downgrade the importance of the function. From a practical standpoint,

it would appear desirable to name someone to the position in order to

demonstrate the President's stated interest.

The reorganization plan permits naming anyone on the Executive

Office payroll to this position. If it is desirable to appoint someone

other than an Executive Office employee, steps would have to be taken

to put them on the Executive Office payroll. The DTM could pay the

salary if necessary.

Arrangements for appointing an interim Director can be handled

through Mr. William Hopkins' office in the White House.

4/20/70



Monday 4/20/70

12:05 Re your April let memo on appointment of Niskanen
as Director, OT?:

Harlow — looks fine to me
Ehrlichma.n — Tod Hullin sent a note saying "E has no comment"
Haldeman — Higby says Haldeman feels Niskanen would be fine
Kissinger eM appears to be excellent and sees no problems with

proceeding on his final clearance and appointment

You also sent memos to DuBridge and Lincoln -- but I don't
see any replies.



Dr. Whitehead
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFF ICE OF 'TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

April 20, 1970

Honorable Dean Burch
Chairman
Federal Communications Commission
Washington, D. C. 20554

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The Commission and this office have#consistently recognized
the need to ensure that the limited useable radio frequency

spectrum is used with maximum efficiency and effectiveness.

Accordingly, I thought you might wish to receive copies of

the enclosed exchange between this office and the Secretary

of Transportation on measures necessary to preclude, in
endeavoring to reduce contamination of the atmosphere

through the possible use of electric motors as a substitute

for internal combustion engines, the radio frequency spec-

trum from being inadvertently polluted. This information

may be of interest to the Commission with respect to Docket

No. 18246 on "devices which cause harmful interference to
radiocommunications."# This office would appreciate
receiving an indication as to the status of the Commission's

proposed regulations in this regard in order that parallel

action may be initiated in the Executive Branch.

Correspondence similar to the aforementioned letter to the

Secretary of Transportation has also been forwarded tn the

Department of Health, Education and Welfare. The
Commission will be advised upon receipt of the response
thereto.

Sincerely,

W. E. Plummer
Acting

Enc.
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THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20590

April 16, 1970

Mr. W. E. Plummer
Acting Director
Office of Telecommunications Management
Executive Office of the President
Washington, D. C. 20504

Dear Mr. Plummer:

Thank you for your letter of 4 March calling to my attention the

possibility of inadvertently increasing the problem of radio fre-

quency noise through our efforts to reduce air pollution caused

by vehicles.

While you centered your concern upon the use of electric motors

in electrically powered cars, I believe the potential area of con-

cern is broader. Electrically powered trains, electrically pow-

ered rapid transit vehicles, electrically powered special purpose

urban vehicles operating on guideways, all may generate radio

frequency noise, if proper care is not exercised during the de-

sign, development, and operation of such vehicles.

Therefore, I agree completely with the thought that our transpor-

tation vehicles and systems of the future should be designed from
the start with the objective of minimizing their adverse effects

upon the environment, including their undesired emissions of

radio frequency noise.

A copy of your original letter to me and this response to you will
be sent to the Federal Highway Administration, the Federal Rail-

way Administration, the Urban Mass Transportation Administra-
tion and the National Highway Safety Bureau to bring the subject

to their notice.



If I can be of any further help to you in this matter, please let m
e

know.

Sincerely,



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFF ICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504
OFFICE OF THE DIREC1OR

March 4, 1970

Honorable John A. Volpe
Secretary of Transportation
Washington, D. C. 20590

Dear Mr. Secretary:

The increasing importance of telecommunications to the Nation
has been recognized by numerous recent actions, including the
President's submission of Reorganization Plan No. 1-70 to the
Congress on February 9, 1970, hearings before several
Congressional Committees, and certain legislative measures.

One of my primary responsibilities, as Acting Director of
Telecommunications Management, is to ensure that the natural
resource embracing the limited radio frequency spectrum,
wherein all communications-electronics requirements both
national and international must be accommodated, is used
with maximum efficiency and effectiveness so far as the
Executive Branch is concerned.

As noted by the President in his recent message to the
Congress on measures necessary to improve the environment,
one of the prime contributors to air pollution is the
automobile. It is known that, in an effort to reduce con-
tamination of the atmosphere, investigation is underway on
the potential use of electric motors as a substitute for
internal combustion engines.

The possibility of such substitution raises a possible problem
with respect to the electromagnetic noise which could result
from radiations from a number of sources in an electrically
powered car. Unless the problem is recognized at an early
stage and remedial measures are initiated, there are indica-
tions that an urban area occupied by a large number of elec-
trically powered cars would increase considerably the present
radio noise level in many areas of the radio frequency spec-
trum. Such a situation could result in disruptive interference
to established applications of communications-electronics in
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support of such activities as air traffic control, police
and fire protection, resource management and vital defense
applications.

In view of the foregoing, it would be appreciated if this
office could be advised as to the measures contemplated or
being taken by the Department of Transportation to ensure
that the need for preventing pollution of the radio frequency
spectrum is taken into account when examining techniques for
reducing air pollution from automotive vehicles. Coordina-
tion with the Federal Communications Commission indicates
that they are also concerned about this matter and arc anxious
to learn of actions related thereto.

Your cooperation together with any views you may have on this
matter will be appreciated. A similar letter has been sent
to the Department of Health, Education and. Welfare.

Sincerely,

W. E. Plummer
Acting



Monday 4/20/70

4:10 Called DuBridge's office. They expect to have
a reply to your April 1st memo re Dr. Niskanen
as the Director of OTP. Apparently Dr. Drew
is working on it.

General Lincoln's office will check and will call.

Tuesday 4/21/70

10:00 Was General Lincoln's call concerning Dr. Niskanen?
Or should I check his office again for a reply?



Monday 4/20/70

12:05 Re your April 1st memo on appointment of Niskanen

as Director, OTP:

Harlow — looks fine to me
Ehrlichman -- Tod Hullin sent a note saying "E has no comment"

Haldeman -- Higby says Haldeman feels Niskanen would be fine

Kissinger -- appears to be excellent and sees no problems with

proceeiing on hi final clearance and ap ointment

You also sent memos to Du ridge and Lincoln -- ut don't

see any replies.



:MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE

WAS

MEMORANDUM FOR

Clay T. Whitehead

April 21, 1970

From all I can learn, Mr. William A. Niskanen, Jr., sounds
like a very promising choice as the Director of the Office of
Telecommunications Policy. Members of our staff are acquainted
with him since he was a member of our ad hoc study panel on
the SST. He participated very effectively in the work of that panel.

I therefore have no reservations about Mr. Niskanen's ability
and devotion. Needless to say, however, I would personally
have had a slight preference for an outstanding engineer in this
post, one with long technical experience in the telecommunications
field. Nevertheless, I think the office will work well providing
such an engineer is located for the position of Deputy Director, and
I understand you are pursuing actively the task of finding such a
Deputy.

Dr. Russell Drew of OST has been carefully considering possible
candidates, and he would be glad to suggest some names to you
which both he and I can endorse as far as their technical qualifications
are concerned. With the understanding that a strong technical
Deputy will be selected, I would endorse Mr. Niskanen for the
position of Director.

Lee A. DuBridge
Science Adviser



#8915
MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

April 13, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR DR. CLAY T. WHITEHEAD

FROM: Henry A. Kissinger

SUBJECT: Appointment of William A. Niskanen, Jr. as
Director of Telecommunications Policy

I have reviewed the qualifications of William A. Niskanen, Jr.
for the position of Director of the Office of Telecommunications
Policy.

He appears to have excellent credentials for this position, and
I see no problems with proceeding on his final clearance and
appointment.



THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

MEMORANDUM FOR

Mr. Bryce Harlow
Mr. John Ehrlichman.
Mr. H. R. Haldeman
Dr. Henry Kissinger

After much searching, we have a candidate for Director of the new

Office of Telecommunications Policy which will be established as a

separate office in the Executive Office of the President later this

month. (See Reorganization Message attached.) He is William A.

Niskanen, Jr., now at the Institute for Defense Analyses, Arlington,

Virginia.

Niskanen holds a Ph. D. in economics from the University of Chicago,

and was employed by the Rand Corporation and the Defense Department

before joining IDA where he is Director of the Program Analysis

Division. This has involved considerable direction of analyses of policy

issues with strong economic and technical components. For the past

year, he has been writing a book on bureaucratic behavior and how it

can be guided more effectively.

He has previously been active in the ung epublican and was some-

what active in Republican politics in Los Angeles until accepting a

civil service position in DOD. He is now a re istered Republican in

Virginia.

Niskanenss strong points are:

— exceptionally intelligent; able to work with the technical problems

this office will face and will do a solid job.

— basically policy-oriented and with the right policy instincts; will

not get us bogged down in engineering detail.

— not an empire-builder; will be low-key and focus on doing a job.
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strong defense background combined with broader industry interests

will keep a balance between these two primary aspects of the job.

— should be able to hold his own with other Executive Office directors.

His not-so-strong points are:

-- lack of any real for-profit industry experience (offset somewhat

by his strong free enterprise predilictions).

-- will do an adequate, but probably not inspired, job of relating to

Congressional and industry leaders.

I have attached a brief resume. Peter Flanigan thought you might

like to meet Niskanen. If not do...z.z.le42.j.iLaroblems
on his final political clearances and appointment? Could we have your

t rIIIIMa.P=s.wso...w..r.iberoenrswisimwsosiwnmwire~awvt%mimwompwasmsmuoer.rmpw,Kuoswwiiimilnlli

oug -s as soon as possible?

Attachments

Clay T. Whitehead
Special Assistant to the President



For

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Date

From Tod HuIlin

&wit/1400.i-,

4,1)
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WAS H I NGTON

April 1, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR

Mr. Bryce Harlow
Mr. John Ehrlichman V
Mr. H. R. Haldeman
Dr. Henry Kissinger

After much searching, we have a candidate for Director of the new

Office of Telecommunications Policy which will be established as a

separate office in the Executive Office of the President later this

month. (See Reorganization Message attached.) He is William A.

Niskanen, Jr., now at the Institute for Defense Analyses, Arlington,

Virginia.

Niskanen holds a Ph. D. in economics from the University of Chicago,

and was employed by the Rand Corporation and the Defense Department

before joining IDA where he is Director of the Program Analysis

Division. This has involved considerable direction of analyses of policy

issues with strong economic and technical components. For the past

year, he has been writing a book on bureaucratic behavior and how it

can be guided more effectively.

He has previously been active in the Young Republicans and was some-

what active in Republican politics in Los Angeles until accepting a

civil service position in DOD. He is now a registered Republican in

Virginia.

Niskanents strong points are:

-- exceptionally intelligent; able to work with the technical problems

this office will face and will do a solid job.

-- basically policy-oriented and with the right policy instincts; will

not get us bogged down in engineering detail.

-- not an empire-builder; will be low-key and focus on doing a job.
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-- strong defense background combined with broader industry interests

will keep a balance between these two primary aspects of the job.

-- should be able to hold his own with other Executive Office directors.

His not-so-strong points are:

-- lack of any real for-profit industry experience (offset somewhat

by his strong free enterprise predilictions).

-- will do an adequate, but probably not inspired, job of relating to

Congressional and industry leaders.

I have attached a brief resume. Peter Flanigan thought you might

like to meet Niskanen. If not, do you see any problems with proceeding

on his final political clearances and appointment? Could we have

thoughts as soon as possible?
 4

Clay T. Whitehead
Special Assistant to the President

Attachments



R ESUME
William Arthur Niskanen, Jr.

Address
Home 7209 Gordons Road, Falls Church, Virginia
Business 400 Army-Navy Drive, Arlington, Virginia

Personal
Born 13 March 1933 Bend, Oregon
Height 6'4"
Weight 200 pounds
Health Excellent
Married Helen Barr
Children Lia and Pamela

Education
Harvard College
University of Chicago
University of Chicago

Employment
Bureau of Mines
Treasury Department
RAND Corporation
Office of the Secretary
of Defense

Institute for Defense
Analyses

A. B.
A.M.
Ph. D.

19 54
1955
1962

Economist
Statistician
Economist
Director, Special
Studies

Director, Program
Analysis Division

Part-time Teaching
University of Chicago

• University of California at Los Angeles
University of Maryland

Professional Fields
Defense analysis
Public finance
Public administration
Research management

Summer 1954
Summer 1956
1957-1962
1962-1964

1964- pre s ent

Fall 1956
Spring 1960, 1961
Spring 1966-1968



MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE

MEMORANDUM FOR:

FROM:

WASHINGTON

April 2, 1970

MR. WHITEHEAD

L. HIGBY

Bob reviewed your attached memorandum concerning

William A. Niskanen, Jr. , for the position as

Director of the Office of Telecommunications Policy.

Based on information available in your memorandum

and your recommendation, Bob feels that Mr.
Niskanen will be fine for the office.

Attachment



THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

April 1, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR

Mr. Bryce Harlow
Mr. John Ehrlichman
Mr. H. R. HaldemanV
Dr. Henry Kissinger

After much searching, we have a candidate for Director of the new

Office of Telecommunications Policy which will be established as a

separate office in the Executive Office of the President later this

month. (See Reorganization Message attached.) He is William A.

Niskanen, Jr., now at the Institute for Defense Analyses, Arlington,

Virginia.

Niskanen holds a Ph. D. in economics from the University of Chicago,

and was employed by the Rand Corporation and the Defense Department

before joining IDA where he is Director of the Program Analysis

Division. This has involved considerable direction of analyses of#policy

issues with strong economic and technical components. For the past

year, he has been writing a book on bureaucratic behavior and how it

can be guided more effectively.

He has previously been active in the Young Republicans and was some-

what active in Republican politics in Los Angeles until accepting a

civil service position in DOD. He is now a registered Republican in

Virginia.

Niskanents strong points are:

-- exceptionally intelligent; able to work with the technical problems

this office will face and will do a solid job.

-- basically policy-oriented and with the right policy instincts; will

not get us bogged down in engineering detail.

-- not an empire-builder; will be low-key and focus on doing a job.



-- strong defense background combined with broader industry interests

will keep a balance between these two primary aspects of the job.

— should be able to hold his own with other Executive Office directors.

His not-so-strong points are:

-- lack of any real for-profit industry experience (offset somewhat

by his strong free enterprise predilictions).

-- will do an adequate, but probably#not inspired, job of relating to

Congressional and industry leaders.

I have attached a brief resume. Peter Flanigan thought you might

like to meet Niskanen. If not, do you see any problems with proceeding

on his final political clearances and appointment? Could we have your

thoughts as soon as possible?

Attachments

Clay T. Whitehead
Special Assistant to the President



Address
Home
Busines s

Personal
Born
Height
Weight
Health
Married
Children

R ESUME
William Arthur Niskanen, Jr.

7209 Gordons Road, Falls Church, Virginia
400 Army-Navy Drive, Arlington, Virginia

13 March 1933
6'4"
200 pounds
Excellent
Helen Barr
Lia and Pamela

Education
Harvard College
University of Chicago
University of Chicago

Employment
Bureau of Mines
Treasury Department
RAND Corporation
Office of the Secretary
of Defense

Institute for Defense
Analyses

A. B.
A.M.
Ph. D.

19 54
1955
1962

Bend, Oregon

Economist
Statistician
Economist
Director, Special
Studies

Director, Program
Analysis Division

Part-time Teaching
University of Chicago
University of California at Los Angeles
University of Maryland

Profes sional Fields
Defense analysis
Public finance
Public administration
Research management

Summer 1954
Summer 1956
1957-1962
1962-1964

1964-pre s ent

Fall 1956
Spring 1960, 1961
Spring 1966-1968



FOR RELEASE ON DELIVERY TO THE SENATE FEBRUARY 9, 1:970

AND THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Office of the White House Press Secretary

THE WHITE HOUSE 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS REORGANIZATION

TO THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES:

We live in a time when the technology of telecommunications is
undergoing rapid change which will dramatically affect the whole of our
society. It has long been recognized that the executive branch of the
Federal government should be better equipped to deal with the issues
which arise from telecommunications growth. As the largest single
user of the nation's telecommunications facilities, the Federal government
must also manage its internal communications operations in the most
effective manner possible.

Accordingly, I am today transmitting to the Congress Reorganization
Plan No. 1 of 1970, prepared in accordance with chapter 9 of title 5 of
the United States Code.

That plan would establish a new Office of Telecvmmunications Policy
in the Executive Office of the President. The new unit would be headed
by a Director and a Deputy Director who would be appointed by the
President with the advice and consent of the Senate. The existing ffice
held by the Director of Telecommunications Management in the Office of
Emergency Preparedness would be abolished.

In addition to the functions which are transferred to it by the
reorganization plan, the new Office would perform certain other duties
which I intend to assign to it by Executive order as soon as the reorgan-
ization plan takes effect. That order would delegate to the new Office
essentially those functions which are now assigned to he Director of
Telecommunications Management. The Office of Telecommunications
Policy would be assisted in its research and analysis responsibilities by
the agencies and departments of the Executive Branch including another
new etffice, located in the Department of Commerce.

The new Office of Telecommunications Policy would play three
essential roles:

1. It would serve as the President's principle adviser on
telecommunications policy, helping to formulate government policies
concerning a wide range of domestic and international telecommunications
issues and helping to develop plans and programs which take full advan-
tage of the nation's technological capabilities. The speed of economic
and technological advance in our time means that new questions concerning
communications are constantly arising, questions on which the government

more

(OVER)
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must be well informed and well advised. The new Office will enable the
President and all government officials to share more fully in the experience,
the insights, and the forecasts of government and non-government experts.

2. The Office of Telecommunications Policy would help formulate
policies and coordinate operations for the Federal government's own vast
r:ommunications systems. It would, for example, set guidelines for the
various departments and agencies concerning their communications
equipment and services. It would regularly review the ability of govern-
ment communications systems to meet the security needs of the nation and
to perform effectively in time of emergency. The Office would direct the
assignment of those portions of the radio spectrum which are reserved
for government use, carry out responsibilities conferred on the President
by the Communications Satellite Act, advise State and local governments,
and provide policy direction for the National Communications System.

3. Finally, the new Office would enable the executive branch to speak
with a clearer voice and to act as a more effective partner in discussions of
communications policy with both the Congress and the Federal Communications
Commission. This action would take away none of the prerogatives or functions
assigned to the Federal Communications Commission by the Congress. It
is my hope, however, that the new Office and the Federal Communications
Commission would cooperate in achieving certain reforms in telecommunica-
tions policy, especially in their procedures for allocating portions of the
radio spectrum for government and civilian use. Our current procedures
must be more flexible if they are to deal adequately with problems such as
the worsening spectrum shortage.

Each reorganization included in the plan which accompanies this
message is necessary to accomplish one or more of the purposes set
forth in section 901(a) of title 5 of the United States Code. In particular,
the plan is responsive to section 901(a)(1), "to promote the better execution
of the laws, the more effective management of the executive branch and
of its agencies and functions, and the expeditious administration of the
public business;" and section 901(a)(3), "to increase the efficiency of
the operations of the government to the fullest extent practicable. "

The reorganizations provided for in this plan make necessary the
appointment and compensation of new officers, as specified in sections 3(a)
and 3(b) of the plan. The rates of compensation fixed for these officers
are comparable to those fixed for other officers in the executive branch
who have similar responsibilities.

This plan should result in the more efficient operation of the govern-
ment. It is not practical, however, to itemize or aggregate the exact
expenditure reductions which will result from this action.

The public interest requires that government policies concerning
telecommunications be formulated with as much sophistication and vision
as possible. This reorganization plan — and the executive order which
would follow it -- are necessary instruments if the government is to respond
adequately to the challenges and opportunities presented by the rapid pace
of change in communications. I urge that the Congress allow this plan to
become effective so that these necessary reforms can be accomplished.

THE WHITE HOUSE,

February 9, 1970.

RICHARD NIXON



REORGANIZATION PLAN NO. 1 OF 1970

Prepared by the President and transmitted to the Senate And the
House of Representatives in Congress assembled, February 9, 1970,
pursuant to the provisions of chapter 9 of title 5 of the United States
Code.

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

Section 1. Transfer  of functions. The functions relating to assigning

frequencies to radio stations belonging to and operated by the United States,

or to classes thereof, conferred upon the President by the provisions of

section 305 (a) of the Communications Act of 1934, 47 U.S. C. 305 (a),

are hereby transferred to the Director of the Office of Telecommunications

Policy hereinafter provided for.

Sec. 2. Establishment  of  Office. There is hereby established in the

Executive Office of the President the Office of Telecommunications Policy,

hereinafter referred to as the Office.

Sec. 3. Director  and deputy. (a) There shall be at the

head of the Office the Director of the Office of Telecommunications Policy,
f t

hereinafter referred to as the Director. The Director shall be appointed

by the President by and with the advice and consent of the Senate and shall

be compensated at the rate now or. hereafter provided for Level III of the

Executive Schedule Pay Rates (5 U. S. C. 5314).

(b) There shall be in the Office a Deputy Director of the Office of

Telecommunications Policy who shall be appointed by the President by

and with the advice and consent of the Senate and shall he compensated

at the rate now or hereafter provided for Level IV of the Executive

Schedule Pay Rates (5 U.S. C. 5315). The Deputy Director shall perform

such functions as the Director may from time to time prescribe and,

unless the President shall designate another person to so act, shall

act as Director during the absence or disability of the Director

or in the event of vacancy in the office of Director.

more
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(c) No person shall while holding office as Director or Deputy

Director engage in any other business, vocation, or employment.

Sec. 4. Performance of functions of Director. (a) The Director

may appoint employees necessary for the work of the Office under the

classified civil service and fix their compensation in accordance with

the classification laws.

(b) The Director may from time to time make such provisions as

he shall deem appropriate authorizing the performance of any function

transferred to him hereunder by any other officer, or by any organiza-

tional entity or employee, of the Office.

Sec. 5. Abolition of office. That office of Assistant Director of the

Office of Emergency Preparedness held by the Director of Telecommunica-

tions Management under Executive Order No. 10995 of February 16, 1962,

as amended, is abolished. The Director of the Office of Emergency

Preparedness shall make such provisions as he may deem to be

necessary with respect to winding up any outstanding affairs of the

office abolished by the foregoing provisions of this section.

Sec. 6. Incidental transfers. (a) So much of the personnel,

property, records, and unexpended balances of appropriations, alloca-

tions, and other funds employed, held, or used by, or available or to

be made available to, the Office of Emergency Preparedness in connection

with functions affected by the provisions of this reorganization plan as the

Director of the Bureau of the Budget shall determine shall be trans-

ferred to the Office of Telecommunications Policy at such time or

times as he shall direct.

(b) Such further measures and dispositions as the Director of the

Bureau of the Budget shall deem to be necessary in order to effectuate

the transfers provided for in subsection (a) of this section shall be

carried out in such manner as he shall direct and by such agencies as

he shall designate.

Sec,. 7. Interim Director. The President may authorize any person

who immediately prior to the effective date of this reorganization plan

more
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holds a position in the Executive Office if the President to act as

Director of the Office of Telecommunications Policy until the office

of Director is for the first time filled pursuant to the provisions of

section 3 of this reorganization plan or by recess appointment, as

the case may be. The President may authorize any person who

serves in an acting capacity under the foregoing provisions of this

section to receive the compensation attached to the office of Director.

Such compensation, if authorized, shall be in lieu of, but not in

addition to, other compensation from the United States to which such

person may be entitled.
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February 9, 1970

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE OFFICE
OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

The Director of the Office of Telecommunications Policy develops the execu-
tive branch position on national telecommunications policy, coordinates the
planning and operation of the telecommunications systems of the Federal
government, discharges responsibilities assigned to the President in the
areas of spectrum management and satellite communications, and performs
emergency planning and control functions for telecommunications.

The Director serves as the President's principal advisor on telecommunica-
tions policy, including:

(1) Policies with respect to U.S. domestic and international
communications industry.

(2) The allocation, use, and management of the radio spectrum
resource for government use, and preparation of recommen-
dations to the FCC on spectrum allocation for civilian use.

(3) The preparation of U.S. positions for international commun-
ication conferences, conventions, and organizations.

(4) Federal research and development programs in support of
the above.

The Director assures that the executive branch position on telecommunication
policy issues is effectively presented to the Congress and to the Federal
Communications Commission in the form of legislative proposals, recommen-
dations, and testimony as required, and that there is effective cooperation
with the FCC on policy issues.

The Director's responsibilities for the planning and operation of Federal
government telecommunications systems include:

(1) Development of government-wide standards for equipment and
procedures, as required in the interest of economy-or
effectiveness.

(2) Evaluation of the ability of national communications resources
adequately and efficiently to meet established national
security and emergency communications requirements.

(3) Recommendations to the Bureau of the Budget concerning
the funding of communications systems and research and
development programs.

(4) Preparation of guidelines for the most economical procure-
ment of Federal telecommunications services.

The Director exercises the authority, delegated by the President, to assign
radio frequencies for use by the government. He is assisted in this respon-
sibility by a new agency and by the Interdepartmental Radio Advisory
Committee. He carries out the responsibilities conferred on the President
by the Communications Satellite Act. The Director coordinates the
development of plans and programs for the mobilization and use of telecommun-
ications resources in an emergency, and prepares to administer national
telecommunications resources in the event of war under the overall policy
guidance of the Director, OEP.

The Director coordinates assistance in telecommunications matters provided
by the Federal government to State and local governments. He appoints
scientists, engineers, and economists from outside government to advise on
telecommunications matters.

# # #



TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT REORGANIZATION

These are some of the activities and functions in telecommunications
management which will be assigned subsequent to the establishment
of the Office of Telecommunications Policy in the Executive Office of
the President:

Office of Telecommunications Policy

A. Statutory authorities vested in the President 

1. Emergency functions under the Communications Act of 1934
exercised under overall policy direction of Director, CEP.

2. Functions conferred upon the President under the Communications
Satellite Act of 1962, as amended.

B. Other functions now assigned by executive order or Presidential 
Memorandum.

1. Serve as President's principal adviser on telecommunications
policy.

2. Conduct economic, technical, and systems analyses related
to the Government's use of telecommunications and national telecommunications
policy.

3. Establish program of analysis and research in support of U.S.
participation in international telecommunications activities.

4. Make recommendations to the President through the National
Security Council on national security and emergency preparedness aspects
of telecommunications system.

5. Coordinate the development of policy, plans, and programs for
emergency use of telecommunications resources -- under policy direction
of Director, OEP.

6. Coordinate legislative proposals and recommendations to the
Congress on telecommunications policy issues and Administration
recommendations to the FCC on policy issues.

7. Coordinate Federal assistance to State and local governments
in the telecommunications area.

C. The Secretary of Commerce 

The Secretary of Commerce shall provide support to the Director of
Telecommunications in the following ways:

1. Provide a centralized research and engineering capability
for coordination of Federal frequency uses and assignments.

2. Develop and operate a national electromagnetic compatibility
analysis facility.

3. Conduct research and analysis in telecommunications sciences.



Friday 4/17/70

3:20 Called Gardiner Tucker's office and told his
secretary that we are considering Dr. Nisks.nen
for a job and you would like to know if Dr. Tucker
knows Niskanen -- and if so, if he has any comments.

3:45 Dr. Tucker does not know Dr. Niakanen - so can't
be of any help.



Friday 4/17/70

6:00 Dr. Drew wanted to mention a couple of candidates:

(For OTP)

Dave Israel, Technical Director of DCPG - DOD

J. A. Feinstein, V. P. Varian Associates

Herbert Bennington, DOD R&E



Tuesday 4/14/70

2:20 Bill Hickman was asking if there had been a decision
yet on the Director of OTP.

He Lw writing for a magazine that will be dated
4/18/70 -- so if you could give him any info it would
help.

(For my info -- do you plan to release the name of
the new Director the day the OTP is established -- April 20?)



Meeting -- Wednesday, April 9, 1969 -- 2:00 p.m.

Ed Crosland, Vice President, Federal Relations
American Telephone and Telegraph Company
New York, N. Y. .

Ben Oliver, Vice President, Government Relations, Washington
Charlie McWhorter
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DUPLICATE CONTRACT FOR

TELEPHONE SE VICE.
(DIRECT LINE—MESSAGE RATE.)

DUPLICATE
To be RETAINED by the

SUBSCRIBER
, AFTER ACCEPTANCE.

To supersede on. 

Contract of

Connected  
7 190.-

CONDITIONS.
L The telephones furnished hereunder are the

property of the American Bell Telephone Company,
are constructed and used under its patents and are
leased and licensed by authority of said Comport),
only for the uses herein specifically allowed, and
any use otherwise or without the payments herein
provided to be made is and will be an injury to and
invasion of the rights of The American Bell Tele-
phone Company and of The New York and New
Jersey Telephone Company, entitling them or either
of them to an injunction and other legal redress in
a suit or other proceeding to be instituted and
prosecuted in the name of either of said Companies,
or in their names jointly, 'and entitling each and both
of said Companies to any and all other lawful reme-
dies, whether by resuming possession of the instru-
ments and lines, and collecting all sums due or to
become due, or otherwise. They are not to be used
forperforming any part of the work of collecting,.
transmitting or delivering any message in respect
of which any toll or consideration has been or is to
be paid to any party other than the Company (ex-
cept where special arrangements have been made
by the Subscriber with the Company or with any
party previously designated by the Company), nor
for transmitting or receiving market %notations or
news for sale, publication or distribution, nor for
performing any service in competition with service
which the Company may undertake to perform.
The Subscriber is to pay $5.00 for each telephone
destroyed otherwise than by unavoidable accident,
and $10.00 per month in case of unauthorized re-
moval or detention, until its destruction or its loss,
without his fault, is satisfactorily proved; but the
payment shall not confer any title to the instrument
or right to use it.

II. In view of the liability to errors in trans-
mitting oral messages by telephone and the im-
possibility of fairly fixing the cause thereof, the
Subscriber assumes all the risk of errors from mis-
connections or mistakes upon and by any. telephone,
line, and the officers and servants thereof, in trans-
mitting, receiving or delivering messages; and in
respect of any messages which may be sent or re-
ceived by or for him over any other telephone or
telegraph line, no line shall be responsible for de-
faults occuring on any other line, nor on Its own
lines, except as specified in its usual contracts, nor
for any damages unless the claim therefor be pre-
sented in writing within thirty days after sending
the message, and the Subscriber makes the Company.
and every other line over which said message may
pass, his agent to receive the sante, to forward it
towards its destination at the rate for unrepeated
messages, and for that purpose to bind him by the
contracts on the usual blanks and make the message
subject to the usual limitations, rules and regula-
tions, to which he hereby agrees.. He will reimburse
the Company for all tolls it may pay on such
messages.

I
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Form 2001.
rThis Contract cannot be varied except by an Officer of the Company, in writing.

DUPLICATE.

D. M. R.

CONTRACT FOR TELEPHONE SERVICE.
(Direct Line—Message Rate.)

The Subscriber requests The New )k and New Jersey Telephone Company (herein
styled the "Company'') to establish at  • 6-3  — 

Borough of Brooklyn. City of Now Yoik.

a telephone station, maintain the same and the wires connecting it with the Company's Exchange, and furnish
service for one year from the first day of the month following the connection of the station, and thereafter until
this contract is terminated as herein provided; and agrees to pay for such 444.t.enance, etc., jtnd for the right
to send in said year  —d."--/  hundred ( 00) local messages_..."/   dollars

payable monthly ($ ,e41.,---A55 in advance, the first three month ayabl on signing, for addi-
tional local messages. (--W4Leents each, payable as herein provided; for the fraction [if any] of the month
in which the station is connected proportionately at said annual rate; and for foreign messages, such tolls as
are now or may be established, payable monthly. If objection in writing be not received by the Company
within thirty days after a statement of account is rendered, such statement shall be deemed to be correct.

A "local message" is a personal communication, five minutes or less in duration, from said station to another station connected with the Company's
Exchange, comprising the

1;,(1;•01.,i, kiish‘vick. Vitt Nt.w York, i•statbliFft,
•

Wi.1::itrnSburg, oigHand Yity, A 8tor:13tti h 4:!:, I y I Inti.
Central Offices,

except Class B Pay Stations. A "foreign message" is a personal communication, or such duration as is now or may be established, from said station to a
station connected with any other exchange. All words herein referring to the schedule or the schedule rate shall be token to mean and intend the schedule or
the schedule rate of the Company for direct line service.

The rate for maintenance, etc., and local messages for each year succeeding the first, payable monthly in advance, shall be in accordance with the schedule
In force at the beginning of suzli year, and shall be computed from the number of such messages Rent from such station during the preceding year, but the
rate shall not exceed that prescribed by the schedule in force at the beginning of the preceding year unless there be mailed to the Subscriber at least fifteen
days before the commencement of the year a notice of such excess and the Subscriber in writing, or by a continuance of the service, assents thereto.

If more local messages than one-twelfth of the number to be paid for as above provided, be sent in any month, the Subscriber shall, whenever
requested, pay for such additional local messages. If fewer local messages than those paid for are sent during any year an allowance will be made at the end
of such year, so that the sum retained by the Company shall be at the rate for maintenance. etc. and local messages sent as fixed in the schedule in4ni at

fixed the beginning of such year, in no case less than the minimum annual rate  in said schedule. The minimum annual rate hereunder Is V.... .. ..AL

Irk service is interrupted otherwise than by the negligence or wilful interference of the Subscriber an allowance at the minimum annual rate hereunder as
for  00 local messages.

fixed in the schedule in force at the beginning of the year in which the interruption occurs shall be made for the time such interruption continues after reasonable
notice in writing to the Company, but no other liability shall, in any case, attach to the Company. Upon the request and at the expense of the Subscriber,
the Company will move the station from place to place to any accessible point in the limits of said Exchange, when such removal involves no change in the
terms hereof. The instruments and lines shall be carefully used and only as herein stated, and no instruments or Appliance not furnished by the Company
shall be attached to or used in connection with them. For the purpose of inspecting, repairing or removing the instruments or line, the Company and its
servants may have access thereto at any reasonable hour. ,,, .

Either party may terminate this contract at or atter the expiration of the first year by not less than ten days'•previous notice in writing to the other
party. Upon non-payment of any sum due, the abandonment of the station, any violation hereof, or inability to maintain the service, the Company may.
without notice, terminate the Subscriber's rights hereunder, sever the connection and remove the instruments. Upon the termination hereof as aforesaid. the
Company shall be entitled to payment for maintenance, etc.. and local messages sent during the expired portion of the year in which terminated at the rate
fixed in the schedule in force at the beginning of such year, in no case less than such proportion of the minimum annual rate flied in said schedule as the ex-
pired portion of such year shall bear to the whole year.

The conditions on t ack hereof are made a part of this contract. .

Witness 1-4/1-e----e.--  (Subs'r) 
. .

.81 Cet/VC.A.. 
•

Accepted  MAY 2 t,1909  . by The New Y rk and Ne
P......

—r112:411'pli, e Company.
.." A./

--  .-07!

By 
dim' 

-,.  -- --
Co4tract Agent.
_
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April 14, 1970

To: Dr. Lyons

From: Eva

Here is a copy of the
Executive Order you
called about. I sent a
copy to Dr. Niskanen.



April 14, 1970

To: Dr. Niskanen

From: Eva Daughtrey

Dr. Lyons asked me to
get a copy of this
Executive Order and send
It to you.

EO 10995 -
Assigning Telecommunications
Management Functions

John F. Kennedy Feb. 16, 1962



Monday 4/13/70

3:25 At Dr. Lyons' request, called Mr. Plummer's office
and asked for three copies of E. 0* 10995 dated
in February 1962.

He wants me to send him one, and send one to
Dr. Niskanen when we get them.

They will send them to us.



Executive Order 10995
ASSIGNING TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS
WHEREAS telecommunications is vital to the security and welfare

of this Nation and to the conduct of its foreign affairs;
WHEREAS it is imperative that the United States maintain an

efficient and well-planned national and international telecommuni-
cations program capable of st imulatin,F and incorporating rapid tech-
nological advantes being made in the field of telecommunications;
WHEREAS the radio spectrum is a critical natural resource which

requires effective, efficient and prudent administration in the national
interest;
WHEREAS it is essential that responsibility be clearly assigned

within the executive branch of the Government for promoting and
encouraging effective and efficient administration and development of
United States national and international telecommunications and for
effecting the prudent use of the radio frequency spectrum by the execu-
tive branch of the Government;
WHEREAS there is an immediate and urgent need for an exami-

nation of ways and means of improving the administration and utili-
zation of the radio spectrum as a whole;
WHEREAS there is an immediate and urgent need for integrated

short and long-range planning with respect to national and inter-
national telecommunications 

programs, 
for continuing supervision

over the use of the radio frequency spectrum by the executive branch
of the Government and for the development of national policies in
the field of telecommunications;
NOW, THEREFORE, as President of the United States and Com-

mander-in-Chief of the armed forces of the United States, and by
virtue of the authority vested in me by sections 305 and 606 of the
Communications Act of 1934, as amended (47 U.S.C. 305 and 606),
and by section 301 of Title 3 of the United States Code, it is hereby
ordered as follows:
SECTION 1. There is hereby established the position of 'Director of

Telecommunications Management, which position shall be held by one
of the Assistant Directors of the Office of Emergency Planning pro-
vided for under Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1958, as amended (72
Stat. 1799).
SEC. 2. Subject to the authority and control of the President, the

Director of Telecommunications Management shall:
(a) Coordinate telecommunications activities of the executive

branch of the Government and be responsible for the formulation, after
consultation with appropriate agencies, of overall policies and stand-
ards therefor. He shall promote and encourage the adoption of uni-
form policies and standards by agencies authorized to operate tele-
communications systems. Agencies shall consult with the Director
of Telecommunications Management in the development of policies
and standards for the conduct of their telecommunications activities
within the overall policies of the executive branch.
(b) Develop data with regard to United States Government fre-

quency requirements.
(c) Encourage such research and development activities as he shall

deem necessary and desirable for the attainment of the objectives set
forth in section 6 below.
(d) Contract for studies and reports related to any aspect of his

responsibilities.



S. 3. The authority to assign radio frequencies to Government
agencies, vested in the President by section 305 of the Communications
Act of 1934, as amended (47 U.S.C. 306), including all functions here-
tofore. vested in the Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee, is
hereby 'delegated to the Director of the Office of Emergency Planning,
who may redelega,te such authority to the Director of Telecommunica-
tions Management. Such authority shall include the power to amend,
modify, or revoke frequency assignments.

SEC. 4. The functions and responsibilities vested in the Director of
the Office of Emergency Planning by Executive Order No. 10705 of
April 17, 1957, as amended, may be redelegated to the Director of Tele-
communications Management.. Executive Orders No. 10696A of Jan-
uary 16, 1967, and No. 10705, as amended, are hereby further amended
insofar as they are inconsistent, with the, present, order. Executive
Order No. 10460 of June 16, 1953, is hereby revoked.

SEC. 6. The Director of Telecommunications Management shall
establish such interagency advisory committees and working groups
composed of representives of interested agencies and consult with such
departments and agencies as may be necessary for the most. effective
performance of his functions. To the extent that he deems it necessary
or advisable to continue the Interdepartment Radio Advisory Com-
mittee, it. shall serve in an advisory capacity to the Director of Tele,-
communications Management.

Sro. 6. In carrying out, functions under this order' 
the Director

of Telecommunications Management shall consider the following
objectives:
(a) Full and efficient employment, of telecommunications resources

in carrying out national policies;

(b) Development of telecommunications plans,. policies, and pro-
grams under which full advantage of technological development will
accrue to the Nation and the users of telecommunications; and which
will satisfactorily serve the national security; sustain and contribute
to the full development of world trade and commerce; strengthen the
position and servo the best interests of the United States in negotia-
tions with foreign nations; and permit maximum use of resources
through better frequency management;

(c) Utilization of the radio spectrum by the Federal Government in
a manner which permits and encourages the most beneficial use thereof
in the public interest;
(d) Implementation of the national policy of development and

effective use of space satellites for international telecommunications
services.

SEC. 7. Nothing contained in this order shall be deemed to impair
any existing authority or jurisdiction of the Federal Communications
Commission.
SEC. 8. The Director of Telecommunications Management and the

Federal Communications Commission shall assist and give policy
advice to the Department of State in the discharge of its functions in
the field of international telecommunications policies, positions and
negotiations.
SEC. 9. The Director of Telecommunications Management shall

issue such rules and regulations as may be. necessary to carry out the
duties and responsibilities vested in him by this order or delegated to
him under this order.
SEC. 10. All executive departments and agencies of the Federal

Government are authorized and directed to cooperate with the Director
of Telecommunications Management and to furnish him such informa-
tion, support and assistance, not inconsistent with the law, as he may
require in the performance of his duties.

JOHN F. KENNEDY
THE Wiirrii HOUSE,

February 16,1962.
[F.R. Doe. 62-1801; Filed, Feb. 19, 1902; 10:46 a.m.]

Reprinted from the Federal Register, February 20, 1962 (27 F.R. 1519)



Executive Order 11084

AMENDING EXECUTIVE ORDER NO. 10995,' RE
LATING TO

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

By virtue of the authority vested in me by Secti
on 301 of Title 3

of the United States Code, and as President of the 
United States, it

is ordered that Executive Order No. 10995 of 
February 16, 1962,

headed "Assigning telecommunications management
 functions," be,

and it is hereby, amended by substitut lug for Sectio
n 3 thereof the

following: •

"Sm. 3. (a) The authority to assign radio frequen
cies to Govern-

ment agencies, vested in the President by subsec
tion 305(a) of the

Communications Act of 1934, as amended (47 U.
S.C. 305(a)), in-

chiding all functions heretofore vested in the Interde
partment Radio

Advisory Committee, is hereby delegated to the Direc
tor of the Office

of Emergency Planning, who may redelegate such 
authority to the

Director of Telecommunications Management. Su
ch authority shall

include the power to amend, modify, or revoke freq
uency assignments.

"(b) The authority to authorize a foreign-govern
ment to construct

and operate a radio station at the seat of governme
nt vested in the

President by subsection 305(d) of the Communicatio
ns Act of 1934,

as amended (47 U.S.C. 305(d)), is hereby delegated
 to the Director

of the Office of Emergency Planning who may redel
egate such au-

thority to the Director of Telecommunications Manage
ment. Author-

ization for the construction and operation of a radio s
tation pursuant

to this subsection and the assignment of a frevency f
or its use shall

be made only upon recommendation • of the Secretar
y of State and

after consultation with the Attorney General and 
the Chairman of

the Federal Communications Commission."
Joim F. KENNEDY

Trim Wiirrz 1 lover.,
February 16, 196,7.
[F.& 1)oe. 63-1874; Filed, Feb. 18, 1968; 1019 a.m.]

227 Sit. 1519.

Reprinted from the Federal Register, February 19, 1963, (28
 F.R. 1531)
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5:35 Mr. Hofgren stopped by to give you this.
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5:35 Mr, Holgren stopped by to give you this.
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J. WILLIAN MIDDENDORF, 11

April 7, 1970

Dear Dan:

This is just a note to ask for your help. Mr.
Robert Pauley, former President of ADC Radio Network
and a very close personal friend of mine, is seeking
the job of Director of the proposed new Office of
Telecommunications Policy. He would be an excellent
choice and certainly his qualifications more than
meet the requirements.

I've written to Harry Flemming about him. Mr.
Pauley's file is in their office and he has gotten
one letter in response to his application thus far.
Perhaps you could speak to Harry about this and help
persuade him to give serious consideration to Mr.
Pauley's application. I'll be grateful for whatever
you might do to help.

Warm personal regards,

e..1)

Sincerely,

J. William Middendorf, II

Y61 AtI01071, .

Mr. Daniel Hofgren
Special Assistant to the President'
The White House

Washington, D. C.
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Monday 4/13/70

3:50 Mr. Flemming's office called to say they
have a letter from an Ambassador urging
Robert Pauley's appointment as Director of
the new OTP.

In order to answer the letter, Mr. Flemming
would like to know if Mr. Pauley stands a chance.

67-7(7
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April 13. 1970

To: Peter Millspaugh

From; Torn Whitehead

Per our phone conversation.

A6...? •s•— —



Dr.
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

April 10, 1970

Honorable Dean Burch
Chairman
Federal Communications Commission
Washington, D. C. 20554

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Whitehead ir

(37.7

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

By action taken in December 1968 and reaffirmed in March
1970, the IRC recommended, and this office endorsed, the
allocation of the bands 3100-3600 MHz and 33.4-36.0 GHz
to the non-Government radiolocation service (for survey
operations) on a secondary basis with an increase in
power permitted in the bands used for survey operations,
i.e., five watts peak in the bands 3100-3600 and 10000-
10500 MHz, and 20 watts average in the band 33.4-36.0 GHz.

By recent letter, the military agency representatives on
the IRAC reviewed the history of the provision for SHORAN
and requested the Committee, in view of increasing military
operational requirements, to reaffirm the date of January 1,
1971, for the termination of SHORAN by the petroleum industry
in the band 225-328.6 MHz. The Committee has concurred in
such action.

With provision for non-Government survey operations in the
bands 3100-3600 MHz, 10000-10500 MHz and 33.4-36.0 GHz,
and the availability for some years of SHIRAN equipment
(USQ-28) to operate in the band 2900-3500 MHz, it would
seem both logical and feasible for the petroleum industry
users of SHORAN equipment to vacate use of the band 225-
328.6 MHz, as permitted under footnote US17, by January 1,
1971.
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In view of the foregoing, and since the petroleum industry
users of SHORAN equipment have been adequately warned of
the temporary nature of the frequency provision in the band

225-328.6 MHz, the Commission is requested to take such steps

as will permit deletion of the provisions of footnote US17 by

January 1, 1971.

Sincerely,

W. E. Plummer
Acting
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April 9, 1970

To: Howard Schnoor

From: Torn Whitehead

would like to have those parts
which are bracketed (pages 1 and 3)
deleted.

7‘•



DRAFT
4-2-70

EXECUTIVE ORDER

ASSIGNING TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS

By virtue of the authority vested in me by section 301 of title 3

of the United States Code, and as President of the United States, it

is hereby ordered as follows:

SECTION 1. General functions. Subject to the authority and

control of the President, the Director of the Office of Telecommunica-

tions Policy (hereinafter referred to as the Director) shall:

(a) Serve as the President's principal adviser on telecommunica-

tions E.I.Dolig

(b) Coordinate telecommunications activities of the executive

branch and be responsible for the formulation of overall policies

for such activities, including policies relating to the procurement

of telecommunications services and equipment, the allocation and use

of electromagnetic spectrum, and the privacy and security of telecom-

munications. Agencies shall consult with the Director to insure that

their conduct of telecommunications activities is consistent with the

Director's overall policies.

(c) Conduct economic, technical, and systems analyses of tele-

communications policies, activities, and. opportunities in support of

national policy formulation and United States participation in

international telecommunications activities.
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(d) Asimare—ibita4- the executive branch position on telecommuni-

cations policy issues,, includingzy vernment use of the electro-
o"A"-vie( 4"..41-40rdta-

magnetic spectrum Alir presented effectively to the Congress and the

Federal Communications Commission.

(e) Develop, in cooperation with the Federal Communications

Commission, a comprehensive long-range plan for improved management

of the total electromagnetic spectrum resource.

(f) Develop telecommunications plans, policies, and programs

under which the full advantage of technological development will

accrue to the Nation and the users of telecommunications, which will

serve the national security and telecommunications security, sustain

and contribute to the full development of world trade and commerce,

strengthen the position and serve the best interests of the United

States in negotiations with foreign nations, and permit the maximum

use of resources through better frequency management.

(g) Review and test on a continuing basis existing and planned

telecommunications systems, both governmental and private, to determine

whether national security, communications security, and emergency

preparedness requirements are being met adequately and efficiently,

and report the results and any remedial actions recommended to the

President through the National Security Council.

(h) Review telecommunications research and development, system

improvement and expansion programs, and programs for the testing,
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operation, and use of telecommunications systems of Federal agencies

to identify competing, overlapping, duplicating or inefficient pro-

grams, and make recommendations to appropriate agency officials and

to the Director of the Bureau of the Budget concerning the scope

and funding of these programs.

(i) Coordinate the development of policy, plans, and programs

for the mobilization and use of telecommunications resources in any

emergency, and prepare to administer such resources if directed to

do so in any emergency, under the overall policy direction and planning

assumptions of the Director, Office of Emergency Preparedness.

) Coordinate Federal assistance to State and local governments

in the telecommunications area.

(k) Conduct studies and analyses to evaluate the impact of the

convergence of computer and communications technologies on telecommuni-

cations, data processing, and information handling, and recommend

needed actions to the President through the Bureau of the Budget]

and to other departments and agencies.

(1) Contract for studies and reports related to any aspect of

his responsibilities.

SEC. 2. Frequency assignments. The functions transferred to

the Director by section 1 of Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1970 shall

include the functions of amending, modifying, and revoking frequency

assignments for radio stations belonging to and operated by the United

States, or to classes thereof, which have heretofore been made or
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which may be made hereafter. Executive Order No. 10695A of January 16,

1957, is amended insofar as it is inconsistent with the present order.

SEC. 3. War powers. Executive Order No. 10705 of April 17,

1957, headed "Delegating Certain Authority of the President Relating

to Radio Stations and Communications", is further amended by:

(a) Revising subsection 1(a) to read: "Subject to the provisions

of this order, the authority vested in the President by subsections

606(a), (c), and (d) of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended

(47 U.S.C. 606(a), (c), and (d)), is delegated to the Director of the

Office of Telecommunications Policy (hereinafter referred to as the

Director). Such authority shall be exercised under the overall policy

direction of the Director of the Office of Emergency Preparedness."

(b) Deleting from subsection 1(b) the words "subsections 305(a)

and 606(a)" and inserting in lieu thereof "subsection 606(a)".

SEC. 4. Foreign government radio stations. The authority to

authorize a foreign government to construct and operate a radio station

at the seat of government vested in the President by subsection 305(d)

of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended (47 U.S.C. 305(d)), is

hereby delegated to the Director of Telecommunications Policy. Authori-

zation for the construction and operation of a radio station pursuant

to this subsection and the assignment of a frequency for its use shall

be made only upon recommendation of the Secretary of State and after

consultation with the Attorney General and the Chairman of the Federal

Communications Commission.
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SEC. 5. Office of Emergency Preparedness. (a) Executive Order

No. 11051 of September 27, 1962, headed "Prescribing Responsibilities

of the Office of Emergency Planning in the Executive Office of the

President" is amended by:

(1) Revising section 306 to read as follows: "Emergency

telecommunications. The Director shall be responsible for providing

overall policy guidance to the Director of the Office of Telecommuni-

cations Policy in planning for the mobilization of the Nation's

telecommunications resources in time of national emergency."

(2) Deleting section 406.

(b) Section 1802 and subsections 401(27) and 2002(3) of Executive

Order No. 11490 of October 28, 1969, headed "Assigning emergency pre-

paredness functions to Federal departments and agencies," are hereby

amended to conform to the provisions of this order.

SEC. 6. National Communications System. The President's

Memorandum of August 21, 1963, headed "Establishment of the National

Communications System" (28 F.R. 9413), is amended by:

(a) Substituting the following for the first paragraph after

the heading "Executive Office Responsibilities": "the Director of the

Office of Telecommunications Policy shall be responsible for policy

direction of the development and operation of the National Communications

System and shall:"

(b) Substituting the term "Director of the Office of Telecommuni-

cations Policy" for the term "Special Assistant to the President for

Telecommunications" wherever it appears in said memorandum.
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SEC. 7. Communications Satellite Act of 1962. Executive

Order No. 11191 of January 4, 1965, headed "Providing for the

Carrying Out of Certain Provisions of the Communications Satellite

Act of 1962" is amended by:

(a) Substituting the following for section 1(c): "The term

'the Director' means the Director of the Office of Telecommunications

Policy." and

(b) Substituting the following for the heading of section 2

"Director of the Office of Telecommunications Policy."

SEC. 8. Advice to Secretary of State. The Director, in

consultation with the Federal Communications Commission, shall assist

and give policy advice to the Secretary of State in the discharge of

his functions in the field of international telecommunications policies,

positions, and negotiations.

SEC. 9. Advisory committees. The Director shall establish such

interagency advisory committees and working groups composed of repre-

sentatives of interested agencies and consult with such departments

and agencies as may be necessary for the most effective performance

of his functions. To the extent he deems it necessary to continue

the Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee, it shnl] serve in an

advisory capacity to the Director. The Director also shall establish

a telecommunications advisory committee composed of experts in the

telecommunications area outside the Government.
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SEC. 10. Rules and regulations. The Director shall issue such

rules and regulations as may be necessary to carry out the duties and

responsibilities vested in him by this order or delegated to him under

this order.

SEC. 11. Agency assistance. All executive departments and

agencies of the Federal Government are authorized and directed to

cooperate with the Director and to furnish him such information,

support and assistance, not inconsistent with the law, as he may

require in the performance of his duties.

SEC. 12. Functions of the Secretary of Commerce. The Secretary

of Commerce, in supporting the Director in the performance of his

functions and operating under the general spectrum management guide-

lines and criteria prescribed by the Director, shalJ:

(a) Provide a centralized research and engineering capability

within the executive branch for the coordination of Federal frequency

uses and assignments.

(b) Develop and operate a national electromagnetic compatibility

analysis facility.

(c) Conduct research and analysis on radio propagation, radio

systems characteristics, and operating techniques leading to improved

utilization of the radio resource.

(d) Conduct research and analysis in the general field of tele-

communication sciences in support of other Government agencies and

in response to specific requests from the Director.
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(e) Provide such administrative and technical support as may

be required for the effective functioning of the Interdepartment

Radio Advisory Committee and provide for the maintenance of files

relevant to frequency management responsive to the needs of the

Director and the Committee.

SEC. 13. Retention of existing authority. (a) Nothing contained

in this order shall be deemed to impair any existing authority or

jurisdiction of the. Federal Communications Commission.

(b) Nothing contained in this order shall be deemed to impair

the responsibilities of the Administrator of General Services under

the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949, as

amended, with respect to the representation of agencies in negotia-

tions with carriers and in proceedings before Federal and State

regulatory bodies or the procurement either directly or by delegation

of authority to other agencies of public utility communications

services. The Administrator shall coordinate his activities in these

areas with the Director.

(c) Except as specifically provided therein, nothing in this

order shall be deemed to derogate from any now existing assignment

of functions to any other department or agency or officer thereof

made by statute, Executive order, or Presidential directives, including

memoranda.

SEC. 14. Program content. Nothing in this order sha:11 be

construed as authorizing the exercise of any authority with respect

to the content of any station program or of communications transmitted

by any communication facility.
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SEC. 15. Superseded orders. To the extent that the following

have not heretofore been made or become inapplicable, they are

hereby superseded and revoked:

(1) Executive Order No. 10995 of February 16, 1962

(2) Executive Order No. 11084 of February 15, 1963.

THE WHITE HOUSE



April 10, 1970

To: Dr. Niskanen

From: Tom Whitehead

The attached should be
treated as confidential.

Attachments:

3/16/70 Memo re DTM and OTP
Manning

3/21/70 Memo re Distribution of
DTM Personnel to the OTP
and the Dept. of Commerce

1



Thursday 4/9/70

12:45 Checked with Howard Schnoor.

Reorganization Plan No. 1 will be effective at midnight
of 4/19 -- making the effective date 4/20.

He has had very little comment about the executive
order. DTM shop called and they're happy as clams.
NASA called him wondering where the copy of the
executive order was -- he had sent it the week before ...•
so they were scurrying to find it. Other than that,
nothing.
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MEMORANDUM 

To; John M. Richardson April 6, 1970

From: Richard Gabel

Subjects Comments on draft paper, "Alternative
for Organizing Telecommunications Research
and Analysis Functions Within the DOC."

During the year of deliberation of the Presidential Task
Force on Communications Policy, the Department of Commerce
earned the reputation of providing unusable responses to
questions which had not been posed, and lack of understand-
ing to those questions which were raised. The draft paper
on reorganization of Department of Communication Telecom-
munications functions is a play of the same theme. The paper
reflects a successful effort at mediating a power play between
competing bureaucracies; it does not reflect a comprehension
of the underlying problems which motivated the call for a re-
organization.

If there is a single fundamental direction and objective
sought by Reorganization Plan No. 1, it has been the creation

of analytic capability within the government for coping with
the technological and economic alternatives to permit formula-

tion of recommendations for rational policy in the telecom-

munications area. The draft paper sees technology as a sub-

stitute for analysis and policy formulation. The organization-
al structure which is advocated provides technical expertise
as detours around intransigent institutions, but evidences
dim comprehension of the problems which evoked the reorganiza-

tion studies. The establishment of TRAC is designed to fill
the analytic gap which OTM did not possess nor exercise. OTM

has been a ship without a rudder; the draft paper suggests
installation of larger size diesels; this will ensure accelera-

tion of the rotary direction of momentum.

The Department of Commerce -- through ESSA and UM -- possesses

technical competence in specialized telecommunications areas
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unparalleled elsewhere in the country. However, a relative-
ly small proportion of the general R&D activity of these
groups has been oriented to or relevant for major current
telecommunications issues which require support. The cur-
rent effort should be directed towards orienting R&D programs
to meeting existing policy and operational requirements.
Instead, the draft reorganization plan would subordinate the
analytic and policy-oriented responsibilities within a research
organization. Under such structural arrangements, the die is
already cast. The operational aspects will become wholly sub-
merged.

As alternative to the draft proposal, consider a fifth alter-
native somewhat at variance with those discussed in the sub-
mission. Rstablish a nucleus working group reporting directly
to the Assistant Secretary for R&T composed of fewer than a
dozen highly competent professionals possessed of both analy-
tic and technical background in telecommunications. The group
should be headquartered in Washington, D. C. -- the focus for
telecommunications policy issues emanating from activities of
the FCC, NASA, State, DOD, and, of course, responsive to OTP.
The group would provide the analytic support needed in the
policy process, provide for free flow of information from
NM and ESSA and ability to call for their technical support
on issues as they arise. Within DoC the group should provide
leadership and orientation for departmental R&D activities.

Organization of effective analytic and policy formulating
responsibilities within the federal government is long over-
due. The problems, in part, emanating from this gap in govern-
mental functioning, are burgeoning for resolution. Opportunity
for contributing to the solution lie with this Department. The
proposed organizational plan will, in my judgement, contribute
to the problem.

RGabetsbpc 4/6/70
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Date:

SUbieCt:

TO:

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

April 6, 1970

U. S. National Plan for Radionavigation

Mr. C. T. Whitehead

141

Attached is a copy of a letter forwarded by this office
to the Honorable John Volpe pertaining to the subject Plan.

W. E. Plummer
Acting Director

Attachment
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

April 3, 1970

Honorable John Volpe
Secretary of Transportation
Washington, D. C. 20590

Dear Mr. Secretary:

This letter pertains to the proposed U. S. National Plan for Navi-

gation, the preparation of which was commenced under DOT auspices

approximately two years ago. It is understood that the Plan is

undergoing final coordination in anticipation of early official

publication.

By letter of February 28, 1968, to the then Secretary of Transportation,

it was requested that a representative of this Office be afforded ob-

server status on the joint group being formed at the time to develop

a National Navigation Plan. By reply of April 8, 1968, the then

Assistant Secretary of Transportation for International Affairs and

Special Programs, welcomed such participation. Although informal

contact was maintained with cognizant DOT representatives concerned

with the joint group, an opportunity did not materialize for the OTM

representative to participate in the development of the Plan.

E.O. 10995, among other things, provides that "the Director of

Telecommunications Management shall promote and encourage the adoption

of uniform policies and standards by agencies authorized to operate

telecommunication systems. Agencies shall consult with the Director

of Telecommunications Management in the development of policies and

standards for the conduct of their telecommunication activities

within the overall policies of the executive branch."

Since it is most certain that a U. S. National Plan for Navigation

will have significant telecommunication policy implications, it is

requested that this Office be afforded an opportunity to review the

final draft prior to its publication as a "national plan."

Your cooperation on this matter would be appreciated.

Sincerely,

W. E. Plummer
Acting

IIME•MIlimmemill.1.111111A



THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

April 6, 1970

To: Mr. Flanigan

From: Tom Whitehead



THE WHITE HOUSE

WASH I NGTON

March 28, 1970

IP°
MEMORANDUM FOR TOM WHITEHEAD

FROM: PETER FLANIGAN

Before closing whatever deal you plan to make with
Fulibright's man and the OTP or TRAC, you should "cross rough"
it with Chuck Colson. This is suggested by Mr. Harlow. •



BB FORM 4

TO

Bureau of the Budget
ROUTE SLIPMr. Tom Whitehead

Take necessary action EJ
Approval or signature

Comment 0

Prepare reply

Discuss with me 0

For your information

See remarks below

rrJ F Rom liouarcLiSchnoor ,)-'141 , /1-Ir •  DATE 4— 2-70o'

REMARKS

Enclosed herewith is a draft Executive Order
assigning telecommunications management
functions within the executive branch. I would
appreciate receipt of any comments you may wish
to provide by April 10, 1970.

t/sn,

fisei
474- e)--

`1
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DRAFT
4-2-70

EXECUTIVE ORDER

ASSIGNING TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS

By virtue of the authority vested in me by section 301 of title 3

of the United States Code, and as President of the United States, it

is hereby ordered as follows:

SECTION 1. General functions. Subject to the authority and

control of the President, the Director of the Office of Telecommunica-

tions Policy (hereinafter referred to as the Director) shall:

(a) Serve as the President's principal adviser on telecommunica-

tionsEolic.

(b) Coordinate telecommunications activities of the executive

branch and be responsible for the formulation of overall policies

for such activities, including policies relating to the procurement

of telecommunications services and equipment, the allocation and use

of electromagnetic Spectrum; and the privacy and security of telecom-

munications. Agencies shall consult with the Director to insure that

their conduct of telecommunications activities is consistent with the

Director's overall policies.

(c) Conduct economic, technical, and systems analyses of tele-

communications policies, activities, and opportunities in support of

national policy formulation and United States participation in

international telecommunications activities.
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(d) Assure that the executive branch position on telecommuni-

cations policy issues, including non-Government use of the electro-

magnetic spectrum, is presented effectively to the Congress and the

Federal Communications Commission.

(e) Develop, in cooperation with the Federal Communications

Commission, a comprehensive long-range plan for improved management

of the total electromagnetic spectrum resource.

(f) Develop telecommunications plans, policies, and programs

under which the full advantsage• of technological development will

accrue to the Nation and the users of telecommunications, which will

serve the national security and telecommunications security, sustain

and contribute to the full development of world trade and commerce,

strengthen the position and serve the best interests of the United

States in negotiations with foreign nations, and permit the maximum

use of resources through better frequency management.

(g) Review and test on a continuing basis existing and planned

telecommunications systems, both governmental and private, to determine

whether national security, communications security, and emergency

preparedness requirements are being met adequately and efficiently,

and report the results and any remedial actions recommended to the

President through the National Security Council.

(h) Review telecommunications esearch and development, system

improvement and expansion programs, and programs for the testing,
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operation, and use of telecommunications systems of Federal agencies

to identify competing, overlapping, duplicating or inefficient pro-

grams, and make recommendations to appropriate agency officials and

to the Director of the Bureau of the Budget concerning the scope

and funding of these programs.

(i) Coordinate the development of policy, plans, and programs

for the mobilization and use of telecommunications resources in any

emergency, and prepare to administer such resources'if directed to

do so in any emergency, under the overall policy direction and planning• --

assumptions of the Director, Office of Emergency Preparedness.

(j) Coordinate Federal assistance to State and local governments

in the telecommunications area.

(k) Conduct studies and analyses to evaluate the impact of the

convergence of computer and communications technologies on telecommuni-

cations, data processing, and information handling, and recommend

needed actions to the Presidentr through the Bureau of the Budget:I)

and to other departments and agencies.

(1) Contract for studies and reports related to any aspect of

his responsibilities.

SEC. 2. Frequency assignments. The functions transferred to

the Director by section 1 of Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1970 shall

include the functions of amending, modifying, and revoking frequency

assignments for radio stations belonging to and operated by the United

States, or to classes thereof, which have heretofore been made or
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which may be made hereafter. Executive Order No. 10695A of January 16,

1957, is amended insofar as it is inconsistent with the present order.

SEC. 3. War powers. Executive Order No. 10705 of April 17,

1957, headed "Delegating Certain Authority of the President Relating

to Radio Stations and Communications", is further amended by:

(a) Revising subsection 1(a) to read: "Subject to the provisions

of this order, the authority vested in the President by subsections

606(a), (c), and (d) of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended

(47 U.S.C. 606(a), (c), and (d)), is delegated to the Director of the

Office of Telecommunications Policy (hereinafter referred to as the

Director). Such authority shall be exercised under the overall policy

direction of the Director of the Office of Emergency Preparedness."

(b) Deleting from subsection 1(b) the words "subsections 305(a)

and 606(a)" and inserting in lieu thereof "subsection 606(a)".

SEC. 4. government radio The authority to

authorize a foreign government to construct and operate a radio station

at the seat of government vested in the President by subsection 305(d)

of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended (47 U.S.C. 305(d)), is

hereby delegated to the Director of Telecommunications Policy. Authori-

zation for the construction and operation of a radio station pursuant

to this subsection and the assignment of a frequency for its use shall

be made only upon recommendation of the Secretary of State and after

consultation with the Attorney General and the Chairman of the Federal

Communications Commission.
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SEC. 5. Office of Emergency Preparedness. (a) Executive Order

No. 11051 of September 27, 1962, headed "Prescribing Responsibilities

of the Office of Emergency Planning in the Executive Office of the

President" is amended by:

(1) Revising section 306 to read as follows: "Emergency 

telecommunications. The Director shall be responsible for providing

overal3 policy guidance to the Director of the Office of Telecommuni-

cations Policy in planning for the mobilization of the Nation's

telecommunications resources in time of national emergency."

(2) Deleting section 406.

(b) Section 1802 and subsections 401(27) and 2002(3) of Executive

Order No. 11490 of October 28, 1969, headed "Assigning emergency pre-

paredness functions to Federal departments and agencies," are hereby

amended to conform to the provisions of this order.

SEC. 6. National Communications System. The President's

Memorandum of August 21, 1963, headed "Establishment of the National

Communications System" (28 F.R. 9413), is amended by:

(a) Substituting the following for the first paragraph after

the heading "Executive Office Responsibilities": "the Director of the

Office of Telecommunications Policy shall be responsible for policy

direction of the development and operation of the National Communications

System and shall:" •

(b) Substituting the term "Director of the Office of Telecommuni-

cations Policy" for the term "Special Assistant to the President for

Telecommunications" wherever it appears in said memorandum.



SEC. 7. Communications Satellite Act of 1962. Executive

Order No. 11191 of January 4, 1965, headed "Providing for the

Carrying Out of Certain Provisions of the Communications Satellite

Act of 1962" is amended by:

(a) Substituting the following for section 1(c): "The term

'the Director' means the Director of the Office of Telecommunications

Policy." and

(b) Substituting the following for the heading of section 2

"Director of the Office of Telecommunications Policy."

SEC. 8. Advice to Secretary of State. The Director, in

consultation with the Federal Communications Commission, shall assist

and give policy advice to the Secretary of State in the discharge of

his functions in the field of international telecommunications policies,

positions, and negotiations.

SEC. 9. Advisory committees. The Director shall establish such

interagency advisory committees and working groups composed of repre-

• sentatives of interested agencies and consult with such departments

and agencies as may be necessary for the most effective performance

of his functions. To the extent he deems it necessary to continue

the Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee, it shall serve in an

advisory capacity to the Director. The Director also shall establish

a telecommunications advisory committee composed of experts in the

telecommunications area outside the Government.
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SEC. 10. Rules and regulations. The Director shall issue such

rules and regulations as may be necessary to carry out the duties and

responsibilities vested in him by this order or delegated to him under

this order.

SEC. 11. Agency assistance. All executive departments and

agencies of the Federal Government are authorized and directed to

cooperate with the Director and to furnish him such information,

support and assistance, not inconsistent with the law, as he may

require in the performance of his duties.

SEC. 12. Functions of the Secretary of Commerce. The Secretary

of Commerce, in supporting the Director in the performance of his

functions and operating under the general spectrum management guide-

lines and criteria prescribed by the Director, shall:

(a) Provide a centralized research and engineering capability

within the executive branch for the coordination of Federal frequency

uses and assignments.

(b) Develop and operate a national electromagnetic compatibility

analysis facility.

(c) Conduct research and analysis on radio propagation, radio

systems characteristics, and operating techniques leading to improved

utilization of the radio resource.

(d) Conduct research and analysis in the general field of tele-

communication sciences in support of other Government agencies and

in response to specific requests from the Director.
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(e) Provide such administrative and technical support as may

be required for the effective functioning of the Interdepartment

Radio Advisory Committee and provide for the maintenance of files

relevant to frequency management responsive to the needs of the

Director and the Committee.

SEC. 13. Retention of existing authority. (a) Nothing contained

in this order shall be deemed to impair any existing authority or

jurisdiction of the. Federal Communications Commission.

CO Nothing contained in this order shall be deemed to iinpair

the responsibilities of the Administrator of General Services under

the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949, as

amended, with respect to the representation of agencies in negotia-

tions with carriers and in proceedings before Federal and State

regulatory bodies or the procurement either directly or by delegation

of authority to other agencies of public utility communications

services. The Administrator shall coordinate his activities in these

areas with the Director.

(c) Except as specifically provided therein, nothing in this

order shall be deemed to derogate from any now existing assignment

of functions to any other department or agency or officer thereof

made by statute, Executive order, or Presidential directives, including

memoranda.

SEC. 14. Program content. Nothing in this order shall be

construed as authorizing the exercise of any authority with respect

to the content of any station program or of communications transmitted

by any communication facility.
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SEC. 15. Superseded orders. To the extent that the following

have not heretofore been made or become inapplicable, they are

hereby superseded and revoked:

(1) Executive Order No. 10995 of February 16, 1962

(2) Executive Order No. 11084 of February 15, 1963.

THE WHITE HOUSE



April 1,, 1970

t 4r 'A.tokANDUM TOR

General Georg* Lincoln
Director
Office of Emergency Preparedness

After muck eearehing, we hove a candidate for Director of the nevi
Office et Teleseasenesicatione _Polley which will be established as a
separate office in lito Znoeutive ° Mee of the Preotsiest later this
mouth. (See Reorgoeisatben Message attached.) Hs is William A.
Isitsbasien, Jr., now at the lestitsto fee Defense Analyses, .A rlingtoe,

Nlishanon holds a Pk. D. is 417C0401211e* fro= this University of Chlehiss
and was employed at OW FiViri Corporation and the Defense Department
Wore joint% IDA where he is Director at the Program Ais*sis
Division. This has involved considerable dirostion of analyses of policy
issues with strong acquit/fade sed technical coweposeets. Per the past
rear, he has bees wallas a look an bureaucratic behavior and Iwo it
eau be guided mare effectively.

ifs has previously been active in the Young Republicans and was seine-
what active in Ropy:once* politics in Ides Angeled until accept's a
civil aorvice position in DOD. He La now a regleterod itapahlican in
Virghda.

I breve attached a brief resume. ‘,14 ould you be interested in meeting
with Molasses? II not, de you have say comments?

Atte Cbnae nta
cc: Mr. Flanigan,

Mr. v., hiteboad
Central Files

CTWbitehead:jrn

Clay T. wbitekkoad
Special Assistant to the Proolidiaat



April 1, 1970

MEMORAT',Dlifvf YOH.

Dr. Lee A. DuBridge
Science Advi3er to the President

After much aearching, we have a candidate for Director of the new
Office of Telecommunications Policy which will be established as a
separate office in the .EN-.ecutive Office of the President later this
month. (See Peorganization des sage attached.) He is illiam A.
Niskatien. Jr.. now at the Institute for Defense Analyses, Arlington,

Niskanon holds a i. i). in ecocornics from the University of Chicago,
and as employed at the hand Corporation and the Defense Department
before joining IDA where he is Director of the Program Analysis
T.ivision. This hale involved considerable direction of analyses of policy
issues with strong economic and technical components. For the past
year, he has been writing a book on bureaucratic behavior and how it
can be guided more effectively.

He has previously been active in the -Young Republicans and was some-
what active in Republican politic in LOS Angeles until accepting a
civil service position in DOD. He is now a registered Republican in
Virginia.

I have attached a brief resume. *V.,, ould you be interested in meeting
with Niskanen? If not, do you have any comments?

Clay T. Whitehead
Special Assistant to the President

Attachments

cc: Mr. Flanigan
Mr. Whitehead
Central Files

C.:env hitehead: jm



RESUME
William Arthur Niskanella Jr.

Address
Home 7Z09 Gordons Road, Falls Church, Virginia
Business 400 Army-Navy Drive, Arlington, Virginia

Per
Born 13 March 1933 Bend, Oregon
Height 6'4"
Weight 200 pounds
Health Excellent
Married Helen Barr
Children Lia and Pamela

Education
Harvard College
University of Chicago
Univc r sity of Chicago

Employment:
Bureau of Mines
Treasury Department
RAND Corporation .
Office of the Secretary
of Defense

Institute.fo/: Defense
Analyses

A.B. 19 54
A. NT.. 1955
Ph. D. 3.962

Economist
Statistician
Economist
Director, Special
Studies

Director, Program
Analysis Division

Part-time Teaching'
University of Chicago

. University of California at Los Angeles
University of Maryland

Professional Fields
Defense analysis.
Public finance
Public administration
Research management

Summer 1954
Summer 1956
1957-1961.
1962-1964

1964- pre s ent

Fall 1956
Spring 1960, 3961
Spring 1966-1968
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Wednesday 4/1/70

5:30 I called Marge and told her Mr. Flanigan wanted to see Niskanen's

draft and that Niskanen is sending you a copy. She suggested you

might want to send Mr. Flanigan your opinion of it or some comments

on it.



Wednesday 4/1/70

Marge called. She has a copy of Dr. Nislc.anen's review draft
"Bureaucracy and Representative Government. " It is dated
February 1970. She is sending it over to you to be acknowledged.
If you think it is something Mr. Flanigan should do himself, she
said you could send it back.



INSTITUTE FOR DEFENSE ANALYSES

400 Artny-Novy Drive, Arlington, Virginia 22202, Telephone (703) 558-1000 I
ONMEINK...ret....“011-171ILle

March 30, 1970

Mr. Peter M. Flanigan
The White House (West Wing)
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Flanigan:

At your request, I have enclosed a review draft
of my book on bureaucracy. Chapter VII bears most directly
on suggested changes in our bureaucratic and political
institutions. Chapters I, II, and VI are also rather easy
to read but are part of the theoretical development. You
would probably find Chapters III, IV, and V rather rough
going. You will recognise that many of the changes sug-
gested in Chapter VII are designed to strengthen the role
of both the President and Congress as a body, relative to
the bureaus and the review committees. I would value your
comments on any part of the book.

I trust that you had an enjoyable period in the
Caribbean, and I hope that the OTP position can be resolved
as soon as possible. Please let me know if I can provide
any more relevant information.

Enclosure

Sincerely,

44,14‘.
William/A. Niskanen



RESUME
William Arthur Niskanen, Jr.

Address
Home 7209 Gordons Road, Falls Church, Virginia
Business 400 Army-Navy Drive, Arlington, Virginia

Personal
Born 13 March 1933 Bend, Oregon
Height 6'4"
Weight 200 pounds
Health Excellent
Married Helen Barr
Children Lia and Pamela

Education
Harvard College
University of Chicago
University of Chicago

Employment
Bureau of Mines
Treasury Department
RAND Corporation
Office of the Secretary
of Defense

Institute for Defense
Analyses

A.B.
A. M.
Ph. D.

19 54
1955
1962

Economist
Statistician
Economist
Director, Special
Studies

Director, Program
Analysis Division

Part-time Teaching
University of Chicago
University of California at Los Angeles
University of Maryland

Professional Fields
Defense analysis
Public finance
Public administration
Research management

Summer 1954
Summer 1956
1957-1962
1962-1964

1964-pre s ent

Fall 1956
Spring 1960, 1961
Spring 1966-1968



f Address
Home
Business

Personal
Born
Height
Weight
Health
Married
Children

RESUME

William Arthur Niskanen, Jr.

7209 Gordons Road, Falls Church, Virginia
400 Army-Navy Drive, Arlington, Virginia

13 March 1933
6'4"
200 pounds
Excellent
Helen Barr
Lia and Pamela

Education
Harvard College
University of Chicago
University of Chicago

ureau of Mines
Treasury Department
RAND Corporation
Office of the Secretary

of Defense
Institute for Defense

Analyses

Bend, Oregon

A.B.
A.M.
Ph .D.

1954
1955
1962

Economist
Statistician
Economist
Director, Special

Studies
Director, Program

Analysis Division

Part-time Teaching
University of Chicago
University of California at Los Angeles
University of Maryland

Professional Fields
Defense analysis
Public finance
Public administration
Research management

Summer 1954
Summer 1956
1957-1962
1962-1964

1964-present

Fall 1956
Spring 1960, 1961
Spring 1966-1968

R erences 

Charles Zwick Director, Bureau of Budget
harles Hitch President, University of California

A ain Enthoven Assistant Secretary, Department of Defense
Ja\k Ruina Vice President, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Max ell Taylor President, Institute for Defense Analyses



April le 1970

MILIMORANDUM FOR

Mr, Bryce Harlow
Mr. John Fhrlichman
Mr. H. R. Haldeman
Dr. Hoary Kissinger

After much sa&rching„ we have a candidate for Director of the new
Office of relecortunications Polley which will be established as a
separate office in the Ito:quota:iv* Office of the *resident latter this
menth. (See Peorganisation Message attached.) He is .)?illiarn A.
Niehaaen, Jr., ear at the Institute for Dofersee Analyses, Arlington,
Virginia.

Niskanon holds a Pb. D. in economics from the University of Chicatc•
and was employed by the Rand Corporation and the Defense Department
before joining 1DA where he is Director of the Program Analysis
Divieion. This has involved considerable direction ei auestlyses of policy
imam with strong economic and tocheloal eettlitenonts. Far the past
your, he has boon & book on burellusealtie behavior and how it
CAM be guided mere effectively.

Ito has previously been active in the Yaws Republicans and was sone.
what active in Republican politico in is Angeles until accepting *
civil service position in DOD. is mow a registered Roraileaft in

Nisbaineass strong points law

occeptiosally intelligent; *hie to work with the technical problems
this effice will face and will do a mild Pah

— basically policy-oriented and with the right piney boillaiallai will
not get us bogged darn in engineering

— net an empire-builder; will be low-hey and focus on doing a Joh.



0.1111 our rs

stows defense bactilL round sesubiaed with broader industry interests
will keep a balance between these two prixnary asipects at the job.

— should be able to held his ewe with oiller Executive Office directors.

EEls not-se-strenit points are:

-- lack of any real fer-profit industry experiencs (Wild aranwivehat
by his stress free enterprise prodilictions).

wlU die as adequate, but prebaliky met inspired, job tif relating to
Ceeiressiestal and liadustrf iesders.

I have attached a brief resume. Peter Flanigan theesist you might
like to meet Maumee. It net, do yen see say profiles's' with procoodias
on his SAM political C14111110041* osol oppoilernasout Could we have your
thorible as seas as possible?

Attaolksisoato

cc: Mr. Flanigan
Mr. whitehead
Central Files

CTVihitelvsad:jm

Clay T. Wbbehead
Special Assistant to the President



RESUME
William Arthur Niskancn, Jr.

Address
Home 7209 Gordons Road, Falls Church, Virginia
Business 400 Army-Navy Drive, Arlington, Virginia

Personal
Born 13 March 1933 Bend, Oregon
Height 6'4"
Weight 200 pounds
Health Excellent
Married Helen Barr
Children Lia and Pamela

Education
Harvard College
University of Chicago
University of Chicago

Employment
Bureau of Mines
Treasury Department
RAND Corporation
Office of the Secretary
of Defense

Institute for Defense
Analyses

/ •
-

A.B.
A.M.
Ph. D.

19 54
1955
1962

Economist
Statistician
Economist
Director, Special
Studies

Director, Program
Analysis Division

Part-time Teaching .
University of Chicago

. University of California at Los Angeles
University of Maryland

Professional Fields
Defense analysis
Public finance
Public administration
Research management

Summer 1954
Summer 1.956
1957-1962
1962-1964

1964-pre s cnt

Fall 1956
Spring 1960, 1961
Spring 1966-1968
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Monday 4/13/70

5:35 Dick Whitney in Secretary Stalls' office would like 967-2224
to talk with you. Concerns Robert Lowe.





April 7, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR

Maurice Stens
Secretary of Commerce

In accordance with your telephone conversation with Peter Flanigan,

I am forwarding the resume of Robert M. Lowe.

I should add to Peteis comments to you on the telephone that there
are real benefits in having a person with a non-technical bacicg round
heading TRAC. It could be very helpful in getting effective coupling
between the policy concerns of the Office of Telecommunications Policy
and the engineering analysis capability of TRAC. I have talked with
Bob Lowe on several occasions and feel he would be very good in that
role. He would require, of course, a first-rate technical deputy, but
he has demonstrated that he can work with technical experts quite well.
I think he would do a good job.

Clay T. Whitehead
Special Assistant to the President

Attachment

cc: Mr. Flanigan
Mr. White-head
Central Files

CTWhitehead:jrn



December 19, 1969

MEMOR AN DU M FOR BRYCE HARLOW

To the extent the Admini!)ration is committed to give preferential
consideration to 'Robert Lowe for one of the top new telecommunica-
tions positions, he would most appropriately be placed in the new
Telecommunications Research and Analysis Center to be established
in Conunerce. He may be appropriate as Director, although in view
of his weak technical background, Deputy Director might be more
appropriate.

/ do not believe he should be considered for one of the top positions
in the Executive Office. Mr. Lowe was earlier dropped from oon-
sideration for one of those positions because he was not considered
politically compatible with this Administration.

It may be some time before an appointment could be arranged in
any event. The President has not yet approved the reorganization,
and details have not yet been fully worked out. Furthermore, it
appears we will have to use reorganization act authority so that the
new positions will not be available until 60 days after the Han is
sent to the Congress. I do not believe it would be appropriate to
begin discussions with r. Lowe before mid-January at the
earliest.

Peter Flanigan
Assistant to the President

cc: Mr. Flanigan
Mr. Whitehead /
Mr. Kriegsman
Central Files

CTWhitehead:jm



MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

CONFIDENTIAL 

MEMORANDUM FOR PETER FLANIGAN 

FROM: Bryce N. Harlow

DATE: December 16, 1969

Because of the Haynsworth struggle, Robert Lowe (resume

attached) must be given every favorable consideration for

one of the top new Telecommunications positions with the

Government.

I would appreciate having an indication of:

(1) Which position might be most appropriate;

(2) when Lowe can be appointed to the position.

4

We should do a full-field FBI check on Lowe before appointing

him, even though he has previous government experience.

CONFIDENTIAL

•



RESUME

ROBERT M. LOWE

BORN: January 20, 1927; Grand Bayou, Louisiana

RESIDENCE: 725 Massachusetts Avenue, N.E., Washington, D.C.

FAMILY STATUS: Married 1952, four children ages 9 through 17

EDUCATION:

Secondary Garland Public Schools, Garland, Arkansas and
Riverside Military Academy, Gainesville, Georgia

College Southern State College, Magnolia, Arkansas

Professional University of Arkansas Law School, Fayetteville,
Arkansas (LLB, January 1953)

EMPLOYMENT:

Oct. 1945
July 1948
Jan. 1953
Oct. 1960
Jan. 1963
Nov. 1965
Aug. 1967

to April 1947:
to Sept. 1950:
to Oct. 1960:
to Jan. 1963:
to Nov. 1965:
to Aug. 1967:
to Feb. 1969:

Feb. 1969 to date:

EXPERIENCE: .

U.S. Army Air Corps (Weather Instructor)
Farmer
Attorney, Texarkana, Arkansas
Press Secretary to Senator J.W. Fulbright
Attorney, Texarkana, Arkansas
Special Counsel, Senate Commerce Committee
Director of Telecommunications and
Consultant on Telecommunications Policy,
Department of Transportation
Consultant on Communications Policy
(private practice, Washington, D.C.)

Law practice has been a general civil practice.

Principal organizer of Commercial National Bank of Texarkana. Served

as general counsel and director of such bank.

'While on Senator Fulbright's staff, served as press secretary

(was organizer and founder of the U.S. Senate Press Secretaries

Association) and was director and general coordinator of Senator

Fulbright's campaign for reelection in 1962.
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'EXPERIENCE (cont.)

As special counsel for Senate Commerce Committee, conducted study
of application and enforcement of Fairness Doctrine and Section 315
in broadcasting. Included detailed investigation of FCC, network
and station policy, practices, standards and operations affecting
public affairs broadcasting. Wrote report published by the Committee.

Duties at the Department of Transportation included staff responsi-
bility for Department's participation in the President's Task Force
on Communications Policy, staff responsibility for study of U.S.
Government organization for telecommunications management and regula-
tion and recommendations for reorganization in cooperation with the
Bureau of the Budget, and directed the organization and operation of
the Department's Office of Telecommunications. These duties have
required a close familiarity with all aspects of communications
operations, management, regulation, policy development, and research
and technology in all departments of government, including FCC's
critical responsibility for regulation of domestic and international
common carriers. In addition to direct responsibility at DOT, was
detailed to full-time staff of Communications Task Force at request
of the Chairman to assist in preparation of final report and supporting
documents.

4



S u ei---P2_:----nenttaq
Robert M. Lowe

The background and experience of Robert M. Lowe uniquely qualifies him
to serve in a telecommunications policy development and direction role
in the Executive Branch of the Federal government.

In that context, he has worked in both the Legislative and Executive
branches dealing with telecommunications policy and operations
questions. In addition, he has an intimate familiarity with the
problems, policies and operations of the Federal Communications
Commission obtained as a result of the extensive study of that agency
which he conducted for the Senate Commerce Committee.

His experience as Director of Telecommunications for the Department
of Transportation gave him extensive exposure to requirements and
operating problems associated with air traffic control (Federal
Aviation Administration), marine search and rescue (Coast Guard),
and land Surface transportation (Railway Administration, Highway
Administration and Urban Mass Transit Administration). Indeed, a
systematic appreciation of the problems of telecommunications is not
possible without comprehension of the problems posed by transportation
systems; for transportation itself is a form of communications.

,In addition to familiarity with telecommunications resources and
problems of the Department of Transportation (the largest Federal
government user outside the Department of Defense) Lowe gained
familiarity with the telecommunications resources, requirements,
and problems of the other departments and agencies of government,
including DOD. •

As telecommunications policy adviser to the President, Lowe would
call upon an array of experiences with afford him extensive knowledge
of policy and operating problems in the whole spectrum of communications
questions. Included are a knowledge of broadcast and common carrier
regulations, frequency management, the Federal government as a
customer and user of telecommunications devices and services and
satellite communications applications. In addition, since the communi-
cations requirements of state and local governments, especially for
health and safety purposes, are so closely related to transportation
requirements, Lowe's experience would be invaluable in coordinating
relations between those users and the Federal government.

Lowe is presently a consultant to the Department of Commerce on a
long range communications plan for the State of Alaska.
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wiNTI4r4or, fiocKurri.t.E14

STATE OF ARKANSAS
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR

LITTLE ROCK

Octo!..scr 27, 1969

Mr. Rogers Morton
Chairman
Natienul Ropublicon Comraittoo
1623 Eye Street, N. W.
Wa:hinoton, D. C.

.Dear Rogers:

• \ •It is my understan•dinj that thorels a vocdricy in the office
of Emergency Preparedness, as Director of Tele'<ommenications
Management (DTM). We have 9:1-.A,rhariton that is .,kleing considered
as the Director, that has had th N;ckbround and 011'Ni-1ence to make
quite a contribution C13 ,Diroctor'of tholol--Communicotions Manna-
mont. Robert M. Lowiis pl'obably. mei:a qualified for that pation than
any other porton iq'ttho;:cavntry. RoLzri as bcon tho Diroctor of Telt,-
Communicatfons for the'DePartment of.Tran:portation. Robert is the
brother of --Lynn Lowe who rson fest;Conorors as a Republican hero in
Arkonis in 1964'. Lynn has r...:;rvc'd his State and Pcrty well as State
Treasurer for, the, R6publicail.Perty. Lynn has had to resign as State
Treasurer to takeio resition on the State A. S: C. S. Committee.

Alth6uch I do not know Rolunt pertonOly I do know and
resp3ct the judgament of Lynn Lowe and others that have recommended
Robert for this position, Any millstone°  that you can give Robert !ri
obtaining thi: rozition will certainly be appreciated.

With all coociwithes,

Sincerely,

Winthrop Rockefeller
G3ventor

bcc: Mr. Lynn Lowe .
71.-Mr. Robert M. Lowe

Mr. Van Rush



OPTKINAL FORM NO. 10
5010-101

UNI.TED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM :

SUBJECT:

Dr. C. T. Whitehead

IOP/PA — William N. Lyons

Robert Lowe

P
DATE: 12 September 1969

In addition to various papers submitted to the Task Force, Bob had
prepared this Congressional Staff Report on the "Fairness Doctrine"
You indicated you wanted to see this, as well as the others (under
separate cover).
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. RESUME4 

ROBERT M. LOWE 
(September 10, 1969)

BORN: January 20, 1927; Grand Bayou, Louisiana

RESIDENCE: 8426 Sulky Court, Alexandria, Virginia

FAMILY STATUS: Married Miss Patricia McLaughlin of Little Rock,
Arkansas, January 1952. Have four children, two
boys and two girls, ages 9 through 17.

EDUCATION:

Secondary Garland Public Schools, Garland, Arkansas and
Riverside Military Academy, Gainesville, Georgia

College Southern State College, Magnolia, Arkansas

Professional University of Arkansas Law School, Fayetteville,
Arkansas (LLB, January 1953)

EMPLOYMENT

Oct. 1945 to April 1947: U.S. Army Air Corps (Weather Instructor)

July 1948 to Sept. 1950: Farmer
Jan. 1953 to Oct. 1960: Attorney, Texarkana, Arkansas
Oct. 1960 to Jan. 1963: Press Secretary to Senator J.W. Fulbright

Jan
Nov.

Aug.

Feb. 1, 1969 to date: Consultant on Communications Policy (private
practice, Washington, D.C.)

1963 to Nov. 18, 1965: Attorney, Texarkana, Arkansas
18, 1965 to Aug. 1, 1967: Special Counsel, Senate Commerce

Committee
1, 1967 to Feb. 1, 1969: Director of Telecommunications and

Consultant on Telecommunications
Policy, Department of Transportation

EXPERIENCE

Law practice has been a general civil practice.

Principal organizer of Commercial National Bank of Texarkana. Served

as general counsel and director of such bank.
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EXPERIENCE (cont.)

While on Senator Fulbright's staff, served as press secretar
y

(was organizer and founder of the U.S. Senate Press Secr
etaries

Association) and was director and general coordinator of
 Senator

Fulbright's campaign for reelection in 1962.

As special counsel for Senate Commerce Committee, conduc
ted study

of application and enforcement of FArness Doctrine and Se
ction 315

in broadcasting. Included detailed investigation of FCC, network

and station policy, practices, standards and operatio
ns affecting

public affairs broadcasting. Wrote report published by the Committee.

Duties at the Department of Transportation include staff
 responsi-

bility for Department's participation in the President'
s Task Force

on Communications Policy, staff responsibility for stud
y of U.S.

Government organization for telecommunications manageme
nt and regula-

tion and recommendations for reorganization in cooper
ation with the

Bureau of the Budget, and directed the organization and
 operation of

the Department's Office of Telecommunications. These duties have

required a close familiarity with all aspects of co
mmunications

operations, management, regulation, policy development,
 and research

and technology in all departments of government, incl
uding FCC's

critical responsibility for regulation of domestic an
d international

common carriers. In addition to direct responsibility at DOT, was

detailed to full-time staff of Communications Task Fo
rce at request

of the Chairman to assist in preparation of final r
eport and

supporting documents.

REFERENCES

Alan S. Boyd
President
Illinois Central Railroad

(former Secretary of Transportation)

Donald G. Agger
1001 Connecticut Avenue

Suite 1132
Washington, D.C.
(former Assistant Secretary for

International Affairs and Special

Programs, Department of Transportation

Richard L. Beam
Director of Telecommunications

Department of Transportation
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REF E RENC ES

Senator J. W. Fulbright
U.S. Senate

Senator John 0. Pastore

U.S. Senate

Senator Gale McGee
U.S. Senate

Honorable Rogers C. B. Morton

U. S. House of Representatives

Honorable F. Bradford Morse

U. S. House of Representatives

Honorable John Paul Hammerschmidt

U. S. rouse of Representatives

Dwight Chapin
Appointments Secretary
The White House

Michael Pertschuk
General Counsel
Senate Commerce Committee

Nicholas Zapple
Communications Counsel
Senate Commerce Committee

Gerald B. Grinstein
Administrative Assistant to

Senator Warren G. Magnuson

Lee Williams
Administrative Assistant to

Senator J. W. Fulbright

Ed Williamson
Chief Clerk
House Committee on Tnterstate

and Foreign Commerce



Thursday 9/11/69

10:55 Robert Lowe will come in tomorrow at 10:30 to see
you.



RESUME

ROBERT M. LOWE
(September 10, 1969)

BORN: January 20, 1927; Grand Bayou, Louisiana

RESIDENCE: 8426 Sulky Court, Alexandria, Virginia

FAMILY STATUS: Married Miss Patricia McLaughlin -of Little Rock,

Arkansas, January 1952. Have four children, two

boys and two girls, ages 9 through 17.

EDUCATION:

SecondaKm Garland Public Schools, Garland, Arkansas and
Riverside Military Academy, Gainesville, Georgia

College Southern State College, Magnolia, Arkansas

Professional University of Arkansas Law School, Fayetteville,

Arkansas (LLB, January 1953)

EMPLOYMENT

Oct. 1945 to April 1947: U.S. Army Air Corps (Weather Instructor)

July 1948 to Sept. 1950: Farmer
Jan. 1953 to Oct. 1960: Attorney, Texarkana, Arkansas

Oct. 1.960 to Jan. 1963: Press Secretary to Senator J.W. Fulbright

Jan 1963 to Nov. 18, 1965: Attorney, Texarkana, Arkansas

Nov. 18, 1.965 to Aug. 1, 1967: Special Counsel, Senate Commerce
Committee

Aug. 1, 1967 to Feb. 1, 1969: Director of Telecommunications and
Consultant on Telecommunications
Policy, Department of Transportation

Feb. 1, 1969 to date: Consultant on Communications Policy (private

practice, Washington, D.C.)

EXPERIENCE

Law practice has been a general civil practice.

Principal organizer of Commercial National Bank of Texarkana. Served

as general counsel and director of such bank.
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EXPERIENCE (cont.)

While on Senator Fulbright's staff, served as press secretary

(was organizer and founder of the U.S. Senate Press Secretaries

Association) and was director and general coordinator of Senator

Fulbright's campaign for reelection in 1962.

As special counsel for Senate Commerce Committee, conducted study

of application and enforcement of FAirness Doctrine and Section 315

in broadcasting. Included detailed investigation of FCC, network

and station policy, practices, standards and operations affectin
g

public affairs broadcasting. Wrote report published by the Committee

Duties at the Department of Transportation include staff respo
nsi-

bility for Department's participation in the President's Task Fo
rce

on Communications Policy, staff responsibility for study of U.S.

Government organization for telecommunications management an
d regula-

tion and recommendations for reorganization in cooperation wit
h the

Bureau of the Budget, and directed the organization and oper
ation of

the Department's Office of Telecommunications. These duties have

required a close familiarity with all aspects of communicati
ons

operations, management, regulation, policy development, and re
search

and technology in all departments of government, including 
FCC's

critical responsibility for regulation of domestic and inter
national

common carriers. In addition to direct responsibility at DOT, was

detailed to full-time staff of Communications Task Force at 
request

of the Chairman to assist in preparation of final report
 and

supporting documents.

REFERENCES

Alan S. Boyd
President
Illinois Central Railroad
(former Secretary of Transportation)

Donald G. Agger
1001 Connecticut Avenue
Suite 1132
Washington, D.C.
(former Assistant Secretary for

International Affairs and Special

Programs, Department of Transportation

Richard L. Beam
Director of Telecommunications

Department of Transportation
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REFERENCES

Senator J. W. Fulbright
U.S. Senate

Senator John 0. Pastore
U.S. Senate

Senator Gale McGee
U.S. Senate

Honorable Rogers C. B. Morton

U. S. House of Representatives

4.Honorable F. Bradford Morse

U. S. House of Representatives

Honorable John Paul Hammerschmidt

U. S. House of Representatives

Dwight Chapin
Appointments Secretary
The White rouse

Michael Pertschuk
General Counsel
Senate Commerce Committee

Nicholas Zapple
Communications Counsel
Senate Commerce Committee

Gerald B. Grinstein
Administrative Assistant to

Senator Warren G. Magnuson

Lee Williams
Administrative Assistant to
Senator J. W. Fulbright

Ed Williamson
Chief Clerk
House Committee on Interstate

and Foreign Commerce





AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

LONG LINES DEPARTMENT

2055 L STREET, N. W.

WASHINGTON, 0. C. 20036

BENJAMIN H. OLIVER, JR.

VICE PRESIDENT-GOVERNMENT COMMUNICATIONS

Dr. C. T. Whitehead
White House
Washington, D. C.

Dear Dr. Whitehead:

April 10, 1969
AREA CODE 202

466-4121

Ed Crosland and I enjoyed our visit with you, Mr. Ellsworth
and Mr. Hofgren yesterday, and found the discussion interesting. We also
hope that yesterday's meeting will be only one of a series at which the
several important issues under your jurisdiction can be discussed.

On returning to the office and thinking about the chart on prices
of telephone service that we left with you, I thought that a more concrete
example would be useful. Accordingly, I am attaching a copy of a 1909
contract for telephone service in Brooklyn, New York. As you will note,
at that time we paid $4 a month for an average of 50 calls per month to any
of the 15 central offices in that Borough. Calls over this quota as well as
calls placed to telephones outside Brooklyn were billed additionally. 1909
is a number of years ago, and today the basic charge for resident telephone
service in Brooklyn is $5. 60 for 75 calls per month.

The 1909 contract called for a charge of 5 for each additional
message made to the 15 central offices in Brooklyn. Twenty-five additional
messages per month would bring the $4 charge up to $5.25, as a comparison
with the present day rate of $5.60. Today's quota of 75 calls can be made to
all the Boroughs in New York City. I thought you might like to see this
specific even though only partial verification of the chart we left with you
yesterday.

I am also attaching a reprint of an article that you may be
interested in. It concerns a "system approach" to an important business
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problem that has been brought about by our communications network,
even though it is not directly connected with the network itself.

If there are things we can do to give you further information
on any communications subject, please feel free to call me. Looking
forward to more contact with you in the future,

Sincerely,


